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Global Financial System: It
Was Bankrupt Before Sept. 11
by Lothar Komp

Worldwide, there is a state of financial emergency. In the Charles Schwab, Asahi Bank, Sumitomo Bank, Dai-Ichi
Kangyo Bank, CNA Insurance, John Hancock, the Municipalhorrible events in Washington and New York of Sept. 11, not

only were an unknown number of currency and derivatives Assistance Corp. (Big MAC), Oppenheimer Management,
Northern Trust, Citigroup’s Smith Barney, and Yamaichitraders killed, but also an important part of the physical infra-

structure of the financial system was destroyed. Computer International America. The New York Board of Trade,
America’s biggest exchange for trade in cocoa, coffee, andfiles and hard copies documenting numerous foreign ex-

change and derivatives transactions of many financial institu- sugar, was also located in one of the World Trade Center
towers.tions, are gone.

Innumerable derivatives contracts, for a value of many Another imminent threat to the global financial system
is posed by the demolition of the Clearinghouse Interbankbillions of dollars, are therefore hanging in the air, because

one side of the bilateral agreement, for example in Frankfurt, Payment System (CHIPS), the private telecommunications
system operated by the New York Clearinghouse Associationdoes not know if the counterparty will promptly fulfill its

obligations or if it still exists. Already, the disappearance of for banks in the New York area. Some of its physical infra-
structure was destroyed, so that the whole CHIPS system wasone big player could trigger a global chain reaction. Rumors

of the illiquidity of big hedge funds are making the rounds. non-functional after the terror attack.
The dimensions of CHIPS is huge. Its computer system isThe large settlements systems of international banking con-

cerns are showing signs of malfunctioning. Furthermore, the used to settle the payments of both domestic and international
inter-bank obligations. The biggest banks in the world, in-central banks fear that in the next days or weeks, a dollar panic

could break out, which would mean the sudden sell-off of cluding Citibank, J.P. Morgan Chase, Bank of America, Deu-
tsche Bank, UBS, and Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi, own andAmerican stocks, and a run on the banks.

Among the big financial companies, the hardest hit ap- operate CHIPS. CHIPS transfers an average total value of
$1.2 trillion daily—equal to the amount of the total daily valuepears to be Cantor Fitzgerald, one of the leading traders of

government bonds in the world. About 700 employees of of payments that passes through the entire Federal Reserve
System. It clears and handles 242,000 transactions on an aver-Cantor Fitzgerald were still missing three days after the

terrorist attack. U.S. investment bank Morgan Stanley had age day. It handles 95% of all U.S. dollar payments moving
among countries worldwide.rented more office space in the World Trade Center than

any other company. According to Morgan Stanley, the “vast
majority” of its 3,500 employees got out safely, but several Chain-Reaction Mega-Failures

All of this has led to very serious worries among centralhundreds are still missing. Fuji Bank from Japan has stated
that probably 700 of its employees were killed. Many other banks about a chain-reaction of mega-failures in the interna-

tional financial system. In order to prevent an immediate col-banks had operations in the Twin Towers and the neighbor-
ing buildings that also collapsed, including Merrill Lynch, lapse of the system, the leading central banks began pumping

massive amounts of liquidity into the system. In an unprece-Lehman Brothers, American Express, Crédit Suisse Group/
Crédit Suisse First Boston, Deutsche Bank, Commerzbank, dented, coordinated action, within the 24 hours beginning
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Sept. 11, they made available at least $120 billion in liquidity Collapse In Confidence Was
Already Under Wayfor the financial markets.

The Federal Reserve announced already on Sept. 11 that This thesis is completely misleading in a very important
point: The collapse of American consumer confidence and itsit would deliver as much liquidity to the system, as needed.

The first step was to open the money faucets, pouring $38 consequences for the U.S. and world economy, was already
in process and would have continued, even without the terrorbillion into the banking system, about ten times the amount

the Federal Reserve normally would make available. The Fed attacks against the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. In
fact, as a result of the giant economic and financial imbal-declared, that it had also “substantially expanded” its discount

window for further emergency loans to banks. ances, not the least in the United States, the greatest world-
wide financial and economic catastrophe in at least a centuryWhile the Nikkei index in Japan on Sept. 12 fell to its

lowest level since December 1983, and in that one day roughly had already started quite a while ago. This disintegration pro-
cess—which cannot be stopped unless radical emergency re-$170 billion in paper went up in smoke, the Bank of Japan

poured 2 trillion yen ($17 billion) into the system. The central covery measures, as proposed by U.S. Democratic Presiden-
tial pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche, are implemented—wasbanks of South Korea, Thailand, Singapore, Australia, and

New Zealand, as well as the currency authorities in Hong only further accelerated through the recent dramatic develop-
ments.Kong, made known that they were ready to act in a similar

manner at any time. For example, University of Michigan’s preliminary index
of U.S. consumer sentiment, based on a survey that was fin-The European Central Bank (ECB) also displayed un-

usual generosity, making available $63 billion in short-term ished before Sept. 11, dropped sharply from 91.5 in August
to 83.6 in September, the lowest level since March 1993. Thecredits for the banking sector. The Swiss National Bank said

that it would also provide additional liquidity, should this preliminary index of future expectations among consumers
plunged from 85.2 to 77.2 points. The U.S. Labor Departmentbe necessary.

Furthermore, on Sept. 13, the Federal Reserve and the reported that the number of new claims for unemployment
benefits rose to 431,000 in the week ending Sept. 8, the highestECB sealed a bilateral currency-swap agreement in the range

of $50 billion. According to the Federal Reserve, the main level since July. The total number of Americans receiving
unemployment benefits in the week ending Sept. 1 rose topurpose of the measure is to secure the urgent liquidity needs

of European banks operating in America. In summary, lead- 3.35 million, the highest since August 1992. U.S. industrial
production fell in August for the 11th consecutive month.ing central banks are preparing for mega-catastrophes in the

financial sector, erupting in the next few days. Production at factories, mines, and utilities dropped by 0.8%
during August, much more than in the previous month (0.1%),“The real danger lies in the matter of derivatives settle-

ments and counterparties,” one London financial source told and much bigger than economists had forecasted. The string
of monthly declines is the longest in 41 years (since FebruaryEIR on Sept. 13. “If settlement problems snowball, this could

bring down the whole financial system. The danger is not to December 1960). The capacity utilization fell to 76.2% in
August, the lowest since July 1983.negligible. That is why you see the central bankers pouring

in the liquidity now, to head this off. That is why the U.S. Also, the crash on stock markets is not a phenomenon
exclusive to the post-Sept. 11 world. In the first 12 monthsTreasury bond market was opened today. The options are

maturing today, and if they had left this alone, that could have after thefirst quarter 2000, the market capitalization of stocks
held by American private households and corporations, hasled to dangers that would have toppled the whole system.”

According to this source, “There will be a problem, if the fallen from $20.15 trillion to $14.88 trillion. The loss in value
of $5.27 trillion, or 26.2%, corresponds to more than half thecentral bankers are not very careful in how they manage this

liquidity pumping that they are doing to avoid a seizing up. American Gross Domestic Product. But in the second and
third quarters, the situation worsened. In the last week ofThe danger would be like what happened ahead of Y2K, when

the liquidity pumped in, created a giant bubble in the months August 2001, there was the biggest market collapse in Ameri-
can stocks since the markets began to fall in March 2000. Andto come, and put an end to the bull market in equities. There

are dangers in creating a bigger bubble now. And, of course, then, the first week of September turned out even worse. All
together, the Dow Jones fell 800 points from Aug. 20 tothere is the danger of hyperinflation.”

Governments and central banks of course were desper- Sept. 10.
On the European markets, too, the month of August 2001ately trying to play down the threat of a systemic breakdown

crisis. Meanwhile numerous representatives of banks, eco- ranked among the worst since thefinancial storms of Summer-
Fall 1998. Some big European firms, including Deutschenomic research institutes, and media suddenly discovered the

threat of a “world recession.” In particular, as their argument Telekom and Bayer AG, experienced the biggest monthly
market fall in their history. However, while the German DAXran, the collapse of the stock markets, would shatter the con-

fidence of the American consumers, the last bastion of the index needed the whole month of August to fall 700 points,
it managed to achieve the same amount of collapse in just theU.S. economy, and with this, a worldwide economic collapse

would ensue. first two weeks in September.
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U.S. Productive Employment
Plunges To 1950 Levels
by Anita Gallagher and Richard Freeman

The U.S. production manufacturing workforce has been re- ing is our basic problem; manufacturing was all of the de-
cline.”duced to 11.790 million workers as of July 2001. This is the

result of the ongoing collapse of the U.S. real economy, of Production manufacturing workers in the United States
fell to 11.790 million workers in July 2001—a level last seenwhich U.S. Democratic Presidential 2004 pre-candidate Lyn-

don H. LaRouche, Jr. alone has warned. The last time the in 1950. The total U.S. manufacturing workforce (production
workers plus technical and administrative support workers)workforce in production manufacturing workers was this

small, was in 1950—half a century ago. fell to 17.545 million workers. The last time the U.S. total
manufacturing workforce was so small was 1964.In an address on July 24 broadcast internationally on the

Internet, entitled “How To Beat The Depression,” LaRouche From July to August, 141,000 payroll manufacturing
workers lost their jobs—double the 71,000 payroll jobs lostwarned, “We don’t have a system that has problems, such that

when it goes down, it will bounce back. There will be no in July. (One “payroll job” may be held by more than one
worker.)recovery from this system, under this system. . . .

“But economic systems are funny things. For example: Table 1 represents the cumulative job loss since July 2000
for two categories: the total manufacturing workforce, whichThey don’t collapse all at once, at the moment you make bad

policies. For example, in the case of long-term infrastructure includes technical and administrative white-collar support
workers and manufacturing production workers (column 1),investments, in terms of education policies. It takes a genera-

tion to educate a child. It takes a generation, or about 25 years
or so, to realize the full benefits of infrastructure policies. . . .
So that you don’t see the effects of bad policies immediately.
You see the effects down the line, when the failure to make TABLE 1

certain investments catches up with you.” Cumulative Manufacturing Employment Job
So, the United States is now faced with a terrible crisis: a Loss Since July 2000

collapse in the real productive sector, that produces power,
Total Production Workerfood, transportation, and other infrastructure and products, Manufacturing Manufacturing

and a correlated collapse in employment of production work- Employment Employment
ers, which is perceived as a “shock” to experts who refused

July 2000 — —
to face reality.

August 69,000 57,000

September 133,000 129,000The Dimensions Of Unemployment
October 150,000 143,000

Unemployment is rapidly accelerating. In August 2001,
November 177,000 172,000

the number of unemployed exploded from the previous month
December 222,000 205,000

by 562,000 workers, as U.S. official unemployment, as calcu-
January 2001 297,000 294,000

lated by the Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics
February 365,000 362,000

(BLS), increased from 6.395 million in July to 6.957 in Au-
March 438,000 434,000

gust. This produced a jump in the unemployment rate, from
April 545,000 522,000

4.5% to 4.9%. There has not been a monthly 0.4% increase
May 672,000 622,000

in the official unemployment rate in five years.
June 785,000 727,000

Responding to the BLSfigures, Standard and Poor’s chief
July 837,000 764,000

economist David Wyss said: “We thought it was going to be
August 978,000 871,000

bad, but it was worse. The continued weakness in manufactur-
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and the production manufacturing workforce alone (column
2).

Nearly 1 million jobs were lost between July 2000 and
August 2001 in total manufacturing payroll employment, of
which 871,000—nearly 90%—were production manufactur-
ing workers, who produce the goods human beings need. It
is these critical manufacturing jobs that comprise the vast
majority of jobs lost in the U.S. economy.

The Real Rate Of Unemployment
Under LaRouche’s direction, EIR has always compiled its

own unemployment figures, because unemployment is vastly
undercounted by BLS methods. Besides the BLS “official
unemployed,” EIR also counts those workers in the category
“want a job now, but not in the labor force,” plus those in the
category “part-time for economic reasons.” On that basis,
15.308 million workers is the real total unemployed in the
United States now, yielding a rate of 10.46%—double the
official rate.

At the same time that unemployment hits record highs,
the “safety-net” aspect of unemployment has been eroded. (In
fact, initial claims for unemployment were 33% higher in
August 2001 than a year ago.) As documented by the Jackson,
Mississippi Clarion Ledger, chiselling in unemployment ben-

The lines of unemployed—this one, in California’s Alamedaefits has hit low-wage workers and working parents nation-
County—are a lot longer than the official unemployment figures.

wide the hardest. For example: The nation’s productive manufacturing workforce has shrunk to its
∑ Despite the bubble economy of the 1990s, which al- level of half a century ago.

lowed many states to run record budget surpluses, many states
don’t have the recommended reserves in their unemployment
trust funds.

∑ Regulations on who qualifies for benefits are more re- example, a person working 30 hours a week for the minimum
wage of $5.15 per hour earns $154.50 a week—below thestrictive in many states than during the 1990s; in the last five

years, 19 states have increased the earnings requirement to minimum weekly earnings of $169 required for benefits in
Ohio.qualify for unemployment benefits, while only one state has

lowered it. ∑ All employers pay at least 6.2% of an employee’s first
$7,000 in earnings under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act;∑ Of the 10 million workers who filed unemployment

claims in 2000, some 3 million were found ineligible. Others 41 states tax wages beyond the first $7,000. These payroll
taxes generated billions of dollars in revenue, of which $54.6never apply, are found ineligible, or remain unemployed after

exhausting their benefits. For 2000, the Clarion Ledger esti- billion was in reserve at the end of 2000. There are also three
Federal unemployment trust funds that have grown to an esti-mates that only 38% of the jobless received unemployment

checks, as opposed to the 1950s, when half the unemployed mated $38.8 billion. Yet, in 2000, twenty-three states were
considered to have insufficient reserves to cover benefits in areceived benefits.

∑ Laws in most states fail to accommodate a changing one-year recession—the minimum period recommended by
a Federal advisory commission in 1995. Why? Many statesAmerican workforce of single parents and two-income cou-

ples, who must structure work around childcare. If an appli- aggressively cut their unemployment payroll taxes during the
1990s—bubble-headed thinking to match the financialcant can’t work nights or weekends, for example, ten states

deny that applicant unemployment benefits, according to the bubble.
Government Accounting Office.

∑ If an applicant can’t work more than 30 hours a week, Telecom Sector Meltdown A Paradigm
The anatomy of the collapse of the telecommunications30 states will not give benefits if the applicant won’t work

full time. sector which recently appeared in the London Financial
Times presents a case study of the disintegration of the “New∑ Former welfare recipients who took low-wage jobs,

and were then laid off, are finding that they are ineligible for Economy.” In the last 18 months, $3.8 trillion has been lost
in the stock of telecom operators and manufacturers glob-unemployment benefits because they didn’t earn enough. For
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TABLE 2

Lay-offs In The Telecom Sector Since Jan. 1,
2001 (Firms Which Have Laid Off 5,000 Or
More) Test New Damming
Company Job Cuts Function

Method On Ohio RiverLucent Technologies 44,910 Network equipment

China Unicom 34,478 Telecom operator

Motorola 32,000 Mobile phone equipment by Marcia Merry Baker and Walter Merry
Nortel Networks 30,000 Network equipment

Alcatel 25,300 Network and mobile phone
The Army Corps of Engineers is in the process of creating an

equipment
engineering first, for a new dam construction method, in a

Ericsson 22,000 Mobile phone equipment
dam-replacement project on the Monongahela River, just up-

Solectron 20,700 Contract network equipment
stream from Pittsburgh.

JDS Uniphase 16,000 Optical network components
Internationally, we face economic depression, made

Philips 11,000 Mobile phone equipment
worse by chaos ensuing from the Sept. 11 strategic operations

Siemens 9,700 Mobile phone and network
hit on the United States. Yet now is the right time to be think-

equipment
ing ahead to how infrastructure advancement could pro-

ADC 9,500 Broadbank equipment
ceed—especially by leap-frogging over outmoded technolo-

Cisco Systems 8,500 Network equipment
gies, with new, effort-saving methods. Many of the dams on

Marconi 7,000 Network equipment
U.S. river navigation systems are nearing 100 years old, and

WorldCom Group 6,832 Alternative telecom operator
way past due for replacement. For these, and similar locations

Corning 6,800 Fiber-optic components
in other nations, the Engineering Corps project could be a

Agere Systems 6,000 Network components
major advance.

British Telecom 6,000 Telecom operator
The simple approach being demonstrated on the “Mon,”

Cable & Wireless 5,500 Network operator
is to build the dam in advance, elsewhere, in parts, then float

NTL 5,000 Cable operator
them to thefinal location, and join them together at the perma-

Source: London Financial Times, Sept. 7, 2001. nent installation site. A nice idea, but the trick is the execution
of it.

The test project is to replace the 1905 dam at the Locks
and Dam No. 2 of the Monongahela River, at Braddock,ally—for comparison, an amount that far exceeds the $850

billion losses in Asian stock markets during the 1997-98 just upstream from where the Mon, rising from the South,
joins the Allegheny, rising from the Northeast, to form the“Asian financial crisis.”

A large telecom operator has gone bust every six days, on Ohio River at the “Point” in Pittsburgh. On July 26, the first
of two sections for the new dam was floated 27 miles fromaverage, for the past six months. Spending on the telecom

sector in the United States and Europe amounted to $4 trillion its construction site, near to where it will be joined by the
second section early next year, for final installation in 2002between 1997 and 2001. More than $1.8 trillion was lent to

the telecom sector by banks, bond markets, and private equity as a new dam. No coffers, no diversions, and only minimal
down-time for shipping in the Ohio-Monongahela systemissuers during 1996-2001.

The telecom companies shown in Table 2 have laid off will be required. This means vast savings in labor, funds,
and resources.5,000 or more workers since Jan. 1, 200l, as compiled by the

London Financial Times—totalling over 300,000 workers in The photograph shows the new dam site schematically
(not exactly), and the existing old dam. The features showneight months.

The telecom industry was overbuilt in “Al Gore” lunatic include a 1953 lockmaster tower (white), between the two
locks; and the prominent Edgar Thomson Steel Works.fashion, based on the belief that an explosive expansion of

the Internet (perhaps by the 60% of the population in Asia
who make less than $2 day becoming users) would create a Floating Into Place

The first of two modular sections, “Braddock Dam Seg-virtually infinite demand for telecom capacity. In fact, only
1-2% of all the fiber-optic cable laid in the United States and ment No. 1,” for the new dam at Locks and Dam 2 on the

Mon, was constructed in a joint venture by the Corps, J.A.Europe is “lit,” or turned on; and, of the capacity turned on,
only one-tenth of that capacity is actually used. Thus, only Jones Construction Co., and Traylor Brothers Inc., at

Leetsdale, some 26 miles down river from its intended site.one-one-thousandth of the total fiber-optic capacity in the
United States and Europe has ever been utilized. “No. 1 Segment” is made of concrete, with an airtight central
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The Army Corps of
Engineers is using new
“dam replacement”
technology on the
Monongahela River,
near Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Shown is
the view from
downstream of Lock and
Dam No. 2 at Braddock.

chamber, making it buoyant for floating into position. It The Mon and Ohio Navigation Systems
Coal accounts for most of the tonnage that moves on theweighs 22 million pounds, is 333 feet long, and is just wide

enough to slip (with 18 inches clearance) through the inter- Monongahela River. The most common types are steam plant
coal and metallurgical coal, from mines in Greene County,vening locks on the Ohio and Mon.

Soon after 3:00 a.m. on July 26, the hulk was winched out Pennsylvania, and in West Virginia. Although most of the
coal is used in the United States, a sizable volume moves toof its construction pit, and launched for its upriver journey,

propelled by two towboats, at a top speed of under three miles foreign destinations. The Army Corps writes:
“The present Mon navigation system has nine locks andper hour. At 9:30 p.m. that night, “Segment No. 1” was docked

at Duquesne, on the Mon, where it will have three months of dams of several sizes and types constructed by the Corps of
Engineers between 1902 and 1967. These locks allow boatsfinal fitting. “No. 1” had a draft of 11 feet, which meant at one

point on its 27-mile journey, its bottom came very close to to travel in a series of steps down the 147-foot difference in
pool elevation from Fairmont [W.Va., where navigation ends]the river bottom, at West Homestead. The mammoth structure

is 55 feet high. But the trip was a success. to Pittsburgh. . . . The locks and dams on the Mon enable it to
carry as much tonnage as the flat lowland rivers of Europe,Its mate, “Braddock Dam Segment No. 2,” which will

be a smaller slab, is scheduled to be completed this fall, and like the Rhine and the Thames.”
The Ohio River itself has 20 lock and dam installations onwill float upriver early in 2002. Later that year, both seg-

ments will be put into final position, filled with concrete, its 981-mile course from Pittsburgh to Cairo, Illinois, where it
joins the Mississippi River. The three locks and dams immedi-and completed.

The Army Corps Commander for operations, the day the ately south of Pittsburgh are old and outdated: Emsworth
(1921), Dashields (1929), and Montgomery Island (1936).first section was launched, was Col. Raymond Scrocoo, of the

Pittsburgh Division. “This is the first time anything like this The other 17 main locks on the Ohio were built in the 1950s
or since, and they are all 1,200 feet in length.has ever been done. It’s a great day to be an engineer,” he

told the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review on July 27. The Corps Because the older three locks are only 600 feet long, barge
tows have to be broken into smaller segments, and reassem-engineers, towboat crews, lockmasters, and builders involved

are justly proud of their new experiment. So, too, are the bled, a procedure called “double-locking.” This is time-con-
suming and expensive. The aging locks also undergo morelocals, who have watched the Pittsburgh-area steel center de-

cay, and now see technology at work again. They flocked to outages for repairs. In 1999, the first three, aged Pittsburgh
locks had 16 days’ total downtime; in contrast, the next three,the riverbanks to watch the first “floating section” pass by on

July 26. newer locks downstream had only four days’ downtime.
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Don’t Gamble With Sunshine:
South Korea Must Dump The IMF, Too
South Korean President Kim Dae-jung began “a desperate It’s The Economy, Sir

Yet the only enemy President Kim Dae-jung can’t seemgamble for the Sunshine Policy” of rapprochement with North
Korea, Seoul diplomatic sources said, moving for minority to defy, is the one which is really destroying Korea: the Inter-

national Monetary Fund (IMF), the actual force bringingrule on Sept. 7 after his coalition government fell. Former
Korean Central Intelligence Agency (KCIA) chief Kim Jong- down not only his government, but also the nation.

The cover story is that foolish actions by South Koreanspil, acting as a submarine for the Bush Administration, which
seeks to demonize the North, triggered chaos on Sept. 3 by visiting Pyongyang in August, and by their North Korean

hosts, supposedly provoked a public furor in Seoul, and ledpulling his small United Liberal party out of the government.
His 20 National Assembly members swung from alliance with to the National Assembly no-confidence vote. Several of the

South Koreans are charged with attending rallies in Pyong-the President’s 114 members, to join with the 132-member
opposition Grand National Party, in a no-confidence vote yang which were forbidden by the South’s National Security

laws, and were arrested on their return to Seoul. Certainly,against the Sunshine Policy, forcing Unification Minister Lim
Dong-Won, and the entire cabinet, to resign. both sides in the Pyongyang travel saga knew that the trip was

highly sensitive, and it should have been handled better byPresident Kim then summarily dumped his coalition with
the ex-KCIA chief, on Sept. 7, and re-appointed all but 5 of all concerned.

The real problem, however, is that “everyone knows thathis 22 cabinet members. Both Foreign Minister Han Seung-
Soo and Finance Minister Jin Nyum, important to the Sun- President Kim’s popularity is actually dropping, due to what

one of Bill Clinton’s advisers once said: ‘It’s the economy,shine Policy and the Asia Monetary Fund negotiations, seem
set to stay. Minister Lim, a key architect of the Sunshine stupid,’ ” a Korean diplomat formerly based in Washington

pointed out. “Of course, in this case, I would say: ‘It’s thePolicy, was made personal adviser to the President, and Ko-
rea’s Ambassador to China, Hong Soon-young, was named economy, Sir.’ The IMF, the collapse of the U.S. economy,

and the economic paralysis in Japan, our major partners, arenew Unification Minister. Hong has been working closely
with Beijing to push forward the peace process. dragging us down, and there won’t be any good news out of

here until” the IMF policy is changed, he said.The President is well rid of Kim Jong-pil (“JP”), against
whom EIR warned in 1997, who was controlled by the elder IMF-style austerity thinking, and the insane insistence

upon trying to preserve the IMF-centered global financialGeorge Bush’s intelligence networks in past decades, and
would be deployed for no good. Despite the fact that the ex- system no matter the cost to the real economy, is the common

cause of the current crash in the United States, Japan, Korea,KCIA chief had tried to assassinate Kim Dae-jung several
times during the 1980s, however, the President believed he and the world. Despite the fact that South Korea has paid off

its IMF loans and is quietly bucking numerous IMF policies,had to ally with him to take power, and pursue his dream of
national unification. the IMF still maintains offices at the Ministry of Finance, and

makes constant public demands in Seoul press conferencesPresident Kim will now try to push the Sunshine Policy
from the minority, defying not only the far-right heirs of the for more mass layoffs, industrial shutdowns, and other draco-

nian austerity programs. The South Korean population, manyKCIA and most of the National Assembly, but President
George W. Bush and U.S. Defense Secretary Donald of whom went jobless and homeless in the 1997-99 crisis, are

being manipulated by the Wall Street-run Seoul media intoRumsfeld, sources said. The pro-Bush daily Chosun Ilbo hys-
terically warned Kim on Sept. 4 not to “take his case to the blaming President Kim’s “giveaways to the North” for what

is really the new IMF shockwave hitting them.people over the head of the National Assembly,” but that
appears to be precisely what Kim intends to do. This can be In the second week in September, for example, the IMF,

along with the U.S. government, hotly demanded the shut-done under Seoul’s Presidential system, which is not a Brit-
ish-style parliamentary government. But, as a minority gov- down of Hynix Semiconductor Inc., the world’s third-largest

computer-chip maker, which accounts for 10% of all of Southernment, new legislation will be almost impossible for him to
get passed. Korea’s electronics exports, formerly part of the Hyundai
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conglomerate. Due entirely to the speculative dot.com bubble pens soon, Kim Dae-jung’s popularity will plummet so fast
that he may not be able to run the country. And taking bets onand now its crash in the United States, which has caused

computer and computer parts sales to plummet worldwide, what the North’s Chairman Kim may or may not be able to
do, given all the pressures on him against Sunshine Policy,the average price for Hynix chips (DRAMs) dropped to under

$1—from $8 in March 2000. As a result, Hynix had a first- from the Bush Administration and the North’s military, is no
way to run the South’s economy.half 2001 loss of more than $1.5 billion, and needs to resched-

ule some $5.5 billion of debt. “A miracle from Pyongyang could turn things around,”
as one Seoul diplomat put it, but he gave this “about a 10%But, in cooperation with the IMF, which says that all such

firms should be simply shut down, the Bush Administration, chance.” China and Russia have been urging strongly that
Chairman Kim Jong-il finally travel to Seoul, and this, cou-claiming pressure from frantic U.S. computer companies, has

threatened publicly to sue Korea at the World Trade Organiza- pled with the danger that the North only has a narrow window
of opportunity to work with Kim Dae-jung, whose term is uption if there is any Korean government aid to their Korean

competitor. This is particularly ridiculous, given the fact that next year, might bring Pyongyang to a decision. “If Chairman
Kim does quickly come to Seoul, with all these urgent re-Korea’s major banks went bust and had to be nationalized

during the 1997-99 crisis, and it happens to be just these quests from Kim Dae-jung for him to do so, then yes, this
could reverse all the negative sentiment in the South whichbanks which hold the Hynix debt. Thus, should the legitimate

creditors so much as give the giant company an inch, the IMF has been building up about the Sunshine Policy and President
Kim,” he said. “Otherwise it will be very difficult for theand the United States will scream, because the creditor banks

at the moment are owned by the government. President to get key economic and social legislation passed.
The opposition has called for an end to the Sunshine Policy,The president of Korea’s state-owned Hanvit Bank, Lee

Duk-hoon, said on Sept. 4 that the bank would do its best to and public support is dropping, because many South Koreans
say, ‘We just give, give, give to the North, but they stoppedsave Hynix “because handling Hynix is not a matter of a

single company, but an issue affecting the national economy.” family visits and have been giving nothing in return.’ South
Koreans are angry that the North has cut off contact with us,Regarding American criticism, Lee said: “Hanvit Bank will

provide financial aid to Hynix, since it is a life-and-death taking out on us, their anger against the U.S. Bush Adminis-
tration.”matter for the bank,” and so, “that’s none of their business.”

Seoul government financial sources have told EIR that Hours before the vote of no confidence against Unification
Minister Lim, North Korea sent an offer to end their six-they have no intention of letting Hynix close down its plants.

“Even if Hynix goes into receivership, Korea Times and other month freeze on contacts with the South; the freeze had been
Pyongyang’s somewhat irrational response to the numerousmedia are too alarmist,” said one official in the midst of the

negotiations. “This will be a protective bankruptcy of the insults heaped upon North Korea not by Kim Dae-jung, but
by the Bush Administration. Some in Pyongyang were clearlykind LaRouche is always discussing, where we protect the

productive plant of Hynix from being shut down. Whatever eager to save Lim, a favored negotiating partner of Northern
Chairman Kim Jong-il and his own Sunshine co-thinkers inis productive will be saved.” Yet court battle over the fate of

Hynix and dozens of other companies which the IMF de- Pyongyang. In its message, the North said, “We propose that
dialogue between North and South Korea reopen as soon asmands be shut down, continues daily, and the outcome is far

from clear. possible to open a wider road to reconciliation, unity, and
national unification.” It was signed by Im Dog Ok, a viceMultiply this story times ten, because not just Hynix’ $5

billion in debt, but nearly $50 billion in debt of large Korean chairman of North Korea’s Committee for Peaceful Unifi-
cation.corporations comes due this year.

Unless the courage is summoned to give the IMF the boot, Then, on Sept. 3-5, Chinese President Jiang Zemin visited
Pyongyang with much fanfare, strongly encouraging Chair-along with the KCIA’s Kim Jong-Pil, President Kim is just

playing with a second ticking time bomb. A minority govern- man Kim to make the trip to Seoul, just as Russian President
Vladimir Putin had done when the Kim Jong-il visitedment can’t survive a new round of IMF mass layoffs.
Moscow in August. “We have heard very good things about
Chinese President Jiang’s trip to Pyongyang,” a Seoul diplo-Seoul Summit II

While the IMF stays, President Kim is forced to literally mat told EIR. “All the reports we get from there, and from
Beijing, and from Moscow, are that China and Russia aregamble on whether North Korean Chairman Kim Jong-il will

visit Seoul soon for a second “Inter-Korean Summit.” Were intervening very strongly to urge Chairman Kim Jong-il to go
to Seoul as soon as possible and also to open the North’sChairman Kim to return the Southern President’s historic visit

to Pyongyang last year, which he ought to do, there would be economy on the Chinese model.”
Incoming Unification Minister Hong is now due to host aa wave of euphoria in the South which might just see the

government through. meeting with his North Korean counterparts on Sept. 15-16,
as a result of the Pyongyang initiative.The reality is, however, that unless a second summit hap-
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EIRFeature

LaRouche: Let Calm
Heads Prevail To
Stop Destabilization
On Sept. 11, just at the very moment that news reports were first coming across the
wires about the terrorist actions against the World Trade Center and the Pentagon,
2004 Presidentical pre-candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche was being interviewed by
Jack Stockwell, morning radio host on K-TALK radio in Salt Lake City, Utah. The
interview was conducted from 7:15 to 9:00 a.m., Mountain Daylight Time.

We are publishing the transcript because it affords the average citizen, govern-
ment official, or other policymaker, a blow-by-blow account of LaRouche’s com-
ments, as first word was coming in of the attacks on the World Trade Center towers
and the Pentagon. It was the unique circumstances of LaRouche being interviewed
live, as the tragic events were unfolding, that defines this interview as of particular
importance. LaRouche has had unique experience in tracking and combatting such
acts of irregular warfare over decades, and his running commentaries, as the news
was first breaking, and as his fellow citizens were responding to the news, should
serve as an important corrective to the kinds of errors that are already being made
by many among the so-called “experts” appearing on national and international
news programs.

The following day, in an interview with WGIR-AM radio in New Hampshire,
LaRouche re-emphasized that the terrorism “was primarily a domestic, covert,
special operation, by people with very high-grade military-special operations
backgrounds.” Rejecting the conventional wisdom that “it had to have been Osama
bin Laden,” LaRouche pointed to the high degree of sophistication and coordina-
tion required for such a massive attack. “Look,” he said, “the United States could
not have done that to the Soviet Union during the high point of the conflict of the
Cold War. We didn’t have the capability to do to the Soviet Union then, what was
done to us yesterday.”

Stockwell: Good morning, everybody. It is five and a half minutes after 7:00 here
on the eleventh day of September 2001. My name is Jack Stockwell. I will be here
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The scene of devastation
at the Pentagon on Sept.
11, as Secretary of
Defense Donald
Rumsfeld (center)
inspects the area with
Sen. Carl Levin (D-
Mich., left) and Sen.
John Warner (R-Va.,
right).

for two hours this morning. This morning’s schedule, in about number now. 1-888-347-3258. And if you will call, there
will be people on the other end of the line who will beanother 10 minutes, is Lyndon LaRouche, an already prean-

nounced candidate for the 2004 election in the Democratic happy to talk to you and clarify some of the discussion that
we’re having.Party.

I have been having LaRouche people on this program by Also, information regarding videos, pamphlets, anything
else of—regarding what we’re going to be discussing, will bepopular demand, as well as my own interest, for several years.

And occasionally, we get Mr. LaRouche himself on here. And available by calling that number. 1-888-347-3258.
Well, I’m still sitting here looking at this incredible pic-we’ve been able to do that this morning. He’s scheduled to be

a guest at 7:15. ture, this incredible image in front of me of this burning World
Trade Center, as these two jets have just slammed. One jetAnd there are a number of things to talk about, to talk to

him about. I’ll talk to him for a while, and then we’d be more has slammed into each of the two towers.
So, we’ll go ahead, and I’m going to go ahead and get mythan happy to entertain your phone calls.

So, I am sitting here looking at—two planes have hit the guest on here with me. Mr. LaRouche.
LaRouche: Yes.World Trade Center? Well, I’m looking at it right now at the

Internet, at MSNBC. There’s a link on the very first page
of MSNBC. Stockwell: Good morning, sir.

LaRouche: Good morning, Jack.You’re kidding! A second plane has hit the tower. Well,
that’s unconfirmed. We just heard that.

Well, the picture I’m looking at, I can tell you right now Stockwell: Well, what a pleasure and an honor to have you
back on my program again. I was hoping to move the discus-how many casualties there are. They’re all casualties. Look-

ing at this picture I’m looking at. The smoke is just billowing sion initially, with what we were going to do here, into the
area of the Sublime.out of the top of the World Trade Center.

They’re terrorist attacks? Well, you would think so. That LaRouche: Yes, right.
is one explosive-looking picture. . . .

I want to give out a number several times here. Because Stockwell: But now, with what has just happened in New
York, with this—you know, interesting enough. Just yester-a lot of you, during the course of my discussion with Mr.

LaRouche, or at least towards the end of the program, will day, I received—I think it was just yesterday—a bundle of
leaflets from your organization in Leesburg that I regularlywant some more information. So I’m going to give you a
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Lyndon H. LaRouche,
Jr. (right) and Utah
radio talk show host
Jack Stockwell.

pass out in my office, warning of terrorist attacks in America LaRouche: And the second thing, which is not unrelated
to the Osama bin Laden question, is this festival which ishere very shortly.

LaRouche: Yes. planned—really a terrorist festival, for Washington, D.C.

Stockwell: At the end of the month.Stockwell: And here we have the morning that you’re on my
program, what’s happening in New York at the World Trade LaRouche: Yes. We have a global process. Look, the finan-

cial system’s coming down. That’s always a dangerous thing.Center. I don’t know if you’ve seen these images or pictures
yet on the television. Because when the entire system is being shaken up the way

it is now, by the financial collapse, political things happen,LaRouche: I haven’t yet. I was just sitting up here working,
and just heard about it before I went to call you. because various people try to intervene and orchestrate events

by spectacular interventions, which will change, shall we say,
get public attention off one thing and put it on another.Stockwell: Yes. Well, the smoke is billowing out of the one

tower here. My wife called me a moment ago. And apparently So, this is obviously—I mean, I can not draw a conclusion,
except the circumstances tell me something rather evil is be-they caught, live, on film, the second jet smashing into one of

the other towers. hind this thing. And I don’t know which, but they’re both
connected, because I know the Goldsmith brothers—for ex-LaRouche: Obviously, this is not exactly an accident.
ample, Jimmy Goldsmith was key in helping to create—he’s
now deceased—Osama bin Laden and people like that. TheStockwell: No, sir. I don’t believe it is.

LaRouche: I mean, it’s not a coincidence. It’s obviously— Taliban and so forth.
And at the same time, his brother, Teddy Goldsmith, whothis is so remote in probability that there has to be intention

in this thing. is still very much alive, is sort of the spiritual godfather of
this movement which is planning to inundate Washington,
D.C., with some pretty nasty stuff at the end of this month.Stockwell: Well, it’s one thing for somebody to strap on a

jacket made of dynamite and walk into a diner in downtown
Jerusalem. It’s another thing to jump inside of a Lear jet and Stockwell: Something to a much greater degree than what

happened in Seattle.go smashing in the side of a building like that.
LaRouche: The thing you have to look at, and the context in LaRouche: Oh, absolutely. This thing went from Seattle—

Seattle was basically a terrorist operation. But, you know, ifwhich this is occurring, is two things. First of all, the first
suspicion that’s going to be on this is Osama bin Laden. That you look at the history of how terrorist operations are run, you

would run a hard-core terrorist operation, and around it, theyname is going to come up prominently, whether as suspi-
cion—or just suspicion. would run sympathizer operations which were not necessarily

wittingly connected to the terrorist operation. But they were
run and coordinated simultaneously.Stockwell: Certainly.
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If the President reacts, in “We’re going to get revenge, we’re going to teach
everybody a lesson,” the President will have the worst possible effect for the
United States. This is not the way to react.

In Seattle, you had the so-called legitimate protest, which say, you know, I have been warning against this Teddy Gold-
smith operation all along, because I know what it’s connectedwas largely trade union-backed. But into the same scenario,

you had coming out of Canada, based in Canada—and the to politically. It’s extremely dangerous.
And if I had been President, or in a similar position duringCanadian-U.S. border is rather leaky, you know. And they

were coming across in droves over there to do funny things. this period, I would have had an all-out, very discreet, but
very all-out and effective discussion with some other govern-Then you had the operation, a conference in Pôrto Alegre,

Brazil, just a short time ago, which Teddy Goldsmith chaired. ments in the world, and we together would have taken appro-
priate steps to try to neutralize this kind of danger.And this cuts into the people who are generally the ambiance

of international terrorism. Of course, you can’t be 100% in this sort of thing. But
you can do a pretty good job. And two planes. Now, that’sThen, from there, from Genoa, they went to some other

things. But the big thing—from Pôrto Alegre to Genoa, where pretty big. That’s—one plane, that might not be preventable.
But two in the same short—they staged an upscale terrorist operation.

Now, from what I know of the details of the terrorist No, that’s not small-time stuff.
operations being prepared in Maryland and Virginia for
Washington, D.C., where they’re being prestaged, this is in- Stockwell: No, this is pretty serious. . . .

Lyndon, is there any reason to assume that this would betended to be much bigger than Genoa.
So, what you have is a challenge to the integrity of the something other than Osama bin Laden?

LaRouche: Sure. There are many. Osama bin Laden is anation’s capital, of what is ostensibly the most powerful na-
tion—a nuclear power—on this planet. And that is not funny. controlled entity. Osama bin Laden is not an independent

force. Remember how he came into existence. Osama bin
Laden was a wealthy Saudi Arabian. Back in the 1970s, dur-Stockwell: If you can—the FBI is now saying that a plane

was possibly hijacked for this attack. If you can do that with ing the Carter Administration, or shall we say the Brzezinski
Administration, the idea of running an Afghanistan war onthe World Trade Center, what could you do with the White

House? the borders of Soviet territory was cooked up by Brzezinski
as a geopolitical operation. Well, Brzezinski was responsible.LaRouche: Absolutely. I’ve been very concerned about this.

You know, I’m not very sympathetic with what some of these He didn’t necessarily cook it up. But all right, this thing
started, and an Anglo-American unit, running together withagencies do. But I’m concerned, not just as a Presidential pre-

candidate. But I’m concerned with the security of the United a certain section of the Pakistani military, the funny-funny
boys in the Pakistani military, set up this operation.States and the peace of the world. And this is not good for

the health of the nation or the world. These things should The United States government and British government
and others—that is, our funny-funny boys—went out andnot happen.

And we could prevent this kind of stuff. But we just don’t recruited a lot of Islamic people to fight communism and
defend Holy Islam, and so forth. That sort of line.do it, because, I don’t know, someone says, let it happen.

They recruited in many countries. And they deployed
them. Now later, they killed some of the same people theyStockwell: How would you prevent terrorist activity?

LaRouche: Well, the thing is, if you don’t—if you dispense deployed. You know, they’re expendable. So they don’t really
have an insurance policy that goes with their recruitment.with the myth that there are a number of unknown people out

there coming out of the mists, and nobody knows where they But they were recruited. Osama bin Laden was one of the
big funding agents of this, a funding conduit which was usedcome from, then you would say, How can you stop the terror-

ist operations? by people, among others, then-Vice President George Bush.
This is Iran-Contra, or what’s called Iran-Contra, which I’veIf you know how the world is actually organized, you

know you can not organize a sustained preparation for terror- called by other names which I wouldn’t put on the air.
So, this thing is left behind. And suddenly now we findist operations in any country without the backing of a power-

ful government, or governments. Osama bin Laden becomes the name. And Osama bin Laden
could not last, the way he’s running around, if he didn’t haveSo that, if you know what the operation is—and I would
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responsibilities of the neglect of our government and our fel-
low man all these years. And so, we run to the simplistic.

And the simplistic, of course, is there; he is the big, bad
bogey man from the Middle East, who has caused us so many
problems before. And I certainly understand what you’re say-
ing there, that the more simple we can make the presentation,
then the less obligated any of us are.

Anyway, why would they be doing this? I mean, here we
have a market crashing. We don’t just have a market crashing.
We have an entire economy crashing, within the arena of a
culture that’s crashing.
LaRouche: Yes.

Stockwell: If war, massive war were to break out in the Mid-
dle East any second, nobody would be surprised. If Putin were
to be assassinated, if Arafat were to be assassinated, if Sharon
were to be assassinated, nobody would be surprised.

I mean, we are sitting on powderkegs of powderkegs. And
with all of the other provocations that could occur around the
world to stop a lot of the economic unity and development
that is beginning to gain some momentum between the large
powers on the other side of the planet, why in the world fly a
jet in the World Trade Center?
LaRouche: This is to create a provocation inside the United
States. I mean, that’s the only reason that would be done. As
you probably know—for example, stories may come out that
this is done by some Arab group which is protesting the U.S.
government’s sympathy for Sharon, or for the Israeli Defense
Forces. I don’t know if the Israeli Defense Forces are going
to kill Sharon tomorrow, I mean, because there’s real conflictSearch and Rescue teams at the Pentagon on Sept. 12.
there. And these guys tend to shoot, then think.

But some story like that. But what we’re into is a period
where the word is not terrorism. Terrorism is a part of the
picture. The word is “destabilization.” The problem part, frombig protection. And it’s not just from a section of the Pakistani

government or Afghanistan. It’s from other governments who my standpoint, is, look at our own government.
And we are, in a sense, still sort of a superpower. I thinkwould like to see the effects that Osama bin Laden produces

thrown around. the term is probably not quite appropriate for our present state
of affairs. But we used to be a superpower, and we still haveSo, now you can blame Osama bin Laden. At some point,

you go in and kill him, and you say the problem was solved. a dominant position in the world.
But what kind of a government do we have? Well, theBut you never considered who sent, who created Osama bin

Laden, and who protected him, and deployed his forces and Bush Administration. And the thing was crashing. You see
poor Secretary O’Neill babbling around. You see Rumsfeldname for these purposes.

And as we saw in terrorism in Italy in the 1970s, for has become a joke in his own Defense Department.
example, the people who were running the so-called terrorist
operations in Italy, were not really the groups that had the Stockwell: Well, he’s—I think the newspaper slug I—the

one I just most recently read, was that he’s going to take oncredit for it. They were actually runaway NATO asset organi-
zations at a very high level. The same people that killed the the Pentagon.

LaRouche: This is all a sideshow. The point is, Presidentformer Prime Minister, Aldo Moro, in that period.
So, in a case like this, don’t assume that the popular names George Bush doesn’t function. He’s been in there, and as I

said, this January 3rd, when I first announced and made athat everybody knows, or that the FBI quotes and so forth,
that this is the real problem. They may be part of the problem. prognosis to what his administration would be, it’s been one

catastrophe after another.
Nothing he has proposed has actually worked. Some ofStockwell: Well, our mind, especially in our degenerating

Western culture, always runs for the simple answer. We want the things he proposed have been done, but they are disasters.
And he’s not capable of being a President as such, unless hethe kind of answer that will free us from our guilt and our
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The United States needs a Franklin Roosevelt, who will say we have nothing
to fear as much as fear itself. Yes, we have things to fear, but nothing as much
as fear itself. . . . This is the time for cool heads. You do not win wars by
panicking, by flight-forward.

were controlled by a group of advisers who would give him Now, there was a recent comment here on the television
a few moments ago, that Bush would be making commentsgood advice and solve his problems on how to deal with situa-

tions. relative to this terrorist attack. This is the biggest thing since
probably Oklahoma.But he doesn’t have that. He has a nut like Wolfowitz

over there underneath Rumsfeld nominally, who’s actually LaRouche: Much bigger.
running the Defense Department. You have Armitage in the
State Department, and similar kinds of things. Stockwell: Well, yes. I think the implications of this will be

much bigger.These guys, as I know them, are nuts. And they are nuts
in there. Then you look at the Democratic Party. And you LaRouche: It’s much bigger.
have the statement from Daschle, who’s the Senate Majority
Leader now, saying he can’t do anything, it’s up to Bush, the Stockwell: You know, when Oklahoma first happened, the

first two or three days—and I remember, I was glued to thePresident, who Daschle knows can’t do anything.
television set. The first two or three days, there was a large
implication towards the Middle East and the Arabs that wereStockwell: Yes. Well, Daschle is saying—I think he said

over the weekend something like, Well, you know, they’ve running around town. And then they kind of covered that up,
and that was out of the picture, and they never mentioned itgot control of the House, and they’ve got control of the White

House. And we have a very slim majority in the Senate, and any more.
LaRouche: Well, largely, this is a domestic covert opera-boy, there’s just nothing we can do.

LaRouche: Well, he’s wrong, and he knows it. Because I’ve tion, which we had word of beforehand. Everybody had the
word, and if I had been President, I mean, on the basis of justgot a certain position in the Democratic Party, despite what

Al Gore would like to think. And I could be in a position very what I knew, I would have taken certain actions immediately,
which would—security/surveillance actions in anticipationeasily to steer these guys into doing things that would begin

to work, even with the limited strength the Democratic Party of exactly that kind of problem.
So, we were not mystified. The problem is that fun andhas today.

And I think that if the Party would do some of those things, games is being played by various institutions, and we don’t
have anybody really effectively in charge.we would do two things. We would not only be able to move

and shake the population a bit into believing there’s somebody
up there that might help them; you’d also find a number of Stockwell: Now, Bush just made a comment. He said, The

plane was an American Airlines Boeing 767 out of Boston.Republicans who are not nuts, and who are simply patriotic,
and will listen to reason, who would cooperate with the Demo- And they don’t know whether there were any passengers on

it or not. They think that it was a hijacked airplane.crats in doing some of the things we have to do. We have a
vacuum of leadership. But a Boeing 767 from Boston was the plane that did it.

And the President has guaranteed everybody he’s going to
bring the terrorists to justice. And he’s talked to the GovernorStockwell: With all of the ills and the evils and the mistakes

and the corruption that might have been involved with the of New York, and they’re going to bring them to justice. And
he said, God bless the victims. It’s a little late for that.Clinton Administration, at least when you called the White

House, there was somebody there that would answer the LaRouche: As a matter of fact, that is the worst thing he can
do. If he would have said, “Of course, we are going to go getphone.

LaRouche: (laughs) And especially when Bob Rubin was to the bottom of this, and deal with it in an appropriate way,”
that would be the right thing to say.there helping Clinton out. I may not have approved of what

Bob did many times, but at least he was competent.
Stockwell: Yes.
LaRouche: But to say that he’s going to solve the problemStockwell: Yes, exactly. Now we’ve got a situation where

I’m afraid there would probably just be a recording inviting by bringing somebody to justice, that is the worst thing he
can say.you down to the ranch.
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Stockwell: Yes. Because again, it goes back to—just to un- The time now is needed, to reassure, in particular, the
American people that somebody is in charge, that those per-derscore what you were saying at the very beginning, that if

we can find a couple of guys running around New York right sons in charge know what they’re doing, and they’re going to
fix the situation, and they will call upon the American peoplenow, trying to get out of town, or Boston, or wherever the

thing took place, trying to hurry up and get on the next ship for support as needed.
That would work. But this kind of thing, of vengeance-back to Saudi Arabia or whatever, like that was the end of

the problem. seeking and snarling and growling to prove how mad you are,
this isn’t government. This is side-show. This is Bozo theBut as you were pointing out there at the beginning, it’s

just part of a network, a network that can only exist by the Clown putting on an act.
support and the organizational strength of some major super-
power on the planet. Stockwell: So we’ve got a situation here where this could

just be the beginning, especially with what we’ve got comingLaRouche: I can make a flat statement on that, Jack.
up, with the Jacobin terrorist activity that a lot of people are
expecting in Washington at this big summit at the end of theStockwell: Please.

LaRouche: If I were President of the United States right month, because—
I mean, we are so vulnerable now. When you were men-now, I would have already acted before this happened, not

even knowing that this was going to happen. And I would have tioning all these other countries that could get together and
stop this, any one of them are vulnerable. But there seems tohad the following cooperation. I would have had cooperation

from Russia, from Germany, from France, from Italy. I proba- be an increasing vulnerability within the United States, as we
sink deeper into denial, and bury our heads in the sand, andbly would have gotten a good deal from certain forces in

Britain as well. And Japan, and China. And Arab countries, then go back to the old tried and true methods of fear-based
living that we’ve always done with before, where our millen-including Egypt. And we would have put our heads together

real quick, pooling our resources, and said, whether we agree nial fears and our Armageddonist concerns, and all these
things, start coming back to the surface.on other issues or not, this kind of thing is not going to happen,

and we’re going to see to it, it doesn’t. And we get our old barking dog outfits out of the closet,
and get them back on again. Incidents like this in the midst ofAnd that would work. The problem is, you’ve got the

foolish President of the United States—and I say that advis- an economic crash, in the midst of a morality crash, could be
the beginning of a provocation of some serious setbacks inedly. A friend of mine just said in Massachusetts, and he’s

running for office up there, for a Congressional seat. He said this country, just from our own Justice Department.
Just from—you know, anything like this could get to aBush can’t even defend his daughters from being bombed.

situation where we couldfind our own liberties in this country
in serious attack, just because of the level of incompetenceStockwell: (laughs) Well, that took me a second. Bush can’t

even protect his own daughters from being bombed. Well, out that exists in the government in leadership positions, backed
up or at least undergirded to some degree, by some very mali-of respect for what’s just happened here, still, that’s hilarious.

LaRouche: Well, you’ve got to have a sense of humor even cious personalities that have been in the Justice Department
and Defense Department for decades, waiting for the rightin the worst situation. If you don’t, your head is not cool, and

your judgment will not be clear. I always advise my friends, provocation to occur to move in to their crisis management
operations.the worse it gets, the more laughter you’d better be able to

generate. If you haven’t got a sense of humor about any situa- LaRouche: And it won’t work. The point is, they’re idiots.
And, you know, I really pity the current President. He’s not ation, no matter how serious—

Remember what Roosevelt did? Roosevelt did two things friend of mine. His father certainly was not a friend of mine.
But, he’s President, and I think of him sitting in the office,in running for President after the disaster that Coolidge be-

stowed on Hoover. Roosevelt started his campaign in West and I realize the poor man has no conception, and no capability
of understanding what the world situation is, and what isVirginia, with the famous statement talking about the Forgot-

ten Man. actually hitting him.
He’s got a Treasury Secretary, O’Neill, who certainlyAnd then, when he entered office, he addressed the Ameri-

can people with the theme, there’s nothing as much to be does not inspire confidence in any sane observer. You’ve got
Wolfowitz, who’s a nut. You’ve got Armitage, another nut.feared as fear itself. And the key thing—we’ve got a citizenry,

a frightened citizenry, a frightened and confused world, who You’ve got problems. . . . And then you look at the Demo-
cratic Party—you see this crazy Lieberman, running aroundare in the state of denial, because they’re frightened. They

wish to deny this crisis. They wish to believe that the thing is with this Faith-Based Initiative. This is silly stuff! You see
Daschle ducking, bobbing, and weaving, so he doesn’t takegoing to bounce back miraculously tomorrow, that suddenly

the NASDAQ will suddenly jump out of its grave and sud- a punch.
Here we are in a crisis, a financial crisis, now we have thisdenly become prosperous again.
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Emergency security
measures in place at the
Federal Aviation
Administration in
Leesburg, Virginia, on
the afternoon of Sept. 11.

terrorist thing, which probably indicates that more things are it to a large degree. But now we’re starting to have significant
layoffs occurring in Utah, and it’s finally becoming very realon the way, but maybe of a different variety, but on the way—

and we have no leadership. You have the American people around here, that we aren’t a separate people. We’re not this
unique group of pioneer progeny, that tamed the West, andsitting out there, being more and more frightened as this kind

of thing occurs, and they look up, and they go into the cockpit we can tame any other kind of a problem. We are in the
same ship, the ship has hit the iceberg, we don’t have enoughto see who’s flying the plane that’s in trouble, and they find a

three-year-old kid sitting in the pilot seat, and nobody else lifeboats, and what we need right now desperately is a captain
who knows how to keep the ship alive long enough, to keepthere.

That’s what our problem is. That’s our biggest problem. it on the surface of the water.
And, as we get more and more of these indications, con-We have the means to deal with the worst kind of problem

that I can envisage is likely to happen now. But if we don’t stantly. . . . I like the comment that you made there a moment
ago, about the NASDAQ jumping back out of the grave—thehave the leadership, if we don’t reach out to the kind of coop-

eration we could have, that I know I could have, with key implication, of course, is that it’s dead.
What, a plane? A plane has flown into the Pentagon.parts of the world, other countries. . . .

[Caller reports rumors of terrorist actions at other sites.] They’ve had an explosion at the Pentagon now. . . .
LaRouche: That’s confirmed?

Stockwell: Gee whiz, this is quite a day. What a day! You
know, we’re sitting out here in the middle of this vast empti- Stockwell: I don’t know if that’s confirmed or not, it must

be coming in from another. . . . What’s the source of that?ness in the West, and we’re removed from the East Coast
culturally, we’re removed politically, we are removed eco- CBS is reporting that a plane has flown into the Pentagon.

LaRouche: I hope that somebody’s got some reports ofnomically; we’ve kind of got this “Marlboro Man” attitude
out here in the West that: “Well, hell with New York, and where these planes were coming from. . . .
they’re all a bunch of queers anyway.” And, as we go into
deeper denial, trying desperately— Stockwell: Well, one of the planes that hit the World Trade

Center, was definitely confirmed as an American Airlines 767I have been reporting to my listeners for some time now,
every step of the breakdown that I’ve been able to investigate hijacked out of Boston. They haven’t announced yet whether

there was anybody on the plane or not.and report, and get clear in my own mind, of the economic
collapse, of the political collapse, and we’ve seemed to escape LaRouche: Must have been. There must have been. The
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I would hope that some of these guys get smart enough to call me up. Because
there are people that I would think of as the kind of team that could be pulled
together, as a special team, to advise the President and other institutions on
how to respond to this.

point is, unless there’s really a goofup. Because, how can a count is—between 2 and 3,000 maybe, in the Middle East,
just because of Hillary’s need to get the Jewish vote.plane take off, without clearance? And if it’s taking off with-

out clearance, it becomes an immediate security problem. LaRouche: Well, I think that that was something that fell
in there.

Stockwell: Yes. . . . The Pentagon? It is confirmed now, on
several news sources, that the Pentagon is experiencing explo- Stockwell: Well, that’s probably true, but then Sharon’s

march up the Temple Mount stairs. . . .sions right now. My goodness!
LaRouche: They mean business! LaRouche: It’s not Sharon. Sharon did, but it’s not Sharon’s

operation. That sort of thing comes from the inside of the
Israeli Defense Forces, and that Sharon is virtually a civilizedStockwell: They’re evacuating the White House at the mo-

ment, and yes, obviously, they mean business. . . . human being compared to some of those guys in there. And
I’ve been afraid that they might kill him, in order to use hisLaRouche: This is a very systematic operation. If they’re

snatching planes . . . if all three of these planes—the two we killing, as a pretext for using, shall we call, weapons of mass
destruction, against places like Baghdad, and Damascus,have from New York and this thing on the Pentagon—to get

that kind of thing, to snatch planes like that, that’s a pretty and Tehran.
sophisticated operation.

Stockwell: Were they the forces behind Rabin’s assassi-
nation?Stockwell: Oh, yeah. This isn’t a bunch of malcontents, of

some grass-roots organization, finally striking back. You’re LaRouche: The same crowd. Absolutely. And there are peo-
ple in the United States, who politically, in a sense, are authorsgoing to have to have some rather heavy-duty intelligence

network, and some real intelligence experience with this. of the production of some of these nuts, who have been
shipped into Israel, to increase the problem there.LaRouche: The question is, where were the relevant intelli-

gence agencies which are in charge of monitoring this Then of course, you have the operation, which is, you
have them in the Arab world, you have some of the sameproblem?

Now, I’ve been putting this out for some time—not this, I people who are running the Israeli nuts, are also running an
operation, by recruiting certain Islamic nationals, people ofdidn’t know this airplane thing, but I assumed almost anything

could happen . . . but on the Washington, D.C. targetting. So Islamic persuasion, to do similar kinds of things, in order to
set—rub two sticks together to make a fire.obviously, the Pentagon means that this is obviously, clearly

a Washington, D.C. targetting. This is obviously intended to
imply something coming out of the Middle East. This means Stockwell: All right. These are not isolated events. There’s

some orchestration, some intelligence, behind all of this. Thisthat there’s been some kind of either incompetence or fix on
the whole security operation, because you can’t get this kind isn’t just the IDF, it isn’t just Osama bin Laden, or somebody

wanting to bring down the infidel in the name of Allah. We’veof thing without a real goofup, on the security side. So some-
body in charge of security was really not very effectively got it confirmed now, the White House is being evacuated,

the Pentagon is evacuated; it was just a fire, it wasn’t a bomb,in charge.
You can’t go around snatching planes in a coordinated but they have a record of a U.S. military helicopter circling

the Pentagon, and then there was a massive fireball. . . .fashion, like this. You can’t do it. Somebody has to be really
sloppy. LaRouche: Could be a bomb on a truck or something. . . .

Stockwell: Yes, it could be another truck bomb. ThoseStockwell: Well, we’ve got . . . you know. If this were aris-
ing from some Middle East effect, it’s been almost a year now shaped-charges have proven to be very effective in the past.

So, where does this end, then? Not in the sense of in the future,since the Clintons did their about-face with the Palestinians,
in order to secure election for Hillary with the Jewish vote in where does this end in the sense of organization? Where’s

this going back to, Lyndon? Who’s doing this?New York. And ever since then, I don’t know what the death
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LaRouche: This goes back, in a sense, to me. Because have been perpetrated to try to keep . . . all of this Gary Condit
stuff, you know, things like this, just distractions to keepwhat’s happened is, the United States no longer has leader-

ship, that is, efficiently. The present Presidency, the Republi- people’s minds away from what is taking place, of a much
more serious nature, not the least of which is what is happen-can Party as an organization in the Senate and the House, is a

complete moral and intellectual disaster. There are some good ing in the market place, the stock exchange, and all the ex-
changes, for that matter.people in there, but there’s not a leadership, a unified leader-

ship, or anything like coherence. This, I guess, is going to be the distraction of all time. It’s
hard to imagine this. . . .In the Democratic Party, the Democratic Party in the Sen-

ate, which is now a has-been, slim margin of majority in the We’re dealing with a mind-set here, that is certainly not
oriented to the Preamble of our Constitution. And in fact, ISenate, is not . . . there’s no leadership! It has no response to

the reality of the present period. And when you have the leader don’t know that they’re even oriented towards any basic Ju-
deo-Christian thought, in the divine nature of man, but moreof the Senate Democrats, the leader of the house there, saying

that he’s not going to do anything, because it’s up to George in the sense of some misguided Darwinian concepts, that we
are part of an evolutionary tree that needs to be curbed, andBush—and he knows that George Bush can’t do anything of

significance—it’s complete irresponsibility! culled, and husbanded, and who will stop at nothing. Who
else . . . what else, I have no reason . . . there’s no way toAnd then all the other institutions, political institutions,

party institutions—the problem is, is that people have for so substantiate this, but jets into a building is one thing, but
there’s a lot of other things that can be done with our waterlong, have believed so deeply in the kinds of changes in cul-

ture which were introduced over the past 35 years, especially supply, and our air, and the biological-chemical stuff, that
could be going on right now, that isn’t quite as obvious as ansince Nixon ran his Southern Strategy, that campaign; that we

have lost our sense of leadership in the nation, we’ve lost our exploding office building in downtown New York.
LaRouche: The problem is now what this is going to gener-sense of what the United States’ leading role must be, not

because of somebody’s ego, but because of our responsibility ate. Obviously, just as you indicate, it’s going to generate—.
Whatever happens really, that is, in actuality, the paranoia isto the world at large.

I know, from my direct personal experience, and I have going to produce effects just as if it had happened, even if
it didn’t.it, you know, in a lot of countries—South America, Central

America, different parts of Asia, Russia, Germany, Eastern
Europe, Italy, and so forth, India—I know people in these Stockwell: Yes, because that’s how we work, isn’t it? And

the thing that worries me the most about this, is not that thecountries. If I were in a position of leadership in Washington,
and either President, or advising a President, I know how to initial attack may be over with, but what will be a leaderless

government’s response to this?deal with this kind of problem.
We in the world have the resources. The United States has LaRouche: That’s a good question. This could be the worst

thing the United States could do to itself.the ability to get the cooperation from those resources. What
I fear now is that some fool is going to say, “No, we’re going Nobody trusts the United States abroad right now. This,

the election, what happened on Nov. 7 last year, what hap-to go along with the existing team.” The existing team is what
is causing the problem. It’s fatal. pened in the Supreme Court—

Stockwell: Well, it was a coup! It was a Supreme Court coupStockwell: . . .The FAA has just grounded all flights in the
United States. This hasn’t happened since World War II. All for the White House.

LaRouche: But all these things, from the standpoint of Euro-flights are now grounded in the United States. . . . Apparently,
what we got here, there are FAA flights in the air, of course, peans, and others abroad, looking at the United States. . . .

Japan is on the edge. It’s taken about all it can take in termswhich are being brought down, or being told to come down.
President Bush is currently in Washington state [sic], at an of blackmail from the United States. China has reconciled

itself to the fact that the United States, as the market of lastelementary school, talking about education.
LaRouche: Doesn’t do much for education, but maybe it option—
keeps him calm.

Stockwell: Same with Mexico.
LaRouche: The same thing. The President of Mexico, pre-Stockwell: Yeah, but he says he’s going to get to the bottom

of this in a hurry. There are pictures of Air Force One—all sumably the one guy who George W. Bush would know
where to find him, came to Washington to meet with theflights are halted except Air Force One, and it’s coming back

to Washington. Maybe he’s already on the plane. But the President; brought up an agenda which the President should
have been informed about beforehand, undoubtedly was;Pentagon’s evacuated, the White House is evacuated. Gosh,

maybe Leesburg better evacuate. and the President meets with President Vicente Fox on this
question of immigration, which we ought to have a workingYou know, there has been a history of distractions that
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understanding on. If you don’t have the final solution, at with the beginning. You say, a plane comes out of Logan
Airport in Boston, American Airlines. And the report, whichleast you can be working on it, and say we’re going to work

on it. We don’t. He turned it down, the President. Publicly may not be accurate, of course, is that it was hijacked after
takeoff—which would make sense; I mean, that’s the wayturned it down.

Sent the President of Mexico, presumably the only man, something like that would tend to happen. But there are people
on that plane—you know what the size of that plane is.the only President on this planet who really liked, or tried to

like George Bush, and he sends him packing to Mexico in
desperation, to face a political crisis which the United States Stockwell: Yes, a 767 is going to hold at least 250 people.

LaRouche: Okay, fine. So, they’re going to crash into thein a sense is imposing upon its neighbor, Mexico. This is the
kind of thing that people around the world, seeing this happen South Tower of the World Trade Center in New York City,

Lower Manhattan? Already, you’ve got a death toll rightto the United States, if the President reacts, in “We’re going
to get revenge, we’re going to teach everybody a lesson,” the there. A real massive one.

Now, you have the building collapse, right after the begin-President will have the worst possible effect for the United
States. This is not the way to react. ning of the business day, and presumably most of the employ-

ees, and a lot of other people, are going in there—you’ve
got. . . you’re talking about a mega-catastrophe in terms ofStockwell: All right, we’re back here, five-and-a-half mi-

nutes after 8:00 Sept. 11, 2001. Apparently one of the towers human toll building up around this thing.
And you begin to get a pattern too. Because these thingsis in the process of collapsing to the ground right now.

I mean, this is like a major earthquake. A mushroom that happened, since they appear to be intentional, and the
coordination suggests intention, this means it’s a planned op-cloud, a mushroom cloud was seen in the downtown area of

Manhattan, near the tower itself. I have on the line, live from eration—it is an attack on the United States, from whom we
don’t know. I’ve got my own ideas about how this thingback East, Lyndon LaRouche, and I know several of you have

called in, wanting to talk to the man. We’ll be glad to do that worked.
And obviously, this thing is, somebody obviously in-here before long. If you would like some more information,

relative to what we’re discussing and talking . . . .The South tended to enrage the United States into going in full-force in
support of a launching of the Israeli Defense Force againsttower just collapsed. That’s the word that’s coming in over

the wire right now. The South tower of the two towers neighboring Arab nations. This is what this kind of thing
is suggesting.just. . .What is. . . Lyn, what is this? A 60-70-80 story

building?
LaRouche: In that order of magnitude. Stockwell: The Sears Tower has just been evacuated.

LaRouche: Uh-huh.Think of another factor. This happened, apparently, right
after 9:00 in the morning.

Stockwell: Just, you know. . . So, what we’re. . . More on
what you just said there. More on the idea that because theStockwell: Yeah, that’s what I . . . that was my first thought!

Two-three thousand people in this building? United States is not making concerted efforts to slow down
the IDF, in their continuing assassination policies regardingLaRouche: Yeah.
the PLO, and the elimination of all Palestinians from Israel,
and the Greater Israel area, and because the Islamic peopleStockwell: They said that the people can’t get out. Well,

here, heads are popping out of the building, just below where see the United States’ unwillingness to be involved in calming
down the idea. . .the plane had crashed, and then the tower collapsed. People

could not get out—that’s what’s coming across here. LaRouche: I don’t think this is an Islamic national opera-
tion. I think this was on the other side. I would say the capabil-LaRouche: This is a major human catastrophe now.
ity, and the motivation, for the intention, does not come from
the Arab world. And the isolated Arab groups, which mightStockwell: I want to give you a toll-free number here, where

you can get some more information, relative to what we’re intend to do something like that, don’t have that capability.
speaking of. Ladies and gentlemen, 1-888-347-3258. 888-
347-3258. Yeah, we’re talking about very likely thousands Stockwell: Done by. . .

LaRouche: Well, by people who want the United States toof. . .Witnesses are saying that they are seeing people jumping
out of the World Trade Center. go to war against the Arab world, along the line of what

Brzezinski and his man Huntington talk about as the clash ofLaRouche: That’s a phenomenon, that is a phenomenon,
that happens. civilizations! It’s a geopolitical provocation! It’s run by peo-

ple whose intentions coincide with that of some of the wildest
people in the Israeli Defense Forces. People who would haveStockwell: My God!

LaRouche: But the point is, you think about. . . you start the ability to play that kind of game inside the United States.
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Stockwell: The use of agents provocateurs has been used have now?
LaRouche: The United States needs a Franklin Roosevelt,very many times in the past.

LaRouche: Ah, this is standard operating procedure. It’s who will say we have nothing to fear as much as fear itself.
Yes, we have things to fear, but nothing as much as fear itself.standard geopolitical tricks. Nothing esoteric about it. It’s

what’s done all the time. This is just done on a grander scale. Nothing as much as panic itself. This is the time for cool
heads. You do not win wars by panicking, by flight-forward.
What I’m afraid of from this White House is, because of itsStockwell: Oh, now you’re going to love this one, Lyn. The

latest talk coming in over CBS now, is, they’re talking about very weakness, it would tend to go into flight-forward.
Actually, George W. Bush is not exactly a combat veteran.gathering the administrative leaders, and military leaders, at

a bomb shelter, where the President can direct a world war. So, you don’t expect him—I mean, he may have been in the
National Guard, down in Texas—but he’s not the kind of guyThat just came in over CBS.

LaRouche: That’s exactly it. you’d want in charge of a military major unit in time of war.
You want somebody with a cool head. You want the Mac-
Arthurs at time of war. You want commanders like that. YouStockwell: That ought to really give you some hope and

confidence that George Bush Jr. would be directing a world want leaders like that, who do not blow their gaskets, even in
the face of the most horrible penalties, do not lose self-control.war!

LaRouche: The myth of the thing about Pearl Harbor, was I’m afraid that the people in Washington are going to delight
and are having a sexual fantasy about losing self-control.that Roosevelt planned it. You had some people who spread

that myth. They say that because they wish to believe it. Not They’re going to pull out some kind of favorite horror movie
and try to act that out as a scenario.because they have any evidence. The evidence is quite to

the contrary: The British had organized Japan to bomb Pearl
Harbor, to attack it in a naval attack on Pearl Harbor, back at Stockwell: This advice, of nothing to fear but fear itself, goes

right down to the last man listening to this program right now.the beginning of the 1920s, when the British were allied with
Japan against the United States, on the question of naval We have people in Washington right now, I can see them

sitting at a table, saying, “We have got to have the Presidentpower. This was the thing that Billy Mitchell talked about, in
his court martial. He wasn’t particularly liked for that. But order martial law immediately.”

LaRouche: Absolutely.what happened is, contrary to what the U.S. expected, because
they did send the aircraft carriers out to sea, because of the
tension with Japan at that point, in order not to put the aircraft Stockwell: That kind of crazy thinking.

LaRouche: Absolutely. The worst thing they can do. It’s thecarriers at risk from the Japanese Navy. You saw what hap-
pened at Midway later, as a result of that wise decision. worst thing for the security of the United States to pull a stunt

like that. Anyone who would do it has to be a real, certifiable,
historical idiot!Stockwell: Yeah, and the Coral Sea.

LaRouche: Some people would like to think that if you con-
vince the American people that Pearl Harbor has been bombed Stockwell: What can be, what should be, the U.S. response

in the next 24 to 48 hours to this?again, that you can use that effect, which I saw on the streets
on Sunday, that famous Sunday, Dec. 7, 1941, you can use LaRouche: I would hope that some of these guys get smart

enough to call me up. Because there are people that I wouldthat event to mobilize the American people, particularly under
the conditions of present denial and hysteria about the econ- think of as the kind of team that could be pulled together, as

a special team, to advise the President and other institutionsomy, and so forth, they can do something and mobilize the
United States in a foolish direction. This would drive the on how to respond to this. That could reach out to other gov-

ernments informally, for the informal kind of cooperationworld berserk. To think that you have lunatics in the United
States, who would even threaten to go to world war over a which would make the formal cooperation work.
thing like this.

Instead, we should recognize we’ve made some mistakes Stockwell: All right, I’ve got a couple of people with some
questions for you, if you don’t mind.and correct them real fast and coolly, with as little panic as

possible. LaRouche: Sure.

Stockwell: I’m going to go ahead and bring you folks onStockwell: I’ve got another one for you. The smoke in down-
town Manhattan is clearing, and there is no second tower. the air, along with Lyndon LaRouche. Ryan, you’re on the

Stockwell show.LaRouche: That I can understand. It’s awful, but, those of
us who—

Ryan: Hi, Lyndon. It’s exciting to talk to you. I really hadn’t
been introduced to your movement till I started listening toStockwell: What response can the United States possibly
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the Jack Stockwell show, but I’m finding you have quite a Stockwell: Thanks, Ryan.
What happened, what they’re saying now, Lyn, is that thefew interesting things to say. Boy, Jack’s been talking about

this crap for a long time, and I’ll tell you, it’s really scary. I second plane flew into one of the structural corners of the
second building, knowing that it would bring that—they thinkwanted to see if maybe you thought that maybe this was an

oligarchical ploy, to gain power, at a key time. Or maybe this that’s what brought the second one down, was that the plane—
obviously, well, I don’t know obviously, because I don’tis just a random terrorist attack.

LaRouche: No, it’s not random. This is obviously a highly know either, but I would suspect that anybody that would be
going to that kind of an extreme move, would have thoseplanned attack by a very capable agency, this kind of thing.

If it is coordinated, as portrayed, and I see no reason to work planes loaded with sufficient explosives.
LaRouche: Well, the fuel alone is something, you know.on any other working hypothesis at this time; if it becomes

less, fine—be grateful. But this already is a horror show of Shortly after takeoff, a fuelled plane has a certain amount of
explosive potential.the first magnitude.

No, I just think we’ve got to get more evidence on it. But
obviously, what we know is that this doesn’t conform to anyRyan: Oh my heck, I can’t believe it. I can’t believe they

even collapsed the tower. coincidence of any kind.
LaRouche: This is not amateur night. This is big. Therefore
we need, the first thing we need, is cool heads. Stockwell: . . . My guest, Lyndon LaRouche. I’ve often told

you, ladies and gentlemen, that my source of information
that I use relative to my radio programs, comes from aRyan: I agree. And that’s what I’m afraid of. Just like Jack

said, I’m afraid of them declaring martial law. I can just see majority of sources from around the planet. Newspaper head-
lines out of Germany, out of China, out of Russia, out ofit as plain as day, them saying they need to come and—

LaRouche: That would be the end of the United States. The South America, France, Italy, the British Isles. And one
thing that is predominant in international media, that youUnited States could not take martial law. It would disintegrate.
do not see in the United States media, is the discussion of Mr.
LaRouche and his ideas regarding a New Bretton Woods,Ryan: I know they couldn’t take it, and that’s what I’m afraid

of. I mean, omigosh, I can’t believe how scary it is, if individual state sovereignty, the end of this economic sys-
tem, in the sense that it has to be completely reorganized,they—. And I guess I just see them doing it, as plain as day,

that’s the thing that terrifies me. or, what has happened—these are my words—what has
happened in Manhattan, what happened to the rest ofLaRouche: You get some Ku Klux Klan mentalities who

would think that would work, but anybody who knows any- world, financially.
And I have often talked about that, I have given you phonething, knows that this country, right now, is morally very

fragile. This country can disintegrate as a nation; it’s very numbers where you can check in the information yourself.
I’ve had information in my office that you can come by, infragile, as a result of what’s been done to it. Largely as a result

of the entertainment that’s supplied it. Look at what appears my clinic, to pick up additional information. And what is
going on right now, I’ve been talking about three to four years,on television, other forms of mass entertainment.
ever since my association with Mr. LaRouche, in the sense of
the orchestration of events leading in this particular direction,Ryan: And I think it’s all been a ploy over the last 50 years

by the oligarchy to obtain the power that they want over this to force the United States to come to war, in the Middle East.
And I’ve talked about that, I’ve talked about how I don’t wantcountry.

LaRouche: Well, it’s actually to change the world in a cer- to see my sons going to war in the Middle East, but I can’t
help but see that day materializing before me.tain way. But I’m not drawing any conclusions beyond what

I know, because I have to be cool at this time, because I’m Lyn, is the American government crazy enough right now,
to have a war response to this?vindicated, in a sense; therefore, I have not got the luxury of

indulging myself in any wild speculation. I have to be cool, LaRouche: Well, try stupid enough.
and anything I say, I have to be right.

Stockwell: All right.
LaRouche: Then, that’s possible.Ryan: I’m glad that we have a person who’s going to be—

LaRouche: So, I’ll say what I know, but I’m not going to
leap to conclusions. I’m going to see what the facts are, but Stockwell: And who would they go shooting at?

LaRouche: Well, they would just react.in the meantime I know the first thing is, keep cool, especially
those who are in leading positions.

Stockwell: More intensified bombings of Baghdad, or some-
thing stupid like that?Ryan: I agree. I appreciate your time, Lyndon.
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This is a provocation with an intention behind it. To create a programmed
reaction from the institutions of the United States. This is not some dumb guy
with a turban some place in the world, trying to get revenge for what’s going
on in the Middle East. This is something different.

LaRouche: Or some foolish thing. They would react out We have a bubble that’s about to burst in real estate now.
So, these issues are facing us, and nobody was paying atten-of stupidity.

See, the problem here is, that years ago, we had certain tion to any of the obvious, massively obvious, real issues
coming up.criteria, like industry, agriculture, science—physical reality.

And therefore you had a population which would look at So, now you’ve got a population which—if you read the
print press, you look at the so-called television news, of vari-things in a practical way, in the way a progressive farmer, the

way a small entrepreneurial industrialist would look at things, ous kinds, including the stuff that’s on websites, you see abso-
lute gibberish and idiocy. So what do you expect? The Ameri-an engineer, and so forth. We don’t have that any more. We

have a population which lives more and more in fantasy land. can people have no sense of what the reality of the real, current
situation is, and therefore you have leaders who don’t evenAnd we have leaders who were selected.

Look, let me be frank. I think this is a time we’ve got to want to know what reality is—they want to have a fantasy.
And it’s extremely dangerous.be very honest, no strained politeness.

Look, we had two idiots running for President as of, up to We’ve got to get cooler heads together, now, and put
some direction into this. But I’m really afraid of what wouldNov. 7 of last year. One dumb, with a real bad combination

around him. And you had the other one, who was a mental happen, if you leave the decision to be made in the hands
of just the few who are the obvious ones right now, in power.case, of a different kind, Gore. This is a fact. This is a reality—

this is not the time to be polite, or to be diplomatic. And,
therefore, what happened is, the institutions, including the Stockwell: Well, this could—you know, I’m thinking that

it’s almost impossible for the United States to not do any-mass media, the moneybags of various parts of the country,
put their money behind these two specimens. thing. You know, when you looked at what happened in

Oklahoma City, nothing on this scale. Nothing against, I’mNow, I was the best qualified, but put that aside. You had
other people, like Kerry in Massachusetts, for example, and sorry for the people whose lives were lost and families and

such, but this, if this is as bad as I think it is, what happenedother people, who were more qualified—they were sane. And
even if they had shortcomings, if you put them in the Oval today, the United States can’t just do nothing.

LaRouche: Well, the United States, first of all, the PresidentOffice, and put a good bunch of advisers around there, you
might get a good process of government out of them. We of the United States, or someone who’s next to him, who’s

intelligent, should immediately call President Putin of Rus-don’t.
So, what we have is, is we have an American people, sia. And between the two of them, they should talk to all

the key leaders in France, Germany, Italy, and so forth.which sat there and watched, while what they knew to be a
mental case and a dummy, were the only available Presidents Japan, as well. Bring the Chinese in on it. The Chinese will

have their own reaction, but bring them in on it. Throughof the United States, and anybody who understands what the
Presidency of the United States means, as an absolutely a group of leaders.

And say, this has happened in the United States. “Youunique quality of institution on this planet, would realize the
importance of having a qualified President in that office at the guys all know what this kind of thing means. Let’s put this

thing, this genie back in the bottle.” And, that’s what has totime when the financial crisis, the global monetary crisis, was
inevitable. And these two clowns—and Lieberman as well, be done.

Then tell the American people you’re doing it. Say, “Wethe Vice-Presidential candidate—didn’t say a word, about the
crisis, the financial crisis, which was then oncoming. People are not going to allow this kind of situation, which obviously

had roots, to continue. We and other nations are going tohave lost tens of trillions of dollars globally, from the collapse
of this system. In one sector of the U.S.financial market alone, cooperate to bring this under control.” That’s what the Ameri-

can people have to hear from the President, or somebody3 trillion dollars, which hit a lot of poor people, as well as
others, who were putting their savings there, hoping to get around him, or somebody else in charge. Maybe Don

Rumsfeld, maybe Powell, Colin Powell, is the guy to deliverthat extra nickel to stretch their pension—that sort of thing.
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that message. But somebody’s got to deliver that message Stockwell: To bring down that fear factor.
LaRouche: To bring it down—he’s got to do something fornow.
a change! This guy has done nothing so far as President! This
is the time for him at last to shoot that bolt, and do something.Stockwell: A conjointed effort, among the—. Now, this is

just in. Another plane has been hijacked, and it’s en route to All he has to do, he doesn’t have to be a genius, all he has
to do is call Putin. And I’m sure that he’d get cooperationWashington, D.C. right now.

LaRouche: They’ll probably shoot it down now. from Putin, and would, on that basis, if those two powers,
which are the former superpowers, come to an agreement, to
bring other nations together as a consultative basis, what areStockwell: Well, they’re going to have to. If they’re aware

of that, they’ll have to shoot it down. Oh, my goodness. we going to do to stop this show right now, to make sure it
doesn’t get out of hand.LaRouche: This is like the wildest of your Hollywood sce-

narios.
Stockwell: Exactly.
LaRouche: And then report that back to the American peo-Stockwell: Well, I mean, Orson Welles, and his “War of the

Worlds” thing out of New Jersey, back in the ’30s. Could it ple. That is exactly my druthers. That is what should happen
within hours.have been any more real than this? This is absolutely in-

credible.
LaRouche: I think there have probably—then, if this is hap- Stockwell: The numbers that are coming in right now be-

tween the two buildings—50,000 people worked in those twopening, all the more reason for somebody to do what I sug-
gested. buildings—and they’re showing a shot from the Statue of

Liberty right now, and you can not even see Manhattan, be-Putin would accept a call, of course, from Bush. Bush,
say he’s calling on his behalf, put the right people on the cause of the smoke.

LaRouche: This is a big one, somebody went for a bigphone. It’s still daytime in Moscow, or evening time—ten
hours difference. So, to call him right now. And to call the one.
relevant people in Germany, France, somebody in London—
I don’t know that that dumb Prime Minister’s any good for Stockwell: Well, this is the financial capital of the world that

we’re dealing with here.anything, but—and Italy. And Japan. And China. And a few
other countries. Consult with them. Set up a consultative ar- LaRouche: Well, actually, London is the financial capital,

but—rangement. Say, we’re going to stop this thing now. That’s
what it takes.

Stockwell: Well, well, okay.
LaRouche: It’s the image of the financial capital of theStockwell: Do we have the leadership, though, to support

that? Do we have the orientation? I mean, we’ve got three world.
different basic levels of thinking that exist inside Washington
right now. You’ve got this Brzezinski-Huntington clash of Stockwell: Right. I agree with that.

LaRouche: Sometimes the image is bigger than the realcivilizations kind of concept; you have Ashcroft and Armi-
tage and that group; and then you’ve got another group that thing.
is a little oligarchical in their design as well, in the sense of
bringing everything in totally under control of Wall Street. Stockwell: That’s right. And because of the image of the

United States, and the position that it holds in the rest of theYou know, if you had—I mean, I can’t think of a Sergeant
York mentality in Washington. world, and what New York means to the United States, it’s

like going for the jugular. Or in this case, the carotid.LaRouche: I think it’s perfectly legitimate for—. See, the
President of the United States has certain constitutionally in- LaRouche: Somebody wants this thing to go out of control.

That’s why they’re doing this. This is not an attack; this is aherent emergency powers. I would not really declare a na-
tional emergency—that’s probably the wrong thing to do, provocation. It’s a provocation with an intention behind it.

To create a programmed reaction from the institutions of thebecause it would activate the wrong things. But I would use
the emergency powers of the President, and I would use the United States. This is not some dumb guy with a turban some

place in the world, trying to get revenge for what’s going onperson of George W. Bush. He’s President, after all. Forget
how he got there—he’s President. He has got as President, to in the Middle East. This is something different.
enter into an emergency discussion, with prominent leaders
of other nations, and to try to bring the world community Stockwell: Those of you who are interested, you’re welcome

to call in here and talk to Mr. LaRouche yourself. You won’tmore or less into agreement—but quickly, and report that
agreement to the American people now. Preferably within get an opportunity like this very often. Locally, 254-5855.

Utah County, 470-5855. North Davis/Weaver County 670-hours.
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5855. I’m going to give you again a toll-free number where
you can get some more intelligence on all the stuff that we’re
talking about: 1-888-347-3258. Randy, you’re on the Stock-
well show.

Randy: I was in Washington less than a week ago and I just
went there with the feeling that I probably wouldn’t see it
intact again.
Stockwell: Well, that was prophetic.

Randy: I’ve been feeling this, and I have feelings now about
the Olympics here. I want you to comment on it.
Stockwell: What we want to do here, I don’t want to step on
anybody’s feelings, Randy, but at a moment like this, what
we have to be using is knowledge, fact-based knowledge,
common sense and a cool head.

Randy: I think we need to have some thought of what’s
coming, too.
LaRouche: What’s coming is what’s going to come in the
next days, the next hours. If the President of the United States,
with the support of people, make their own mistake, the
world’s going to be in hell. That’s the hurdle we’ve got to get
over. If the President of the United States and people around
him panic, and react to this, as some of the press leaks so far
that I’ve heard of, are indicating, then this world is going to
hell. Therefore, we have to worry about the next hours.

Grim-faced patrons in a restaurant near Dulles Airport inStockwell: Yes, we want our responses about those next few
Virginia, monitor the news of the terrorist attack on Sept. 11.

hours. Randy, thanks for your call. Richard, on the cell phone,
you’re on the Stockwell show.

Richard: I was worried about the Olympics and the security tem, capitalism here in the developed countries, has become
very expensive for them to invest. They need quick returnsand the risk that we’re going to be at in about February, the

whole thing is worrisome to me, everything. But, the Olym- on their expensive investment, big returns, so that it is
cheaper for them to invest in a foreign country and they canpics was on my mind. That’s what I was going to say.

LaRouche: That’s fine. That’s all right. But, the point is that wait for long-term results. Do you think that this system has
become so expensive? I used to think a collapse, nobodythe next hours are going to be decisive.
wanted. But now, perhaps, they think a collapse would bring
this system, would consolidate their gains. What do youRichard: Yes, I understand that.

LaRouche: The point is, sometimes when you go to the think about that?
Olympics, think of yourself maybe as in denial. Here, in the
next hours, the existence of the United States is in jeopardy. LaRouche: No, I think they’re all crazy right now—
The security of the Olympics, if you raise that as an issue, is
typical of what people will react to. It’s like theflight-forward Helen: —these people who are establishing a global gov-

ernment.or go into a foxhole under conditions of warfare.
LaRouche: They don’t have any sense at all. They’ll grab
assets, but they don’t have any sense about the future.Richard: Well, if you run for President, I’m voting for you.

Because you’ve got more common sense than anybody I’ve They’re that crowd. And I don’t see—I deal with Washing-
ton, I deal with these circles, and they just don’t, there’s noheard in government any place.
sense, in the leadership of the Republican or Democratic
party—there may be individual exceptions to that, but I’mStockwell: Well, there’s one vote from Utah for you, Lyn-

don. Helen, you’re on the Stockwell show. talking about the party as an organization, and the Federal
government as an organization—they have no sense of any-Helen: Thank you so much, Jack. Mr. LaRouche, this sys-
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thing in the future. They are in Lollipop Land, when it comes think, press on President Bush. He’s not his father. He may
have a different reaction.to economics.

Stockwell: You have made the comment in the past, that Craig: I just passed my office building and the whole office
is down screwed around the television and the fear in the roomone of the clear-cut, more obvious descriptions of somebody

who simply can not be trusted in what they have to say regard- is just incredible.
ing economics, is someone who’s been to economics school.
LaRouche: (laughs) Well, generally. There are a few excep- Stockwell: Then you go back there, Craig, and institute a

sane, calm mind, and make sure that they don’t panic. Givetions, of people who’ve studied economics, who have the
sense to know what they don’t know. That’s where I find them the Roosevelt inaugural address, nothing to fear but

fear itself.sensible people. Those who think they have all the answers,
based on what is taught as generally accepted doctrine, LaRouche: Give them what I told you, what I told them on

the air.they’re dangerous.

Stockwell: All right. We’re going to go to traffic really quick Stockwell: Yes. Thanks, Craig.
and then we’ll be right back. Craig, up in the north, you’ll be
next, questions regarding martial law. . . . Craig: An honor talking to you, Mr. LaRouche.

LaRouche: Thank you.We’ve got reports coming in right now of a plane crashing
in Pittsburgh. We’ll get more information on that here in a
moment. Craig, you’re on the Stockwell show. Stockwell: About 15 minutes before the top of the hour.

There is a line available, 254-5855, if you’d like to talk
to Mr. LaRouche, an announced candidate, already, a pre-Craig: Mr. LaRouche, with your knowledge of protocol for

the institutions of government and their reaction to something candidate for the 2004 Presidential election in the Demo-
cratic Party.of this magnitude today, do you have any feelings on mar-

tial law? I reported to you a year ago, in the Arkansas primary,
where the votes were stolen, the kinds of things that were doneLaRouche: I think it would be the wrong thing to do. I think

we should set a quiet emergency, where law enforcement and in Michigan, the things that were done within the Democratic
Party, to make sure Mr. LaRouche never made it to the Con-other agencies head an alert, pull in their reserves and have

them available, double check the security, pull security assets vention, so that they could deliver the cigar store Indian to
you, Mr. Al Gore.(if they were off duty today) back in, go over the files and

check. Because we don’t know what—see, you’re going to I don’t know if they are ready yet, to listen. It’s like the
old Don McLain song “Vincent” perhaps they never will. But,have things that are going to go off, not necessarily as the

result of any centralized plan, but things will go off simply one thing that is absolutely certain: Of all the things you had
to say this morning, the thing that smacks me with the greatestby being ignited by the kind of atmosphere. You’re going to

have people going crazy. amount of truth and reality, is that very calm response that
must be taking place in all of our minds and hearts right now.
Fear can drive people into some of the most bizarre, mostStockwell: Yes!

LaRouche: You’re going to have obvious kinds of prob- ridiculous, most murderous suicidal behavior imaginable.
And there is probably already a certain sector of the countrylems. So, therefore, I would say the United States should be

mobilized to have a heightened sense of security, but not heading for the hills, which is exactly the opposite of what
we should be doing at this point in time.martial law, and not a national emergency, despite the horrible

degree of awfulness of what happened in New York. New Those of you who are listening to this program, listening
to Mr. LaRouche, who haven’t gone to work, or you’re talkingYork has an emergency. They have a physical emergency

that’s going to require a lot of assistance. Every place that to people at work, or talking to family—I have a brother-in-
law right in downtown Manhattan. He’s thefirst one that camethey get hit is going to require assistance. All right. That kind

of mobilization—yes. But keep it calm. The worst thing that to my mind. Well, not downtown, he’s a little north, up near
Cornell. But still my concern, and I’ll be talking to him ascan happen to us now, is that the nut factor turns loose, and

complicates what is already a terrible problem. soon as phone lines can be established, but still, wherever
you’re talking to family, wherever you’re talking to co-work-
ers, or whatever else, you must keep a cool head at this pointCraig: The thought that comes to my mind is the Gulf War,

and the way the President’s father reacted to that. A knee-jerk in time, where we have so little facts as to what’s happened,
and we’ve been dealt a heavy, heavy blow. Fifty thousandreaction like that right now would be terrible.

LaRouche: We’ve got too many jerks already. No, we need people work in those two buildings. Both the buildings are
now on the ground. It’s probably going to take a month beforecalmness. That’s why I emphasize that somebody has to, I
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The U.S. should be mobilized to have a heightened sense of security, but not
martial law, and not a national emergency, despite the horrible degree of
awfulness of what happened in New York. . . . Every place that they get hit is
going to require assistance. That kind of mobilization—yes. But keep it calm.

all this information comes out. Let’s go on here. Sharon, What we have to do, is take that approach. We’re going
to keep the jobs functioning, and we’re going to keep theyou’re on the Stockwell show.
economy functioning. There are ways to do it. Roosevelt pion-
eered in that direction. We know a lot more of how to do thatSharon: I was just commenting on an observation that to-

day’s date is 9-1-1 actually, kind of coincidental, it seems like now than we did when he was President. We’re going to have
to do it. It’s simply that way.in tragedy, things like that are coincidental.

Stockwell: Yes, 9-1-1. Interesting. Think clearly. We can always, as a nation, as a nation-
state, with the powers of our government, and the powers of
our Presidency, there is no financial or monetary [crisis]Sharon: The other thing I was going to say is, I live here in

Park City, and I don’t think the Olympics is a topic for worry. which this government can not bring under control, and can
not utilize the situation to bring about a recovery. So, that’sI think our economy and our stock exchange is what we need

to be worried about, and more immediate. the way we have to think about it.
I have a future son-in-law who works for Legg Mason in

Florida, and he said, from what they’ve heard, it’s going to Stockwell: All right. We’re going to the Wall Street Journal
report here in just a moment. I don’t know if there’s—whatbe closed for the whole week.

Stockwell: The market? there’s going to be. If it’s only for a second, we’ll be right
back, of course.

But I’ve got about 30 seconds. Lyn, who was it that firedSharon: Yes.
Stockwell: I’m supposed to go to a stock market report here the missile into the MI-6 Building a while ago? Do you re-

member that? Yes, in London.in two minutes, and I suspect that’s probably what they’re
going to say, that there is no market. LaRouche: That’s a little bit mysterious, as to who did what

to whom. The problem is, it was an operation. These things
don’t happen in the British system, except through their PrivySharon: Well, I’m very concerned about the economy, and

I know that Mr. LaRouche is very expert in that area. And if Council apparatus.
he would expound on some of that, we’d be interested.

Stockwell: All right. We’re going to jump over here really
quick to—all the news web pages, the pages can’t be dis-Stockwell: One good thing we can say about this, if it does

close down the market for a week, that it will take another played. This is interesting. I keep trying to go to these news
web pages I was going to before. Maybe it’s because they’reweek for it to crash.

LaRouche: (laughs) And the other thing is, you know, the updating them.
But let’s see what we can pick up here, if we can pick upsystem is going to crash, thefinancial system. Accept it. Don’t

say it never will happen. It’s going to happen. It’s happening anything. No, all I’m getting is an empty signal here. There
is no Wall Street Journal report. The building has been evacu-right now.

What you do, is you say, what do we do to save the econ- ated. That’s why. All right. The Stock Exchange has been
evacuated. All right. Well, that takes care of the market foromy? And to save the economy, means do something that

may not have been too popular in much of the Salt Lake today. Well, at least it will last for another day.
Lyn, you were saying there a moment ago that the systemcommunity recently. Go back and think about what Franklin

Roosevelt did in a situation which was admittedly less severe was over. Now, what a lot of people, what a lot of my listeners
need to understand, Mr. LaRouche, is the difference betweenthan the world faces today, in terms of economy.

But what he did, worked. He took an economy that had our economic systems of this country that’s driving this mar-
ket crash, and basic economics.been ruined by Teddy Roosevelt, by Woodrow Wilson, and

Calvin Coolidge. And with all the difficulty he had in doing That there’s a difference—you can go in right now, and
change the economics to save the system, rather than leavingit—and the mistakes he made in the process—he got the econ-

omy up. the same system of economics that’s currently afloat and
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watching it crash on the shores of absolute bankruptcy. our basic option, above all things, apart from being prudent,
just plain prudent, be conservative. Don’t go for the bucks,There are things that can be done right now to save our

system, and leave it intact—or not the system, but the econ- go to save as much as you can. Diversify your risk. And try
to keep something there, so if something goes down, you’llomy of this country, with a drastic change in the system.

LaRouche: Very simply. You just use the principle of the have something else. That’s general good sense.
But the point is, we have to get the government to use itsgeneral welfare, as it’s actually intended in the Preamble of

the Constitution, as Roosevelt used that authority. You de- powers to start a reorganization and recovery program, with
an understanding that we have to save the American people,clare bankruptcy when needed.

For example, most of the banks of the United States are and the economy, and their future. It’s that simple.
potentially bankrupt, if they’re not already bankrupt. Well,
do you let the banks shut down? You don’t. You have the Max: I think the cow’s out of the barn now. You know what

I mean? I’m talking, what do I do right this moment? BecauseTreasury Department move in on the Federal Reserve System,
which is the mother of these things. Take over the Federal I’m scared.

LaRouche: Diversify. Don’t put all your eggs in one basket.Reserve System under bankruptcy reorganization.
And under the authority of bankruptcy reorganization, in Go for minimal risk.

cooperation with the states, who also control banks, charter
them, you make sure that banks that must keep their doors Max: So you’re saying, Go pull some out, and get it diversi-

fied right now, or—open, will keep their doors open.
You must ensure that employment is maintained. You LaRouche: Diversify.

must ensure that actually it grows. You must ensure that pen-
sions are paid. You must ensure that communities function. Max: That’s about the only chance I’ve got. Because there

might be a run on the banks tomorrow, right?And you must also have some growth. Otherwise, how are
you going to reorganize out of bankruptcy, if you don’t have LaRouche: Diversify your risk. Buy some government

bonds, if you can.some real growth? Which means that certain projects, like
infrastructure projects—necessary ones—are put into place,
to absorb some of the unemployment which is inevitable, and Stockwell: That’s one of the safest things out there, is gov-

ernment bonds.get the economy moving again.
On that basis, using nothing but the precedents we have LaRouche: That’s right.

in our national law, our national history, we could reorganize
this economy out of a virtually total monetary and financial Stockwell: Short-term government bonds.

LaRouche: Your deposit, your insured deposits, and the reg-collapse, by the will of government and the cooperation of
the people, with good leadership in a very short period ular banking system are two of the most secure things, if you

don’t have a lot of good gold there that you can turn into aof time.
monetary asset.

Stockwell: Well, I’m thinking of about two or three direc-
tions I want to go here. But we’ve only got a few minutes left. Max: That’s a good idea. Thank you.
I want to get Max on here real quick. Let me give you another
number again, ladies and gentlemen, 1-888-347-3258, for Stockwell: Thanks, Max. Appreciate your call. Just a few

minutes left here. You know, I can’t tell you how much of anmore information about what we’ve been talking about today.
Max, you’re on the Stockwell show. honor this is to have you on my program.

LaRouche: It’s fun to be with you, Jack.
Max: You know, we’ve seen the world economy fall pretty
far. I think, with the World Trade Centers both collapsing, I Stockwell: It’s fun to have you here. . . .

The latest now. Fighter planes are scrambling to this hi-think that was the last domino to fall to world collapse. Seri-
ously. jacked plane. They’ve got a hijacked plane on its way to

Washington.And I’ve got quite a bit of money in the bank, I sold some
land recently. I’m thinking, do I need to go pull that out, or LaRouche: They’re going to try to—
would it do me any good to pull it out?
LaRouche: I would ask the question, would it do any good Stockwell: They’re going to shoot her down.

LaRouche: Bull it down or shoot it down.to pull it out? You know, we’re going toward a gold reserve
system in various countries, including Russia. Twelve coun-
tries have now minted gold coins, which are more or less a Stockwell: Or force it off, yeah, to a different path—. But

boy, I’ll tell you. This is—you know, ever since you men-monetary unit. And the gold is going to increase.
So I think we’re headed for a gold reserve system. I think tioned this at the very beginning of the program, Lyn, it keeps
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coming back up in my little prefrontal cortex here. And that But when you get into a crisis like this, the first thing
you have to do, especially terrible crises, the more terribleis that the Arabs don’t have the ability to pull something of

this level off. You feel pretty strongly about that? they are, the more this principle applies. Do not panic. Do
not shout “fire” in a crowded theater. Get the people safeLaRouche: I know that. I know the Arab governments. I’ve

been talking to them directly or indirectly over some period. and out.
And what’s needed now, is to recognize that we got toAt least, the key ones. And they don’t want this kind of thing.

But I know who does want it. this mess because the institutions of our government—forget
who did it. Forget who did whatever’s done. But think
about—this could not have happened if our government func-Stockwell: All right. Now, you were talking about possibly

the idea of the Israeli government— tioned. And the reason our government didn’t function and
doesn’t function—I hope that changes quickly now—is be-LaRouche: Or certain factions within it.
cause nobody was paying attention.

Stockwell: Certain factions within it. Just like there are cer-
tain factions within the Pentagon that would love for us to go Stockwell: Yes.

LaRouche: Therefore, let us pay attention and recognize thatto war in the Middle East.
LaRouche: Same thing. Exactly. Like Wolfowitz, for exam- when we are running the economy the way we are running it,

the things we’ve been doing, we have set ourselves up for thisple. I don’t think the world is safe with someone like him in
the Defense Department, frankly. kind of crisis.

The thing to respond to a crisis like this, is to remove
long-term and medium-term causes of the crisis itself, of theStockwell: Yes.

LaRouche: First, he never served in the military. situation which allowed this to happen, to come to this pass.

Stockwell: Lyndon, we’ve got to go. Thank you so much,Stockwell: Wolfowitz?
LaRouche: To my knowledge, he never had actual service sir, for being my guest today.

LaRouche: Thank you.in the military. I don’t think he knows what that means,
psychologically. I think people who have had some experi-
ence in wartime service, or something like that, may have
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some sense of what the reality of military operations are,
particuarly if they got to some higher rank, or some intelli-
gence. Or if they’ve studied military history with that back-
ground, they might have some sense of what they’re talk-
ing about.

But a guy like Wolfowitz impresses me, from the kind of
things I’ve seen him do—he doesn’t know what time it is.
He’s dangerous. He’s dangerous not because he’s capable;
he’s dangerous because he’s incapable. A very bad idea to
put that nut in there.

I think a lot of generals would agree with me.

Stockwell: Yes. Well, we have about a minute left, Lyn. Can
you bring something sublime out of this?
LaRouche: I think the point is, when you get a crisis, which
is like a war. I mean, this—what is reported in New York,
you’re talking about 50,000 people possibly killed. Do you
realize that’s in the order of magnitude of the official death
toll of—

Stockwell: of Vietnam.
LaRouche: —of Vietnam.

Stockwell: Yes.
LaRouche: So this is not a minor thing. This is not something
that happened. This is not a terrorist incident. It’s something
much bigger.
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10:45 a.m. All Federal office buildings in Washington
Timetable of Events are evacuated.

10:56 a.m. Securities and Exchange Commission closes
all U.S. exchanges for the day.

10:57 a.m. New York State Gov. George Pataki orders
all state offices closed.Economic, Strategic

1:04 p.m. President Bush, speaking from Barksdale AFB
in Louisiana, says U.S. military is on high alert worldwide,Crises Collide:
and that United States will hunt down and punish those re-
sponsible. Leaves Barksdale at 1:20 p.m. for an undisclosedSept. 11, 2001
location.

1:27 p.m. Mayor Anthony Williams declares State of
7:59 a.m. American Airlines (AA) Flight 11, a Boeing Emergency for Washington, D.C.

3:00 p.m. (approx.) Navy dispatches ships to New York767, leaves Boston for Los Angeles, with 81 passengers and
11 crew aboard. and Washington, including missile destroyers and medical

support.8:01 a.m. United Air Lines (UAL) Flight 93, a Boeing
757, leaves Newark for San Francisco, with 38 passengers 4:10 p.m. Building 7 of World Trade Center complex is

reported to be on fire.and 7 crew.
8:10 a.m. AA Flight 77, a Boeing 757, leaves Washington 5:20 p.m. Building 7 of World Trade Center complex, 47

stories high, collapses, having been damaged by the fires inDulles for Los Angeles with 58 passengers and 6 crew.
8:14 a.m. UAL Flight 175, a Boeing 767, leaves Boston the twin towers.

7:00 p.m. (approx.) President Bush’s helicopter touchesfor Los Angeles with 56 passengers and 9 crew aboard.
8:45/8:51 a.m. Plane crashes into World Trade Center, down at White House.

8:30 p.m. President Bush delivers a televised address totearing gaping hole in the building and setting it afire. Later
determined to be hijacked AA Flight 11. the nation.

8:45 p.m. (approx.) Reports come in that World Trade9:03/9:06 a.m. Second plane crashes into second World
Trade Center tower and explodes. Assumed to be hijacked Center Building 5 has been considered “on the brink of col-

lapse” for most of the day.UAL Flight 175, but not confirmed. Both towers burning.
9:17 a.m. FAA order shuts down all New York City air- 9:00 p.m. (approx.) Marriott Hotel near the World Trade

Center reported to have collapsed.ports.
9:30 a.m. Manhattan is effectively sealed off.
9:40 a.m. FAA halts all flight operations at U.S. airports, Impact on Economic Crisis

∑ Stocks around the world tumble, while bonds, oil, andfirst time in U.S. history.
9:41/9:43 a.m. Plane crashes into Pentagon, setting por- gold shoot up. U.S. markets are closed, but the European

markets all end the day down between 5-9%.tions of the building on fire. Later determined to be hijacked
AA Flight 77. ∑ Nasdaq, the American Stock Exchange, and the New

York Stock Exchange announce they will remain closed on9:44 a.m. White House and Pentagon evacuated.
9:48 a.m. U.S. Capitol evacuated. Sept. 12, after consultation with the Securities and Exchange

Commission. The Chicago Board Option Exchange, the10:00 a.m. (approx.) News reports of other incidents in
D.C., including a car bomb at the State Department, a fire on world’s largest options exchange, says it will not open on

Sept. 12, according to Reuters wire service.the Mall, etc. Later reported to have been incorrect, although
still at around 1:00 p.m., there were reports of “unexplained ∑ President and CEO of the New York Board of Trade

(NYBOT), Mark Fichtel, whose offices had been located inexplosions” in the vicinity of the State Department and
White House. the World Trade Center, says that the offices may have been

completely destroyed, and “may be history.” The NYBOT10:00/10:05 a.m. South tower of World Trade Center col-
lapses. operates America’s biggest exchange for trade in cocoa, cof-

fee, and sugar. The NYBOT will attempt to transfer opera-10:10 a.m. Portion of Pentagon collapses.
10:10 a.m. Plane crashes in Somerset County, Pennsylva- tions to its back-up offices in Long Island, New York.

∑ The Federal Reserve Board of Governors issued a tersenia, later determined to be hijacked UAL Flight 93. Uncon-
firmed reports say that this plane was to have been crashed at statement, “The Federal Reserve System is open and operat-

ing. The discount window is available to meet liquidityCamp David, Maryland, the site of the 1978 Camp David
peace accords. needs.” The statement would indicate that the Fed is prepared

to pump significant amounts of liquidity into the U.S. and10:24 a.m. FAA announces all trans-Atlantic aircraft fly-
ing into the United States are being diverted to Canada. worldfinancial system. The Fed and other world central banks

immediately begin injecting a total of $120 billion of liquidity10:28 a.m. North tower of World Trade Center collapses.
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in one day into the banking system, and the already-exploding is panic in thefinancial markets. If for some reason, the United
States is no longer seen as a safe haven for capital . . . thereworld debt bubble.

∑ Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan, could be some very large capital movements” out of the dollar
and dollar instruments.who had been in Zürich, Switzerland, attending a Bank for

International Settlements (BIS) meeting, boards a Swissair ∑ According to a Bloomberg wire, “The Clearinghouse
Interbank Payment System [CHIPS], which is a private tele-flight headed to the United States; the plane turns around in

mid-flight, and heads back to Zürich. communications system operated by the New York Clearing-
house Association for banks in the New York area, isn’t work-∑ According to Reuters, Greenspan is in discussion with

the President’s Working Group on Financial Markets, which ing.” CHIPS transfers an average total value of $1.2 trillion
daily— equal to the total daily value of payments that passesis made up of the Treasury Secretary, the head of the SEC,

the head of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, through the entire Federal Reserve System—and handles
95% of all U.S. dollar payments moving among countriesand Greenspan. The President’s Working Group on Financial

Markets—known as the “Plunge Protection Committee”— worldwide.
meets when the United States’ and world financial markets
are in crisis, which is a condition that has been true for at least
the past 18 months, and sets the context for the blast.

∑ The U.S. dollar falls 2% against the euro, 3% against ‘Eurasian War Party’
the yen, and hits seven-month lows against the British pound
and the Swiss franc. The dollar appears to be falling rapidly Demands Bush Attack
against the Russian ruble, although an official fixing of the
dollar-ruble ratio is not made during Sept. 11. One economist by Mark Burdman
in Washington expressed the common fear: “The major risk

EIR’s previous warnings of the “geopolitical” menace repre-
sented by the Samuel Huntington/Trilateral Commission
“Clash of Civilizations” strategy—the strategy which nur-The Press Cranks Up tured the “Afghansi” terrorist networks against Russia in the
first place—are borne out by the horrific Sept. 11 attacks inA Bush Flight Forward
New York and Washington and their immediate aftermath.
These events are a thorough strategic destabilization of the

The following statement was issued by Lyndon H. United States. It is planned to escalate with Jacobin demon-
strations and riots later in September in Washington, and withLaRouche, Jr. on Sept. 11, at 1730 EDT.
immediate attempts by the Brzezinski-ite “Eurasian War
Party,” through the media, to stampede President GeorgeMy monitoring of the coverage of the today’s crisis

by leading television media, and others, shows a clear Bush into flight forward attacks on Islamic nations.
Huntington, like his former Harvard colleague and ad-pattern of intent to push President Bush into a typical

case of cowardly “flight forward.” That coverage pres- mirer Henry Kissinger, is a devotee of the “geopolitical” doc-
trine invented by Britain’s Sir Halford Mackinder in the earlyents us with the image of the terror-stricken soldier,

messing his pants in a foxhole, who charges against a Twentieth Century. Mackinder insisted that the Anglo-Amer-
ican “rim powers” must do everything possible to stop devel-machine-gun nest “to get it over with.”

There is a clear impulse, radiating from these news opment in what he called the “Eurasian Heartland.” His doc-
trine was effectively responsible, for the two world wars ofmedia and political sources, to have the President im-

mediately take awesome reprisals for the sake of ap- the Twentieth Century. Now, the “Clash of Civilizations”
variation on the theme, threatens to start a third world war,pearing to deliver prompt retribution, even without

waiting to uncover the actual perpetrators. early in the Twenty-First Century.
While the full truth of what happened on Sept. 11 in theThere are, in fact, a very limited number of entities

which have the highly sophisticated capability to have United States is obviously not yet known, the policy faction
associated with Huntington and Brzezinski is already hyper-pulled over today’s terrorist operations. None of these

are on the short list of “usual terrorism suspects” or active, in trying to exploit those events, to set in motion reli-
gious wars, beginning in the Middle East, and then extendingso-called “rogue states.” Unfortunately, the politically

terrified coward would rather kill someone, rather than into Central Asia, the Indian Subcontinent, and other crucial
regions of Eurasia, using such assets as the fanatical Talibanuncover the actual perpetrators, and then cover up the

fact that the “reprisals” had been taken against the of Afghanistan, who were effectively created by Brzezinski
and his friends in the 1980s, originally as a tool to fight “Holywrong targets.
War” against the Soviet Union.
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The frantic actions of Huntington et al., to set in motion the “bring those responsible to justice.” “That’s wrong,” declared
Krauthammer, “this is a war. If Bin Laden is behind this, then“Clash of Civilizations” strategy now, are on two interrelated

realities. One, is that the globalfinancial system is in the midst Afghanistan is our enemy, any country which harbors and
protects him is our enemy. We must carry their war to them.of a rapidly accelerating process of disintegration, a process

that took yet a further turn for the worse in the late August- We should seriously consider a congressional declaration of
war.”early September period.

The second reality, is that there has developed, in recent Neo-Conservative Robert Kagan echoed: “We are at war.
We should declare war. No country need be named. Weweeks, a dense array of diplomatic, political, and economic

activity, among Eurasian countries like China, Russia, India, should build up conventional military for what will escalate
into confrontation and possibly war with one or more of thethe Central Asian republics, and others. This activity increas-

ingly converges on realizing the Eurasian Land-Bridge, as a governments which have long supported terrorism and op-
posed the U.S. We must see it through no matter how longfocal point for those development and infrastructure projects

that are absolutely necessary, for reversing the world eco- it takes.”
And Henry Kissinger’s Washington Post commentary,nomic depression. If this is realized, the power of the Anglo-

American financial oligarchy would be crippled. This oligar- though covered in his customary obfuscations, was nonethe-
less an obvious demand to drive the United States into indefi-chy is desperate to stop such a process, at all costs.
nite warfare: “We should henceforth show more sympathy
for people daily exposed to this kind of attack, whom we keep‘West Against The Rest’

In terms of the principle, “Cui bono?” Lyndon LaRouche telling to be very measured in their responses. There should
of course be retaliation; but, more important, we must get theaffirmed, in the immediate hours following the Sept. 11 atroci-

ties, that the Huntington-Brzezinski grouping must be sus- terrorist system on the run. We don’t yet know whether Bin
Laden did it; but any group that shelters groups capable ofpected of, at least, co-responsibility for what happened on

that date. In the weeks preceding Sept. 11, LaRouche had been this kind of attack, whether or not they can be shown to have
been involved in this attack, must pay an exorbitant price.constantly pointing his finger at the “Clash of Civilization”

fanatics, as being a central causal factor in the constantly The response cannot be made contingent on a consensus,
although we and our allies must find common response whichescalating tensions and bloodshed in the Middle East.

As if to prove LaRouche’s point, even before the flames is not simply a lowest common denominator.”
had stopped burning in New York and Washington, Britain’s
London Times published a commentary by Republicans
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Abroad leader Tim Hames, who is close to leading elements
of the U.S. Republican Party and George W. Bush Adminis-
tration. “Any illusions,” wrote Hames, “that the end of the
Cold War has ushered in a new era of permanent peace and
prosperity, will have been shattered yesterday. . . . The in-
stincts of policymakers will, instead, be to dust off another
text, The Clash of Civilizations, written by Samuel Hunting-
ton in 1993, which prophesied a showdown between the dem-
ocratic forces led by the U.S. and radical zealots rooted in
extreme Islam, which would confront American values with
violence.”

In contrast to Presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche’s
radio appearances calling for “a cool head” and for moves by
the President to forge agreements with Russia, Europe, and
Eurasian nations to change policies fuelling such terrorism,
this Huntington line—potentially suicidal for both the United
States and Israel as nations—dominated the U.S. and British
press. National Public Radio commentator Daniel Schorr pro-
claimed that the Sept. 11 attacks were “the beginning of the
clash of civilizations.” Pro-Zionist Richard Cohen’s com-
mentary in the Washington Post sounded the same horn: “We
are at war—some kind of war. The academicians—Samuel
Huntington comes to mind—would call it a clash of civiliza-
tions. . . .”

Influential neo-Conservative Charles Krauthammer exco-
riated Secretary of State Colin Powell for merely pledging to
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LaRouche, Sept. 13: The President
Should Do What I Am Doing Now
Lyndon LaRouche was interviewed on Sept. 13 by Radio ABC, States, which only special warfare capabilities in the United

States could, at this point, manage.a large, national radio station in Mexico.
So, there are two conclusions we have to reach on this.

First of all, this is an operation of the character of an attemptedRadio ABC: Mr. LaRouche. . . . We are very surprised by
your tremendous knowledge and the fact that you were able coup d’état against the United States. Secondly, this has not

ended. This is only the first act, of what we must expect willto forecast things that occurred 48 hours ago. I want to give
you a context for what this social fighter has done in the be follow-on acts. Ironically, this comes precisely at the mo-

ment, on the very day, that the world financial system wasUnited States. A few days ago [Sept. 6—ed.], in an exclusive
international interview with ABC Radio and El Sol newspa- on the verge of collapse. But obviously, this operation was

planned a long time ahead, months ago. And because ofpers [published in this issue, see International], Lyndon
LaRouche told us and our audience: “What is coming into weather changes and so forth, those who planned this could

not have known on what day they would have clear skies forWashington is the fourth stage, that I know of, of the launch-
ing of international terrorism in a new expanded form.” this operation. So the coincidence between the attack and the

market crash is a coincidence, but not merely an accident.. . .We want to know, what is your evaluation of the recent
events in Washington, D.C. and in New York. We would like And on the question of Putin, I was in a broadcast in Salt

Lake City during the time these events were coming down.to hear why you propose that the United States and President
Vladimir Putin of Russia should establish a permanent coop- Now you can imagine, were I the President of the United

States at that moment, and radio audiences heard from meeration in this fight against terrorism.
LaRouche: First of all, this should not be called terrorism, during that period, that was precisely what I would have said,

were I at that moment the actual President of the United States.because terrorism as we know in Mexico, for example, has a
very specific conventional usage. In politics, terrorism corres- I was in a situation in which the United States was threatened,

in which the actual President was intellectually and otherwiseponds to the old idea of propaganda of the deed, which is not
the case here. This is not a classical anarchist “propaganda of unprepared to cope with a thing like that. Now many impor-

tant people in the U.S. government pay close attention to me,the deed” kind of action. As has now been conceded by offi-
cials of the U.S. government, this attack on the United States particularly on strategic matters. And so my responsibility

was not to immediately respond to my radio audience, but towas done largely from inside the United States. There are
outside implications which may exist, and probably do. This act with knowledge that people in Washington, at the highest

level, would be waiting to hear exactly what I had to say aboutmust be seen in the context that what was done to the United
States on the day before yesterday, the United States could how to handle this crisis.

I said what the President must do, which meant, what Inever have done, at any time, to the Soviet Union, while the
Soviet Union still existed. was trying to get people to get the President to do, by means

of a communication sent through that broadcast. There are aWhat we know now of the operation, is that it was too
complicated and too scientifically sophisticated in certain fea- number of things the President must do immediately. And

one of the things I put the emphasis on, I said he’s got to gettures, to have even been attempted in an earlier period by any
major power. For example, take the case of mis-information international cooperation immediately on this problem. And

for known reasons, if he calls President Putin of Russia, Presi-on terrorism: the case of Osama bin Laden. Osama bin Laden
has been, for decades, an agent of the combined British, Is- dent Putin will get on the phone immediately. And that if the

Russians and the United States agree to bring cooperationraeli, and U.S. secret intelligence services. And still is. Now,
of course, there are people inside the United States govern- among a group of nations to ensure that people do not lose

their nerve and do insane things, such a consultation amongment, and the British government, who now say, we’ve got
to get rid of our man, Osama bin Laden. And they will try to a number of governments in power, can bring the necessary

calm into a very difficult and dangerous situation.use his killing, if they do it, as a scapegoat for the real oper-
ation. And so, it’s one of those situations which calls for diplo-

macy on the highest strategic level. Now, I understand thatBut this was done with capabilities from inside the United
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for example, at that time. Bill Colby was
never personally an enemy of mine, and
has actually agreed with me on many
very important issues. But Colby had
been a member of the OSS during the
last world war, and had been in very sen-
sitive positions in the U.S. intelligence
community.

One of my problems with people in
the intelligence community, who are not
bad people, is that they are public ser-
vants. They are bureaucrats. So you
have to look at the policy which they are
forced to implement as a part of their
job. Do not confuse what they do, with
what they intend. This is a big moral
problem that all bureaucrats face, which
I am fortunately free of. But in the case
of Colby and Tenet, as you see Tenet
now, these are both professional bureau-
crats of a special type. They are servantsThe Pentagon in flames, shortly after a hijacked airliner was crashed into the building on

Sept. 11. of their government, and servants of
whatever policy is dictated to them.

Now, the problem here goes back
much deeper. You have to go back to the early and mid-1960s,on that same day, the President did call President Putin, and

my information is that he talked to him twice. That is good. I and the creation of this rock-drug-sex counterculture that was
unleashed. From what my knowledge is, for example, in thedon’t know how much of what should have been done, may

not have been done, but I know that to the degree that hap- case of Mexico, you have to go back to the period of the 1930s,
and the wartime period, to a time when Jacques Soustelle waspened, that was good. Such understanding among major pow-

ers is the best way to avoid a war that nobody wants. If Kaiser the key French-British operative inside Mexico. Then you
begin to get some of these connections. Paul Rivet, for exam-Wilhelm and the Tsar of Russia had gotten on the telephone

to scold the idiotic Austria-Hungarian Emperor, at the time ple, was the author of terrorism in Peru. He was the teacher
of Soustelle. Then in Venezuela at the time, working out ofthat the Russian government was ordering the general mobili-

zation for war, World War I would never have happened. And Houston, you had [Jean] de Menil. These three characters,
who are very evil characters, set in place many of the opera-you always have to think in historical terms, in those kinds of

situations, when you see a situation as severe, as dangerous tions which have continued into the present day in the Carib-
bean and in parts of South America.as this one is right now.

Now the problem here is, you have two policies on this
planet, among people of extended European civilization. It’sRadio ABC: Mr. LaRouche, going back some years, we

know that when George Herbert Walker Bush was heading something that the Pope has referred to recently, especially
in his praise of Sir Thomas More. European civilization, thethe CIA with William Colby and George Tenet, they encour-

aged and promoted groups such as SDS, the WeatherUnder- modern nation-state was a product of the Fifteenth-Century
Renaissance, in which the principle was laid down that noground, the New World Liberation Front; and that these, in

turn, established levels of cooperation with the Islamic funda- government has the moral authority to govern unless it is
efficiently committed to the general welfare of all of thementalists. Do you think this bipolarity that encouraged these

kinds of things, which led into the Islamic international, has people, and their posterity. This, for example, is the common
characteristic of the republic of Mexico and the Unitednow unleashed such a thing that we are now going to see a

new wave of bloodshed in the world, something which we States.
Our concern is to defend our sovereignty and to havethought we’d gotten past?

LaRouche: In the case of George Herbert Walker Bush, I governments which promote the general welfare of all of the
people. The opposite force is those who have never acceptednever thought that he was a very intelligent person. He had a

bad temper, but he was not really very intelligent. He came the idea of the perfectly sovereign nation-state republic. The
same forces behind globalization today. These are the exactinto power because there were powerful families which were

behind his career. And he was put into power in the CIA only same forces behind Teddy Goldsmith, running the so-called
anti-globalist terrorist movement today.briefly, very briefly, by Henry Kissinger. Now, take Colby,
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In other words, we should avoid the kind of simplistic people who are important institutionally in the bureaucracy,
and in the Congress, too, can get to the President, and toconspiracy theories which are very popular in the press these

days. No one should be engaged in trying to do strategic appeal to President Bush as a human being, and to say, “Mr.
President, for the sake of the future of the United States andintelligence estimates who does not have a deep knowledge

of history going back hundreds of years. The problem is like the peace of the world, we think this is the thing you’ve got
to do.”a typical military problem. You have incompetent military

commanders, and when they’re hit by a crisis, they go crazy.
They either freeze and go into a fox-hole, or they bare RadioABC: Mr. LaRouche, we have run out of time, but I

want to thank you very much.their chests and charge with machine-guns. This is flight-
forward.

Now, the problem I have right now in the United States,
and elsewhere, especially in Washington, is that Washington
is totally incapable of dealing with the present world situa-
tion, with its own resources. From the President on down, LaRouche Forecast
the present government, and most of the Congress, is totally
morally, intellectually incompetent to deal with this crisis. ‘New Terror Wave’
I am competent. Therefore, my job is to try to influence that
government to try to do something intelligent, to save its own by Jeffrey Steinberg
neck, among other commendable purposes. The problem is
that we must have a clear understanding of what the problem

Had Lyndon LaRouche’s warnings and marching ordersis, and we must understand the great, deep strategic struggle
in modern history, especially in modern European history, been heeded, the Sept. 11 assault against the World Trade

Center and the Pentagon might have been averted, alongto solve this.
Take the case in Chiapas. Why is there an operation in with countless other irregular warfare atrocities carried out

over the past half-decade, in every corner of the globe.Chiapas? Why was it put into place there? By what foreign
agencies was it put in there? What foreign governments are On Oct. 13, 1995, LaRouche penned the introduction to

an exhaustive three-part dossier on “the new internationalinvolved? That operation was to destroy Mexico. Not by that
alone, but with the same intention and people as in 1968, terrorism,” which appeared in EIR. LaRouche began his

introduction with the following chilling alert:including the conflict in Mexico City. To set fire to the forest,
you need to start with one match. Incompetent intelligence “A new wave of international terrorism is stalking the

world. It is led by a horde of mujahideen mercenaries: humanand counterintelligence people often think this way.
flotsam, like the 1920s ‘rootless’ veterans of World War I,
cast upon the world in the wake of the 1980s Afghan war.Radio ABC: Mr. LaRouche, one last question. Briefly, given

the manifest incompetence of President George Bush in for- This is the worst terrorism yet; it is much worse than that
of the 1970s. It is coordinated from the capital of a formereign affairs, as was stated by the chairman of the Foreign

Affairs Committee in the Senate, Joseph Biden, do you think U.S. ally, London; worse yet, it was created with complicity
of former U.S. Vice President (and, later, President) Georgeit would be appropriate to ask Mr. Bush to resign, or should

he remain in the post? Bush. It threatens you, and your family; perhaps directly,
perhaps indirectly. We must mobilize to fight it.”LaRouche: No, we should not destabilize any institutions of

the United States. You have to operate on the basic assump- LaRouche bluntly addressed the danger that complicit
governments and intelligence services, and key complicittion that George Bush is a human being, no matter what else

he is, and sitting in the Presidency of the United States, a figures, like George H.W. Bush and the infamous Lt. Col.
Oliver North, who “were involved in helping to create it”very special institution. The Presidency is a combination of

institutions which are related to the figure who occupies the would seek to “conceal key facts.” “The fact that the terror-
ism occurs, can not be hidden—not usually; what is coveredoffice. The job to be done is exactly what I’m doing, or at

least attempting to do. It’s reaching out, internationally, to up, is the fact that terrorism has a ‘mother,’ and also, occa-
sionally, an ‘uncle.’ ”people in Europe, including Russia, throughout the United

States, a lot of whom are specifically my friends, or we’ve
worked together in the past—high-ranking military/intelli- Experience Back To 1968

He continued, “Some readers will remember, that backgence and political people, generally. I’m exchanging views
with them, in order to present to the institutions inside the during the 1970s, EIR performed a similar function against

the international terrorism of that period. As in the 1989United States, the best possible intelligence estimate of the
crisis which has suddenly struck us. myth, that Deutsche Bank’s Alfred Herrhausen had been

murdered by the (actually non-existent) Baader-MeinhofAnd to hope that people like Colin Powell, who is not my
friend, Donald Rumsfeld, Vice-President Cheney, and other gang: Then, during the 1970s and 1980s, as now, official
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in countless written locations, the role of the tax-exempt
foundations, and other institutions of the financial oligarchy,
in the sponsorship of terrorist groups, as part of a far-broader
cultural warfare assault against the founding principles of
the American Revolution, and the broader idea of the nation-
state system.

In his seminal 1995 exposé of the “new international
terrorism,” LaRouche concluded with a warning that echoes
to the present moment:

“Directly to the point: As we have said, the heart of the
new international terrorism is a legion of trained terrorists,
formerly known as the mujahideen veterans of the 1980s
Afghan war, which Vice President Bush and the British
Thatcher government played a leading part in creating, arm-
ing, and deploying. Once the Soviet forces had retreated
from Afghanistan, the Anglo-American-sponsored mujahi-
deen, together with their massive drug- and arms-trafficking
apparatus, were dumped on the world, a legion of ‘special
forces’-trained mercenaries, for hire.”

In the Oct. 13, Nov. 10, and Nov. 17, 1995 issues, EIR
published dossiers on all of the major “Afghansi” irregular
warfare groups, as well as the Ibero-American narco-terrorist
apparatus, and the “citizens above suspicion” in and around
the United States, Britain, Israel, and other Western govern-
ments, who are the patrons, bankers, and political front-men
for this global killing machinery. The highlights of these
issues are readable today on the larouchepub.com website.

At the conclusion of his introductory essay, LaRouche
anticipated the events of Sept. 11, 2001. He wrote that the
Anglo-Dutch financial oligarchy, with its extensions into
Wall Street and Washington, D.C., was desperate to prevent

This book by one of Timothy McVeigh’s lawyers should have been the emergence of a coalition among nation-states, that might
a cautionary sign, pointing eerily toward the consequences of

enact proposals along the lines of his New Bretton Woodssimply executing McVeigh, without attempting to unravel the plots
and Eurasian Land-Bridge, to avert the biggest financial andhe was part of.
monetary crash in modern history.

“The oligarchy is at the extremes of hysteria,” LaRouche
warned, “in its determination to destroy existing nation-
states, especially the United States of America, before theagencies preferred to evade the fact, that there were certain

very influential agencies behind terrorist actions. Now, as point is reached that such recovery measures might be forced
onto the table for immediate action.”then, few official intelligence and law enforcement agencies,

so far, have found the political courage to address the roots With the economies and monetary and financial institu-
tions of the United States, Europe, and Japan all crashingof the problem. Today, the fear, among relevant intelligence

and law enforcement, of exposing a Thatcher government, at the same time, the oligarchy has reached its “Day X,”
when the kind of massive covert irregular warfare, seen inor a ‘power-broker’ such as George Bush, leaves it to private

agencies, such as EIR, to fill the gap.” the World Trade Center and Pentagon assaults, became the
order of the day—just as LaRouche forecast.Beginning in 1968, Lyndon LaRouche emerged as one

of the world’s leading experts on the scourge of international
terrorism and how to defeat it. At the time of the launching Perfidious Albion

Plainly, despite LaRouche’s warnings, no concerted ef-of the “1968 Generation” of terrorist insurgency on the cam-
puses of America and Europe, LaRouche and his earliest fort was launched in 1995 to take down the vast “Afghansi”

and Ibero-American narco-terrorist infrastructures, both ofcollaborators exposed the role of the Ford Foundation and
McGeorge Bundy, in bankrolling the formation of the which were assets of what EIR labeled a “new opium war”

against civilization, directed, top down, from the financialWeatherUnderground terrorist group.
From that point on, LaRouche understood, and exposed, oligarchy of London, Wall Street, et al.
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Some victim-state governments did take LaRouche’s McVeigh was convicted and sentenced to death. On the
eve of his scheduled execution, evidence surfaced that thewarnings to heart and initiated limited measures to single

out the role of London as the safe-haven of international FBI had withheld thousands of pages of documents from
defense attorneys—some of which reportedly pointed to theirregular warfare.

To further those efforts, and place pressure on complicit larger conspiracy behind the bombing.
Despite that, Attorney General John Ashcroft, an ob-U.S. government officials, on Jan. 11, 2000, the Editors of

EIR submitted a memorandum, commissioned by Lyndon sessed advocate of Federal executions, forged ahead with
the McVeigh execution.LaRouche, to then-Secretary of State Madeleine Albright,

formally requesting a State Department review to determine On May 25, 2001, Lyndon LaRouche issued a stark
warning to the Attorney General, that his actions to stage a“whether Britain should be placed on the list of nations

sanctioned by the United States government for lending “pay-per-view snuff film” of McVeigh’s execution on June
11, 2001, posed a direct threat to U.S. national security.support to international terrorist organizations.” The memo-

randum was published in EIR on Jan. 21, 2000. LaRouche revived EIR’s original 1995 evidence that there
were higher level co-conspirators still at-large, and warnedThe memorandum documented that at least a dozen na-

tions had, in recent years, filed formal diplomatic protests that the execution of McVeigh would forever close off the
opportunity to access evidence that McVeigh, alone, had,with the British Foreign Office, over the fact that Britain

was harboring wanted terrorists, who were still conducting concerning the true nature of the crime. The execution of
McVeigh, LaRouche forewarned, would serve as a “greenmajor acts of irregular warfare against their nations. Among

the dozen nations that filed formal protests were such leading light” to the very networks behind the Oklahoma City bomb-
ing, to strike again.U.S. allies as: Egypt, Saudi Arabia, India, Israel, France,

Turkey, and Germany. Some of the evidence gathered by EIR in the months
following the April 19, 1995 bombing had established certainOn Nov. 14, 1999, Russia joined the list of nations

formally accusing Britain of harboring terrorists. The Rus- links between the worldwide “Afghansi” irregular warfare
apparatus, and the so-called “militia” networks with whichsian Foreign Ministry summoned British Ambassador An-

drew Wood to file a formal protest, after Russian state TV McVeigh had been associated.
journalists were beaten, during a London meeting at which
“Afghansi” groups attempted to raise funds and recruit vol-
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unteers to travel to Chechnya, to wage war against the Rus-
sian Army.

Senior State Department officials involved in counter-
terrorism work acknowledged to LaRouche representatives
that the memorandum had strong merit; however, Secretary
Albright would never take any sanction action against the
British government. Indeed, Albright’s office never even
acknowledged receipt of the EIR memorandum.

Ashcroft’s Pay-Per-View Snuff Film
Even before the publication of LaRouche’s warning

about the emerging “new international terrorism,” LaRouche
and EIR had exposed the fact that the U.S. Justice Depart-
ment had engaged in a massive cover-up of the circum-
stances surrounding the April 19, 1995 bombing of the Mur-
rah Federal Building in Oklahoma, City. LaRouche revealed
that U.S. military investigators and forensic experts had
concluded—and LaRouche shared their assessment—that
Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols were incapable of
carrying out the Oklahoma City bombing alone. They pos-
sessed none of the demolition and military engineering skills
required to pull off such an attack.

McVeigh’s attorney Steven Jones attempted to obtain
government intelligence documentation, proving that his cli-
ent was a bit player in the biggest terrorist attack on Ameri-
can soil, but was blocked by Federal prosecutors and by the
presiding Federal judge from accessing vital evidence.
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Eurasian Cooperation Is
Needed to Meet the Crisis
by Mary Burdman

The extraordinary measures made by Eurasian nations to de- the head of the Chinese Parliament Li Peng, before speaking
on the multipolar world at the Sept. 10-12 Internationalvelop Eurasian strategic and economic cooperation over re-

cent months, are being taken to a new level since the beginning Forum on China and the World in the 21st Century, spon-
sored by the Chinese People’s Institute of Foreign Affairs.of September. In June, the Shanghai Cooperation Organiza-

tion (SCO) of Kazakstan, Russia, China, Kyrgyzstan, Tajik- At this meeting, attended also by Vladimir Lukin, Vice-
Chairman of Russia’s State Duma (lower house of parlia-istan, and Uzbekistan, was founded in Shanghai; in July, Rus-

sian President Vladimir Putin and Chinese President Jiang ment), former Japanese Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu, and
other international leaders, Qian Qichen, China’s foreignZemin signed the Russia-China Good Neighborly Treaty of

Friendship and Cooperation; Russia and India, which have policy éminence grise, made a comprehensive and very dip-
lomatic proposal for the reunification of Taiwan with China.long had close military and strategic relations, will sign a

friendship treaty at the beginning of November. These proposals reflect the reality, that Taiwan, already in
the worst economic-financial crisis in 30 years, because ofWestern Europe, where the leaders of both Germany and

France are publicly indicating concern about the rapidly dete- its crippling dependence upon the crashing U.S. market, is
only being saved from worse collapse by its ever-growingriorating financial situation, is increasingly looking to Russia

and Asia. President Putin is scheduled to visit Germany dur- economic ties with the mainland.
These comprehensive measures are being taken in an ef-ing the week of Sept. 24 with an entourage of 200 officials and

entrepreneurs, and go to Berlin, Dresden, and the important fort to consolidate Eurasian relations in the face of the world
financial and security crisis. The horrific events inside theGerman industrial cities of Düsseldorf and Essen, where he

is to meet on Sept. 26 with German business and political United States on Sept. 11 demonstrated the dimension of
those threats. The existential question, for the nations of Eu-leaders and at the Krupp industries’ Villa Huegel. In October,

a high-level Russian-German conference on economic coop- rasia, as well as the United States, is how Eurasian strategic
influence can be brought to bear to deal with the enormouseration is scheduled for Berlin.

During Sept. 2-15, Chinese Prime Minister Zhu Rongji crisis within the United States.
visited Europe and Russia, and then went to Kazakstan, where
he met his counterparts at the first prime ministerial meeting China, Europe, And Russia

China’s Prime Minister made a four-nation trip, visitingof the SCO nations. The SCO was founded primarily to foster
security cooperation and joint economic development. Ireland, Belgium (currently president of the European Union

[EU]), Russia, and Kazakstan. Zhu headed an entourage ofJust as Zhu Rongji was in Russia, former German Chan-
cellor Helmut Kohl, who remains an éminence grise of Ger- 135, including a dozen government ministers. Among them

were State Councillor Wu Yi, China’s senior trade official,man foreign policy, visited both Russia and China. In
Moscow, he met with President Putin, and from there flew and Foreign Minister Tang Jiaxuan. The delegation included

the heads of the departments for railway, science and technol-to Beijing, where he met with Chinese President Jiang and
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The three main lines for Lyndon
LaRouche’s conception of the
Eurasian Land-Bridge.
Cooperation among Eurasian
nations to bring the Land-Bridge
to fruition is being targetted by
pro-IMF financiers and
geopoliticians such as Zbigniew
Brzezinski.

ogy, communication and informatics, culture, trade with for- forestry, and other fields.
Zhu Rongji was greeted by Russian Deputy Prime Minis-eign countries, aeronautics, and civil aviation.

In Brussels, Zhu Rongji met with European leaders for ter Ilya Klebanov, responsible for the Russian aviation and
military technology sector. On Sept. 8, Zhu and Prime Minis-the fourth EU-China summit on Sept. 5. The EU has a $36

billion trade deficit with China, its biggest in the world, which ter Mikhail Kasyanov held the sixth regular China-Russia
prime ministerial meeting in St. Petersburg, the sister-city ofit wants to reverse, and a new EU policy paper emphasizes

the growing importance of China and India—the two econo- Shanghai. Both leaders stressed the importance of the Russia-
China Friendship Treaty, and said that their current meetingmies in the world which are actually growing—for European

economic relations. was to implement the principle, spirit, and agreements of
this treaty.In the face of the world crisis and slowing domestic

growth, Indian Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee, on Sept. China-Russia bilateral cooperation has grown rapidly in
the past year, Zhu said, calling for a balanced development of5, announced that the “crisis can be ended only by dramati-

cally stepping up public investment and enabling private in- mutual trade. While the value of Sino-Russian trade has al-
most doubled in the past two years, it remains, at $8 billionvestments to ride on the back of public investment. We have

decided to mobilize large-scale additional resources for in- worth, inconsiderable in the context of the two nations’ level
of strategic cooperation. Both sides agreed to optimize thevestment in various developmental projects and programs

through a combination of non-budgetary and budgetary trade structure by increasing the trade of machinery and high-
technology products, and increasing cooperation in machine-sources. . . . We will make full use of the availability of sur-

plus credit in our banks and financial institutions. . . . We building and energy development, including nuclear power.
After they met, Zhu and Kasyanov held a ceremony torecognize that at the heart of the slowdown is the crisis of

productive investment in the economy.” Rail and other trans- sign their joint declaration, and other officials signed six coop-
eration documents. These included a contract to deliver fiveport infrastructure, and energy development, will be the focus

of this investment. Russian Tupolev-204 commercial airliners, with potential to
buy ten more in the future. “We talked about the possibilityOn Sept. 7, Zhu Rongji arrived in St. Petersburg, and

went on to Moscow on Sept. 9 for three days, where he met of jointly creating new airline models and organizing produc-
tion in the future,” Kasyanov said. “We could make all kindsPresident Putin. The visit, announced Chinese Ambassador

to Russia Zhang Deguang in Moscow on Aug. 30, was to “give of high-tech products together.”
There was also an agreement on a feasibility study fora strong impetus to the expansion of multifaceted cooperation

between Russia and China, in particular in the economic a long-discussed 2,400 kilometer pipeline to carry oil from
Siberia’s Kovykta field to northeastern China. Plans shouldfield.” China and Russia, Zhang said, have tremendous poten-

tials for cooperation in energy, space, telecommunications, be finalized for the pipeline in the coming year, and it should
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be finished by 2005, at a cost of $1.7 billion. The agreement Central Asia
Zhu Rongji then went to Kazakstan, by far the largestcreates “a new direction for Russian oil exports and the diver-

sification of energy sources for China,” stated Russia’s Yukos nation in Central Asia. Here, the Shanghai Cooperation Orga-
nization prime ministerial meeting opened on Sept. 14 inCEO Mikhail Khodorkovsky. Now, 60% of China’s oil im-

ports come from the Middle East. Another pipeline, to Rus- Almaty. Kazak Prime Minister Kasymzhomart Tokayev
stressed the importance of trade with China, and said thatsia’s Pacific province, is also under consideration.

In Moscow, during his meeting with Zhu Rongji on Sept. Kazakstan hopes to participate in China’s development of its
western regions. Tokayev said that SCO nations’ “coopera-11, President Putin said he was “very satisfied that relations

between Russia and China are developing so intensively,” tion in various fields such as economy and transportation
should be strengthened so as to combine its political missionand noted “the absolutely positive development of coopera-

tion” in trade and military-technical cooperation. After this with economic cooperation.”
Earlier, on Sept. 3, Kazakstan President Nursultan Na-meeting, Zhu Rongji visited the cosmonaut training center at

Star City, outside Moscow. zarbayev told the Parliament in Astana, that both the national
and international political situations require Kazakstan to fo-As he has on previous visits, Zhu Rongji met Russian

entrepreneurs. “Trade and economic cooperation must soon cus on increasing regional cooperation, both in security mat-
ters and economically. Of first importance are the Eurasianbe brought to the level that would correspond to our relations

in the political field,” Zhu Rongji said—a theme he has con- Economic Community of Russia, Belarus, Kazakstan,
Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan, he said, and the Central Asiansistently emphasized on visits to Russia. Zhu said the Siberia-

to-China oil pipeline could increase Russian exports to China Economic Community of Kazakstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbek-
istan, and Tajikistan. The nation must have broader interac-by as much as $10 billion a year. He also called for help to

increase Chinese exports, worth only $2.2 billion last year. tion within the Shanghai Cooperation Organization and must
strive to increase cooperation around the Caspian Sea region.The Chinese side is focussing on seriously improving the

quality of goods exported to Russia. Many cheap Chinese State investment in infrastructure is needed to expand the
economy, Nazarbayev said.consumer goods, worth up to $10 billion, are going to Russia

through semi-legal channels each year, he said, and this is not A concrete part of Eurasian economic cooperation, was
the announcement on Sept. 7, that construction will begin inbeneficial to either side. In addition, Councillor Wu Yi met

with Minister Klebanov on Sept. 5 to set up a working group three years on the China-Kyrgyzstan-Uzbekistan section of
the long-awaited “Paris to Shanghai” railroad. This was an-to resolve China’s trade deficit with Russia.
nounced by Wang Linshu, general engineer of the Ministry
of Railways, at a Forum on Western Development held inTransport Corridors

Before Zhu Rongji’s arrival in Russia, high-level Russian Xi’an, the ancient eastern terminal city of the Silk Road.
Wang also said that China is considering building a railand Chinese transportation officials held discussions to de-

velop both east-west and north-south international transport line linking Yunnan in the southwest to Malaysia and Singa-
pore, to give Yunnan access to international seaports, butcorridors, in the context of the fifth session of the interstate

commission for trade, economic, financial, scientific, and funding is a problem for this project.
Wang said that China, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan hadtechnical cooperation, held in Moscow the week of Sept. 2.

Russian Railways Minister Nikolay Aksenenko and Fu Zhi- recently reached a preliminary agreement on building the
300-km-long rail line from Kashi in China’s Xinjiang prov-huan, his Chinese counterpart, signed a memorandum of co-

operation to draft a plan to increase the capacity of Russian- ince, through Kyrgyzstan, to Andizhan in Uzbekistan. This
will be the second rail link of China’s hinterlands to CentralChinese railway border crossings as early as next year. This

will also give China access to Russia’s Pacific seaports. Akse- Asia and Europe, after the Lianyungang-Xinjiang-Kazakstan
Euro-Asian Continental Bridge. In the coming five years,nenko stated, “Russian and Chinese railways have plenty of

common problems, which require a joint solution.” China will invest more than $15 billion—half its expendi-
ture—in developing its western railroads, including the railEnergy cooperation in the nuclear field is also on the

agenda. Russian Deputy Minister of Atomic Energy Yevgeni line to Tibet.
China’s own 4,000 km west-east Xinjiang-to-ShanghaiReshetnikov said in an interview on Sept. 4 with Itar-Tass,

that cooperation with China in peaceful nuclear energy is gas pipeline project, a pillar of its “develop the west” strategy,
will also soon be launched, it was announced in Xi’an.highly productive and promising. In addition to the two nu-

clear power units which Russia is currently participating in
constructing in China, Reshetnikov said that it is possible The Multipolar World

In a statement more explicit than any he has made so far,China might order new units, and that construction of the
nuclear plants would be launched when the current projects, former German Chancellor Kohl announced in Beijing that

we “are now in a multipolar world.” He told the Internationalone in Lianyungang, are completed. They are to come on line
in 2004 and 2005. Forum on China and the World, that people in the United
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States must understand, that in addition to the United States, by the Beijing government, to be made so openly at such a
high-level international forum, was an important step for-there are many powers, including Europe, Russia, China, and

India. The EU will not become a world superpower, Kohl ward. Qian Qichen called for resumption of political dialogue
and negotiations, and near-term opening of the “three links”said, but it aims to be a reliable partner for China, Russia,

and America. A powerful, stable, and liberal Europe, both of direct cross-strait transport, commerce, and communica-
tions. Cross-strait links are already very real. In 2000, theeconomically and politically, is in the interests of these na-

tions. volume of trade, through Hong Kong and other ways, was
worth $30.5 billion.The Asian market has become more and more important

for European countries, he said, and the European market has While Taipei, for public consumption in any case, said
Qian’s proposals are not new, reality is having ever-greaterbecome more and more important for Asia. Asia has become

the second-largest market next to North America for EU com- influence on cross-strait relations. In late August, as month
after month exposed the collapse of Taiwan’s high-tech ex-modities, while Asian countries, except Japan, send 30% of

their exports to Europe, and are likely to export more in the ports to the United States, bringing on economic crisis and
unemployment, Taiwan’s Economic Development Advisoryfuture.

China has maintained a 7-9% annual econmic growth rate Conference recommended measures to increase direct eco-
nomic exchanges in trade and investment, which Taiwanin the past years, and this has led to a sharp rise in Sino-EU

trade, Kohl said. In 1999, China amended its Constitution, President Chen Shui-bian has pledged to carry out. On Sept.
11-12, for thefirst time in five years, a Cross-Strait Sea Trans-and stipulated that private enterprises are also an important

element of its economy, a positive step, said Kohl. China’s port Seminar, organized by shippers of both sides, was held
in Shenzhen, attended by Chinese Vice-Transport Ministereconomic development faces difficulties, such as state-owned

enterprise reform and economic restructuring, he said, but he Hong Shanxiang.
wished it all success, which will contribute to the prosperity
of the Chinese people, and to the EU-Sino relationship. The Failure Of Geopolitics

At least one ugly geopolitical voice was raised at theRussian Duma Vice-Chairman Lukin, who emphasized
the unprecedented positive level of Russian-Chinese relations Beijing Forum, from top-level U.S. troublemaker Zbigniew

Brzezinski. But there is every indication that his provocativeat the Beijing Forum, several days later strongly discounted
the Western “aggressive forecasts” of geopolitical conflicts remarks on cross-strait relations were not well received, and

were quite sternly reprimanded by senior Chinese militarybetween the two nations for influence in Central Asia. Geopo-
litical intrigue has no place in Russian-Chinese interaction, spokesmen. Brzezinski, while praising the level of Chinese

development, attempted to dish out geopolitical disruptions,he said in a statement on the Shanghai Cooperation Organiza-
tion on Sept. 12. The SCO, he said, is a basis to improve by predicting political crises in China within the next few

years, and pronouncing that China must adopt “one country,relations, and economic growth in China and Russia will pro-
vide a basis for economic integration of Central Asia with several systems,” rather than “two systems,” policy for even-

tual reunification. Brzezinski’s remarks also alluded to whatits neighbors.
he claimed were tendencies of the American population to
consider China a potential enemy.A Proposal For Reunification

In his keynote speech at the Forum, former Chinese For- This is the urgent question to the nations of Eurasia, is
that it is not the U.S. population, but U.S. geopoliticians whoeign Minister Qian Qichen said that “peace and development

complement each other. Peace is the prerequisite for develop- want to make them enemies and start wars in Eurasia. The
Eurasian land-mass has the greatest potential for economicment, which is in itself one of the important foundations for

peace.” In this context, he emphasized the importance of the development in the world. But this can only be developed
when the now-crashingfinancial system is replaced by a ratio-complete reunification of China, under the “One-China” prin-

ciple. If a “one country, two systems” policy even “more nal and just new system. The nations of Eurasia must foster
the conditions, including in relation to the United States, soflexible” than the one already functioning in relation to Hong

Kong and Macao is eventually adhered to, China has the “pa- that this urgent task can be done.
tience to wait,” Qian said. He then outlined just how flexible
the “two systems” would be. Taiwan would retain its own
currency, its own armed forces, its own government structure,
and remain an independent customs zone, Qian said. The way To reach us on the Web:
of life of the Taiwan people would remain unchanged, and
entrepreneurs will keep their property and assets intact. China
would neither levy taxes on Taiwan nor take funds out, and www.larouchepub.com
would not send its officials to take office in Taiwan.

While these proposals have been made over some years
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How Western Policy Toward Palestine
Has Spread ‘Jihad’ Throughout Eurasia
by Ramtanu Maitra

In end-August, addressing a group of foreign journalists in Task Force (STF) last month. Both Jaish and Lashkar are
prominent terrorist groups operating in the Indian part ofDhaka, Bangladesh’s former Prime Minister and leader of the

Awami League, Sheikh Hasina Wazed, said she is fearful that Kashmir and have accounted for many deaths there.
While the Bangladesh connection poses a new problema Taliban-like “Islamic Rule” may take control over Bangla-

desh soon and provoke a massive refugee crisis. in the region, the Taliban militancy, in fact, had made inroads
into Pakistan years ago. In Pakistan, where the Taliban-linkedSince Sheikh Hasina is preparing for the general elections

in October, some analysts may dismiss such talk as a political militants “own” a piece of the Pakistani Army, jihadis forced
Islamabad to stop a crackdown on Pakistan-based militantoverstatement. Nonetheless, the truth within it cannot be hid-

den. In fact, Bangladesh’s political environment is rife with organizations fighting in the Indian part of Kashmir.
The military regime in Pakistan, under severe interna-violence and the jihadis are growing in power in that milieu.

The growth of Taliban militancy came to light more than tional pressure, had launched a massive operation in mid-
August against the militant groups, starting in the port-citytwo years ago, when Indian police officers arrested Syed Abu

Nasir, a Bangladesh national, who is allegedly a member of of Karachi before moving northwards. Hundreds of activists
belonging to Jaish-e-Mohammed and Lashmar-e-Toiba fac-the Lashkar-e-Toiba (Army of the Pure) and the Pakistan-

based Markaz Dawa Al-Irshad (Center for Preaching), and tions were rounded up in Karachi, Multan, Sargodha, and
Rawalpindi. But within 24 hours, the policy was dropped andrecovered from him two kilograms of RDX explosives and

detonators. Abu Nasir had told the police he had entered India the militants were released.
The government’s about-turn was unexpected, but is saidfrom Pakistan via Bangladesh in October 1998. His mission

was to blow up the U.S. Consulate in Calcutta, and he brought to have been triggered by pressures exerted by senior bureau-
crats and Army officers. These power-brokers were con-along six others—four Egyptians and one each from My-

anmar and Sudan. cerned that the crackdown on militant groups would force
the larger religious political parties, including the Jamaat-e-
Islami and the Jamiatul-Ulema-e-Islam, to take to the streets.Bangladesh Connection

Press reports of the police version said the Pakistan Inter While the situation is not as bad in Central Asia, it is
not much better either. In the fertile Fergana Valley, whereServices Intelligence (ISI) had been handling these terrorists.

ISI is the military-controlled Pakistani external intelligence Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Kyrgyzstan meet, Islamic radi-
calization is taking place in full swing. Helped by the Wahabi-agency. The U.S. State Department acknowledged the Indian

intelligence report and carried out an independent investiga- version of religious books, brought by aircraft from Pakistan,
the area is becoming a center of radical zealots. Clerics suchtion, which led them also to a similar conclusion.

Subsequently, in the Spring of 2000, President Clinton as Numangani are preaching a violent jihad and getting their
people trained in Afghanistan. Meanwhile, heroin productionhad to curb his visit to Bangladesh when intelligence reports

indicated that armed militants had taken up positions to am- is spreading in Central Asia. Some heroin refineries have
already been relocated to Tajikistan from Afghanistan.bush his helicopter on his way to visit a remote Bangladesh

village.
Almost at the same time Sheikh Hasina was expressing Where To Look

The process that can be described as “Talibanization”her fears to the foreign media, intelligence agencies in India
published a report which showed that Pakistani militants are began in the mid-1970s following the oil embargo hoax and

the oil-price hike by the Organization of Petroleum Exportinginfiltrating into India through Bangladesh. This evidence sur-
faced during investigations of the movements of three Jaish- Countries (OPEC). The high oil price benefitted Saudi Arabia

the most. Saudi Sheikhs, bloated with oil money, began fund-e-Mohammed ultras, who were killed in Lucknow, and one
Lashkar-e-Toiba militant, who was shot down in Faizabad. ing Muslim clerics in South and Southeast Asia by giving

them substantial amounts of money to build new and largeSimilar details also came to light during the grilling of two
Pakistan-trained ISI agents arrested by the Indian Special mosques. Their objective was to spread Wahabism—the Is-
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lamic sectarian theology followed by the Saudis—and gain Palestine Warfare Changes The Ground
While this situation was developing, the West remainedcontrol of the Islamic world. This created fresh tensions in

some societies, particularly in non-Islamic nations such as virtually disinterested. But when the jihadis, following the
1991 Gulf War, opposed the stationing of the U.S. Army inIndia, but it did not distort the situation beyond control.

Real distortions occurred in the 1980s. Following the So- Saudi Arabia and picked up the Israel-Palestine issue as a core
cause, things began to sour between the jihadis and the West.viet invasion of Afghanistan in late-1979, the West, led by

Washington, mobilized Islamic mujahideen to fight the Red Strong denunciations of the jihadis were routinely issued from
Washington and Moscow, but little attention was paid to theArmy. Jails were thrown open in Egypt, Sudan, Algeria, Jor-

dan, among other Islamic nations, bringing in volunteers to Talibanization process in the region and beyond.
Since then, the situation has grown more complex. Whilefight the Communists. These believers were trained with auto-

matic rifles, carbines, machine guns, grenade and rocket jihadis controlled at the ground level the growing of poppy
and peddling of heroin and opium, at the top of the narcotic-launchers, and other sophisticated weapons by the Western

and Pakistani military officers. It was also the time when traffickers’ heap sat the mafias from Russia, the Balkans,
and elsewhere. These mafia networks have also developedOsama bin Laden was brought into Afghanistan to finance

and inspire the battling mujahideens. At the time, of course, linkages with international intelligence agencies. The objec-
tive is to pay the intelligence agents and corrupt them, andOsama was an asset and a friend of the West, his brother a

financial player in Bush circles in Texas. keep the narcotic-trafficking machine well-oiled. What is
not fully understood by all but a handful, is that this potpourriIn 1988, the Soviets left Afghanistan in disgrace and the

newly developed fighting machine, molded from a group of of criminals have a huge worldwide network and financial
strength.criminals, now called the mujahideen (freedom fighters),

began to fight each other over control of Afghanistan. Be- The issue at stake here is how to dismantle this apparatus
that was put in place during the Cold War days and nurturedtween 1979 and 1988, the mujahideen became “self-suffi-

cient” with the help of Western intelligence groups and in the post-Cold War days for making money. To begin with,
a resolution of the Israel-Palestine issue, in a manner just andPakistani ISI. The latter allowed the mujahideen to cultivate

poppy and then funneled their products—heroin, hashish acceptable to all parties, will be the first signal of a commit-
ment. Needless to say, Washington remains the key to theand opium—to the international market through the narcotics

cartel. The mujahideen invested their drug proceeds heavily resolution of the problem and this is where it must start.
Were the Palestine-Israel conflict situation resolvedin buying weapons from the underground. The process al-

most got exposed when the Iran-Contra affair blew up in peacefully, the jihadis would lose much of their appeal among
the Muslims around the world. However, narco-money andWashington around 1987.

As the Afghan situation deteriorated on the ground in the firepower will still appeal to a significant section of poor
Muslims who believe that an Islamic rule is decidedly supe-the 1990s, Pakistani ISI, with the help of British and U.S.

intelligence, began to develop a religious identity group, rior to the rule dished out by the Western-trained leaders of
most Islamic nations. A true solution will emerge when thewhich later came to be known as the Taliban. As a result,

“mujahideens” became “jihadis” and the Talibs from various Islamic nations, no longer burdened with the Palestine-Israel
issue, would find strength to label these jihadis as “criminals”religious schools were recruited. When the Taliban took con-

trol of virtually all of Afghanistan, receiving direct help from and “usurpers of Islam.”
Present conditions, however, do not allow the Islamicthe Pakistani Army, jihadis picked up the Islamic flag to help

fellow Muslims in the region to annex political power. nations to take this important step. While Pakistan is a glow-
ing example of where the jihadis call the shots, fear of similarBy mid-1990s, Pakistan’s Kashmir movement became

wholly dependent on the “Afghansi” jihadis, and a number of developments exists in many Islamic countries. Saudi Arabia,
Jordan, and Egypt are increasingly vulnerable to the jihadis’groups were set up inside Pakistan as coordinating bodies.

The Pakistani Army, which had been Islamized by the late wrath. In Saudi Arabia, the situation has become quite unsta-
ble. The Saudi intelligence chief suddenly resigned a couplePresident Zia ul-Haq, and the Pakistani ISI, which has strong

links to the Western intelligence agencies, provided the logis- of weeks ago, and Saudi Defense Minister Prince Sultan had
cancelled the annual Saudi-U.S. joint military exercise, onlytical and intelligence help to the jihadis and opened up new

grounds for them. hours before it was to begin.
Similar instability exists in Jordan, as well. Any condem-The arrangement was a perfect fit. While the Saudi and

Kuwaiti sheikhs could fund the clerics legally only to build nation of jihadis, while the Israelis carry out mayhem on the
Palestinians, will bring citizens to the streets in many Arabnew mosques, the jihadis, with a huge stash of illegal drug

money, could fund any number of poor Muslims and give countries. Under such tenuous circumstances, and a double-
faced policy of the West, Islamic nations will continue to actthem the hope of securing political power. Money helped

them to recruit fast and guns helped them to become a po- impotent, when it comes to dealing with the well-armed and
violent jihadis.tent force.
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pened is a “direct attack against the United States,” coming
from “a transnational elite having enormous financial re-
sources and a colossal network. These are satanists and
fanatical neo-malthusians. They actively desire to destroy
the world economy and accelerate the collapse of the
world population.Russia Urges U.S.:

“In my view, this is the beginning of the hot phase
of a world war of a fundamentally new type—a financial-No Flight Forward
economic-religious-political war against human civili-
zation.”by Jonathan Tennenbaum

“This was an inside operation, like a coup,” said a military
intelligence-linked Russian observer, the same day. “We

On hearing first news of the World Trade Center attack, could see a destabilization of the whole world situation, with
U.S. attacks on Iran, Iraq, and Syria. This could lead to WorldLyndon LaRouche called for the U.S. government to imme-

diately get into contact with Russian President Vladimir War III. Russia should propose the establishment of a special
intelligence center in the UN, and world leaders should meetPutin, and then together with leaders of other countries, to

calm the situation and avoid irrational responses that could to coordinate actions.” He also emphasized that “there was a
total failure of the U.S. intelligence services.”bring disaster.

As the first world leader, other than President Bush, to At the same time, Yevgeni Kozhokin, director of the gov-
ernment-linked Russian Institute for Strategic Studiesrespond to the attack, President Putin went on television to

deliver his condolences, offering Russia’s cooperation. In the (RISS), gave an interview to the Russian news service Stra-
na.ru, warning against a cover-up. “I think there are goodfollowing hours and days, both in public statements and in

discussions with EIR, high-level Russian officials and secu- chances that some leads will be found to the organizers of the
attack. But whether this crime will be cleared up completely,rity experts made a series of extremely important observa-

tions, comments, and warnings. Here is a representative over- is a complicated question. It is possible that the world will
never know some things. For one simple reason: It is possibleview of some of the most significant Russian comments, in

chronological order. that besides the people who directly carried out the attack, a
whole series of other persons, connected with the attacks—On the evening of Sept. 11, EIR briefed an experienced

Russian intelligence expert on what LaRouche had said on people participating in the preparation of the operation—may
be killed. Not killed by the American [authorities], but bythe Stockwell radio show (see Feature). He responded:

“There are very important things in what LaRouche stated. those, who have an interest in making sure that the identities
of the people who indirectly ordered the attack, will neverEspecially his point about capabilities. No Arab organization

has the capability and coordination to carry out something become known.
“If the investigation of the crime ends in a blind alley, orlike this. This operation had to have been prepared over a

rather long time, a half-year at least. The magnitude and scale if it turns out that the attack was prepared by some domestic
sect or terrorist group . . . like for example the ‘100% Ameri-required would include at least 25 persons at the spearhead,

but a couple of hundred people would have to have been can’ Timothy McVeigh, who blew up the Federal Building
in Oklohoma in 1995—then we have a second complex ofinvolved in one way or another.

“The only possibility is illegal or terrorist organizations problems connected with the internal politics of the U.S.A.,”
Kozhokin said.controlled by intelligence agencies through various means.

Of course this may not have been done on direct order, but Also on Sept. 12, a leader of the famous IMEMO institute
of the Russian Academy of Sciences warned, that wild U.S.under framework guidance. There must have been conspira-

tors inside the [U.S.] government, very powerful people who reprisals could destabilize the world situation, particularly if
Iran became a target. That could lead to serious problemscould conspire.”

The same night, in a comment to the Russian press service between the United States and Russia. He also commented,
somewhat bitterly:RBC, the chairman of the Russian State Duma Committee on

International Affairs, Dmitri Rogozin, expressed amazement “These events are very sad, but in a certain sense this is a
logical result of the Americans’ own behavior. The Unitedover the fact, that U.S. intelligence services did not anticipate

the terrorist action. He suggested, that an American or some States has acted as if she would remain safe forever, while
creating all kinds of problems around the world. . . . When“transnational organization” might be behind it.
[former Russian Prime Minister Yevgeni] Primakov had
warned them that the Kosovo operation would lead to a disas-An Inside Operation

A well-known Russian political figure, who did not want ter, the Americans wouldn’t listen. Also, the Taliban was
supported by the U.S., and Bin Laden was a creation of theto be publicly identified, warned on Sept. 12 that what hap-
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U.S. and Israel, now out of control. I don’t know who is
directly responsible for this, but somehow it is the price for
U.S. behavior in the past.”

Escalation To Nuclear Weapons? Ariel Sharon and
The next day, Sept. 13, saw intense discussion in Russia,

about the consequences of possible U.S. military operations Israel’s Honor
against alleged terrorists and countries accused of supporting
them. The former head of the Russian National Security by Theo Klein
Council, Andrei Kokoshin, created a sensation by talking
about the possibility, that the U.S. might even use nuclear

Theo Klein is a lawyer and honorary President of the Repre-weapons in such an operation. In a live interview with the
radio station Ekho Moskvy, Kokoshin was asked, if he sentative Council of Jewish Institutions in France. His letter

was published in the Paris daily Le Monde of Sept. 6, 2001,thought the United States might employ weapons weapons of
mass destruction. Kokoshin answered, yes, they could. “It’s and translated by EIR.
not an abstract possibility, since there are various types of
nuclear weapons. There are small nuclear warheads, and ul- Ariel Sharon, if I have decided to address this letter to you

publicly, as head of the government of Israel, by way of Letra-low-yield warheads, with various sorts of destructive ef-
fects. Therefore, hypothetically they could certainly use them. Monde, it is because I have come to the conclusion that it

is necessary to say loud and clear that Israel’s policy ofAnd there are no bans against this, neither in international law
nor in American military doctrine.” réplique [response] has reached its extreme point of ab-

surdity.To avoid disaster, Kokoshin urged, the UN Security
Council should be called in. “I think this is not simply an This is no longer a policy—which would imply thinking,

and an objective considered possible—it is a tragic brawlAmerican affair, but concerns the international community
as a whole. . . . I am afraid that the Americans will not which is, unfortunately, engulfing all our moral values.

Yes, this action is absurd, because it only fuels passionsrespond in an appropriate way. In the words of their leaders,
already, they have declared that they will decide everything and hatred, because it rallies the Palestinian population

around those they consider to be their fighters, and becausethemselves. . . . But you see that the consequences have
already taken on a global character. . . . The effects could it holds the Israeli population in the illusion of a false

security.become even bigger, if the American reaction is out of
proportion, not thought out, and if it disregards leading states When will you admit that it is Israeli tanks and missiles

that stir up the winds of revolt which is daily fed by fighting,and institutions of international relations. Therefore . . . the
U.S.A. should consult with the leading nations of the world, searches, and a systematic mistrust that gives our neighbors

the impression of being constantly suspected of being terror-and the response should be adopted in a certain degree of
agreement, at least with the Permanent Members of the UN ists, simply because they are not Israelis? How can you not

understand that even this so-called security action, if it isSecurity Council.”
Asked by the Russian press service RBK to comment done every day, ends up being an element of insecurity?

This understandable, but insanely carried-out action—on Kokoshin’s statement, the chairman of the Duma Defense
Committee, Andrei Nikolayev, warned that U.S. reprisals which is necessarily brutal given the lack of appropriate

men and means—has become a goal in itself, and repeating“will have a scale comparable to what the U.S. suffered,”
and that “the Americans will bring their entire power into it again and again arouses, among the youth, an even stronger

will to fight and to sacrifice.play.”
Duma International Affairs Committee head Dmitri Ro- How could we, who, through pain and suffering, learned

how to survive against brutal force, forget that a peoplegozin stated, “I fear that an attack on Afghanistan is com-
pletely possible.” He noted that the political pressure on Bush never bows down without fighting? You, who claim to repre-

sent the Jewish tradition, should remember the words of ouris high. “But such an act could threaten danger to Russia, due
to our close proximity to the region.” Indeed, a reckless U.S. prophets: “For it is not force that makes the conqueror,”

Samuel said; whereas Zacharias stated some centuries later:military intervention into Afghanistan could easily set fire to
the whole Central Asia region. “Neither by force nor by the army, but by the mind.”

It is up to you as leader of a state—with all its historyAll Russian observers reached by EIR, showed “electric”
interest in LaRouche’s call for rationality and calm, and for and the creativity of its citizens, it is up to you to make the

political gesture which would end the hopeless spiral ofclose contacts and deliberation between the U.S. Administra-
tion and Putin. There is much good will in Russia, for a United violence. It is incumbent upon you to take the difficult but

necessary initiative. Stefan Zweig wrote, “For intelligentStates that were ready to listen to Reason.
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must be based on mutual development, on sharing a task
to be accomplished together.To Theo Klein, For Great treaties which managed to establish peace in ap-
parently desperate situations, such as the Edict of NantesThe Sake Of Peace
or the Treaty of Westphalia, all defined a will to live to-
gether. For the Middle East, this community of purpose

Jacques Cheminade released the following letter on Sept. must be based on economic development plans of mutual
7. He is president of the French movement Solidarity and interest, starting with water and infrastructure policies.
Progress, and a pre-candidate for the 2002 French Presi- Shimon Peres belongs to a generation that had a certain
dential Election. idea of this approach, which my friend Lyndon LaRouche

has elaborated for the past 30 years; he must now find the
I have just been informed of the letter addressed to Ariel courage to present and defend it.
Sharon by Theo Klein. . . . It deeply moved me by its tone On this issue, peace in the Middle East goes beyond
of truth, which evokes the Jewish tradition and the words Israelis and Palestinians, and is also our responsibility, as
of the prophets, not only in order to judge one’s own acts, Europeans and Americans. Instead of giving lessons, we
but to understand others. A truly elevated point of view is should contribute human andfinancial resources to supply
always expressed in simple terms. a concrete basis for this peace, one of regional great proj-

“Your duty is to offer them, as equals, the dawning of ects by which the living standards of the Palestinians can
a new era, in which both peoples can live and develop be raised to conditions of human dignity.
within the borders of their state.” Indeed, peace can be My answer to Theo Klein is thus to say to our European
born through a project, by defining a future ahead of us, states and their people: “What are you ready to do for
and not by establishing a power struggle which is, by its peace? What manpower and what financial means are you
nature, immoral and transitory. I would, however, add that willing to come up with? If your words are not followed
such a project must go further than sharing what exists; it by acts, you will be as dried fig trees.”

minds, ending a conflict by arms can never be moral.” responsible for, must be to offer peace, without subjecting it
or abandoning it to the good will of extremists.May I reaffirm the conviction that I had the privilege of

telling you personally, on the eve of your election: the first What about terrorism, you might ask? It can only be
fought, as you well know, within each people—once theystep to be taken, one that is both a historical necessity and,

above all, a moral imperative, is to recognize that the Pales- no longer consider it as a form of combat. If a terrorist is
supported by the people, he becomes a combatant.tinians have the freedom to proclaim their state. It is neces-

sary to go even further and claim for Israel the privilege of As you well know, in order to impose a return to “abso-
lute calm for seven days” on a Palestinian Authority whosebeing the first state to recognize the legitimacy of this State

of Palestine: A state with which Israel must share common structures have been destroyed, requires recognizing the state
whence that authority must issue.land.

The representative authorities of both states must negoti- This historical role imposed on you by Israeli democracy
can only be assumed if you realize that the decision canate a cease-fire: then, later, the drawing of the border. The

Palestinian nation was born on the same upsurge as the one only depend upon you alone.
You know it, you have told me so: It is neither tanksthat allowed the birth of the Israeli nation. Putting an end

to the fratricidal struggle that sets the two inheritors of the nor missiles that provide a solution to this deadly conflict,
rife with fear and hatred. You are no longer that daringsame land against one another can only be accomplished by

a fair division. Jerusalem, to which we have never stopped general. You are not crossing the Suez Canal for a second
time! Today, Ariel Sharon, you are responsible for the his-looking and which we have longed for, must become the

symbol of a shared future. We must stop this blind confronta- tory of Israel; its honor is at stake. Tear down the wall of
hate, overturn the barriers of rejection, go and offer thetion, which feeds on blood, suffering, and hate.

Today, you alone carry on your shoulders, voluntarily, Palestinian people, in the name of the Israeli people, the
bread and salt of peace and good-neighborliness.the supreme responsibility. Your problem is not to measure

the credibility of the leader of the Palestinians—that is their Yes, I admit it, my words do not have the same apparent
solidity as military action. They run the risk of being misun-business. Your duty is to offer them, as equals, the dawning

of a new era, in which both peoples can live and develop derstood, but all of human history teaches us that only intelli-
gence can conquer violence. Be firm and courageous.within the borders of their state. Israel’s honor, which you are
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vilia Carrasco, the president of the LaRouche-affiliated Ibero-
American Solidarity Movement (MSIA) in Mexico, has been
giving nearly daily broadcasts on Radio ABC to discuss
LaRouche’s ideas on everything from the economy to terror-Mexicans Listen To
ism. During Carrasco’s early September broadcasts, includ-
ing several originating from Washington, D.C., where sheLaRouche, As Fox
was attending the annual Labor Day conference of the Schiller
Institute and International Caucus of Labor Committees, an-Fumbles In Washington
nouncements were repeatedly included on the upcoming Sept.
6 LaRouche interview.by Valerie Rush

Radio ABC has since broadcast another exclusive live
interview with LaRouche, on Sept. 13, in the aftermath of the

On Sept. 6, U.S. economist and 2004 Democratic Presidential attacks on New York City and Washington, D.C.
pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche was interviewed by one of
Mexico’s most prominent radio talk show hosts, Federico
Lamont of Radio ABC, during which he not only discussed
in depth the nature of the global financial crisis now taking LaRouche: Mexico’s
place, but also emphasized the importance of U.S.-Mexican
collaboration to boost Mexico’s industrial development as a Economic Growth Is
growing and sovereign nation. Economic and social chaos
across the border would pose a serious security threat to U.S. Vital To U.S. Security
national interest, LaRouche stressed.

The exclusive interview with LaRouche took place at the
The following is an interview by Mexico’s ABC Radio withsame time that Mexican President Vicente Fox was visiting

President George Bush in Washington, for a high-profile but U.S. Democratic Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon
LaRouche, on Sept. 6, 2001.contentless state visit which not only failed to address the

urgent crisis now afflicting both economies, but gave Fox
precisely nothing to bring home to a nation panicked by zero- Q: Good morning to you, Mr. LaRouche. We are very

pleased to have you speaking with ABC Radio. Why did you,growth economic figures, collapsed industry and agriculture,
and soaring unemployment rates. in the early 1980s, forecast the fall of the Berlin Wall and the

end of the Soviet Union?Commenting on the Mexican President’s failed visit to
the United States, LaRouche observed that Fox’s return to LaRouche: Well, it was February 1983 when I first made

that observation, in the course of a back-channel discussion IMexico with empty pockets will likely trigger a policy crisis
inside the country on the critical question: Will the Fox gov- was having with the Soviet government. It was in connection

with the proposal for what became known as the SDI. At thaternment cling to the failed free-trade, neo-liberal policy which
is destroying the country, or will Mexico seek out an alterna- time, there were many people in the Soviet government who

were interested in the proposal. But Andropov, who had justtive policy to ensure its continued existence as a nation?
This was precisely the issue addressed by LaRouche in then become the secretary of the Communist Party, had a sort

of “kindergarten,” a group of young advisers who includedearly August, during his bombshell video-conference address
to a high-level audience organized by the National Institute buddies of Berezovsky, the now-famous international swin-

dler—these became known as the Russian liberals.of Public Accounts in the Service of the State, in Mexico City.
In that Aug. 2 presentation, LaRouche had elaborated on the What I did, when I heard that Andropov was going to

reject the SDI proposal when Reagan made it, I said, “Well,systemic crisis of the international financial system, and on
his unique proposals for a bankruptcy reorganization of the tell them in Moscow that if they continue with this Andropov

alternative to discussing this with Reagan, under the currentworld monetary system.
Coming amidst a growing awareness inside Mexico that Andropov program, the Soviet Union will disintegrate within

approximately five years.” Then, in 1988, I gave a press con-the rapidly declining U.S. economy is taking the already-
ravaged Mexican economy down with it, LaRouche’s com- ference, later televised, in Berlin, Germany, at which I an-

nounced the imminent collapse of the Soviet Union. And I setments caused a stir in policy circles at every level, and has
triggered a wave of media interest in his proposals. forth a program which I proposed they should take, to rebuild

the economies which were going to be shattered by the Andro-In fact, the Sept. 6 radio interview was but the latest in
a month filled with radio, television, and press coverage of pov-Gorbachov program.

Now, the reason, of course, for the problems in the SovietLaRouche’s views, and interviews with various of
LaRouche’s associates inside Mexico. For example, Mari- system is the same as in the United States, or right here in
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Mexico. The middle-1960s change from a protectionist sys- the degree to which the Mexican economy has become depen-
dent upon the United States, my concern is that the U.S.tem to a liberal system, is really the cause of the present

collapse of the world financial system. So, Andropov is gone, should be cooperating with Mexico on long-term capital pro-
grams for developing internal employment inside Mexico.but we still have the problem today. Boris Berezovsky is

threatening the assassination of Russian President Putin. For This is also a problem for other countries, but in the case
of Mexico, this is really a question of security for the Unitedme, it’s a small world.
States. We cannot have Mexico plunge into internal chaos.
The internal security of Mexico, its economic security, is aQ: Why do you now talk about the disintegration of the cur-

rent world financial system, and why do you say that it’s a matter of the security of the United States.
systemic, rather than a passing, or cyclical, crisis?
LaRouche: By a system, I mean, for example, what in a Q: What can Mexico expect from the United States, in terms

of its current policies, such as NAFTA [the North Americangeometry class you might call a system of Euclidean geome-
try. No theorem in the system can exist which does not agree Free Trade Agreement] and other free-trade agreements? Will

the United States respect these agreements with Mexico?with the assumptions of the system. The difference is that, in
a cyclical crisis, the system is capable of functioning, but They don’t seem to have done that in the case of the truck

agreement and so forth. And second, can you tell us a littlesomething is happening which is going to result in a correc-
tion. Some perturbation has caused it to have a problem. The about the Bush family, father and son. Is the son, like his

father, part of a drug-trafficking ring, and does this have some-systemic crisis means that the basic principles on which the
system is operating, doom it. thing to do with the reasons that you were sent to jail?

LaRouche: Well it does, on the latter question. That was theIn this case, we’re talking about a system that was put into
place in the beginning of 1966, approximately, with the Nixon reason I was framed up. The older Bush supported my being

framed, but it actually came from higher circles than Bush.campaign. Then you have the case of 1971, the floating rate
exchange, which has really destroyed the system. Now even- The New York and British banking circles, for example.

Henry Kissinger, for example. The Washington Post and Newtually, we’re going to have to go back to the kind of system
that we had under the old Bretton Woods system, or we are York Times, the people behind that.

The present Bush has no particular comprehension of anygoing to die. But mostly, the systemic crises take about a
generation or longer, before the effect of the crisis hits home. of these problems. He’s a figure who sits there and makes

decisions. He’s not a thinkingfigure. His father was not reallyThat is, if you adopt the wrong system today, it might be 25
years before the system crashes as a result. a thinking figure, he was not an intellectual, by any means.

Now, this NAFTA problem, and the idea of extending it,
is going to collapse. And these people are going to tend to goQ: What’s your view of the wave of layoffs going on in the

United States right now, especially in the IT [information crazy. When the United States is collapsing, and when nobody
in Washington at present has any conception of doing any-technology] and service sector, and how does this affect the

rest of the U.S. economy, and the world economy? thing that’s going to work, the crisis is going to become worse
before they improve their understanding.LaRouche: First of all, the so-called IT, or information econ-

omy sector, was a speculative—computers can be useful, Now, this NAFTA thing is just an example of that—the
trucking business. This is simply a very small part of thethat’s not the problem. But when you come up with this theory

about an information society, information produces no food, overall picture, but it’s an internal political issue in the United
States. The politicians are trying to control some of their vot-produces no machinery. People produce the physical goods

we need. This was a fraud which was created in 1995, essen- ers, around these kinds of issues. When they’re concerned
about an internal problem, they don’t care what the effect istially. This industry never made any real profit, it made only

gambling profit. And trillions of dollars have now been lost going to be on Mexico.
The other part of this issue is that only with long-termas a result of the collapse of this system. We now face the

threatened collapse of a real estate bubble in the United States. capital investment can a modern economy function. This
means that the nation-states, such as the nation of Mexico,Consumer spending in the U.S. is dependent upon this real

estate bubble. We’re on the edge of a collapse of this real must have long-term understandings, which enable the nation
to create for itself recognized credit on international markets.estate bubble.

At the same time, we have the crisis in South America, But the NAFTA system is going to decay, it’s going to disap-
pear. The alternative is to go back to the principles we hadin Brazil, in Argentina, the Japan banking system, Poland,

Turkey, and other countries. So, the system is about to crash. before 1971.
If the United States were to insist on creating a situationThis is not a little problem. This means that the entirefinancial

system of the United States is about to collapse into a deep in which Mexico could use its sovereign credit to create long-
term infrastructure development inside the country, then youdepression. And my concern is that, under these conditions,

knowing that the U.S. economy is collapsing, and knowing could foster, you could have a revival of things, such as used
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to exist around Monterrey. Employment would increase, ag- drug lords in Colombia. Bush was crazy enough to think like
this: that the U.S. would ally with certain drug lords againstricultural opportunities would increase inside Mexico, and so

would industrial employment inside Mexico. the FARC, and on the basis of that, he got cooperation in
terms offinancial support, not necessarily him personally, butOne of the biggest problems today inside Mexico is the

dependency upon exports to the United States, and export for the operation. There were conservative generals in the
Colombian military who were saying, “No, we’re not going toof people as labor into the United States. On this NAFTA

question, that’s the way I’m looking at it. NAFTA has overall fight the narcos, we’ve got tofight the FARC, the communists.
That’s crazy. The FARC are the biggest narcos there, and thebeen a disaster. And therefore, we have to admit that NAFTA

is collapsing. We have to take a different approach. We have most dangerous ones.”
So, Bush was a fool, but a corrupt fool, in all these things.to look at what is happening in Mexico now with the collapse

of the U.S. markets, and with the collapse of employment But I don’t think you could say this came from his own per-
sonal motivation. He’s like a hired assassin. A hired assassinin the United States. Obviously, the internal growth of the

Mexican economy is extremely crucial for Mexico, and for kills people when he receives his orders. But other people tell
him to do it. Bush, Sr. has a certain ego. His son, too, but in athe security of the United States.
slightly different form. And he’ll do things out of personal
anger, and a desire for vengeance, and things like that. WhatQ: Two final questions. The first is, can you please go into

the issue of the drug ties to Bush, Sr. in particular; you’ve he did with Noriega was a combination of a personal hatred
of Noriega, because Noriega refused to do something thatspoken about Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega and his meeting

with Bush, Sr. when he was in the CIA, and do these connec- Bush wanted. And Bush said, in effect, I’m going to kill you.
And that’s why Noriega is in jail today.tions have anything to do with Bush’s son, the current Presi-

dent of the United States? The second question is, with regard Look at the sovereignty of the republics of South America,
of Central America, back in 1982 and after 1989. The sover-to the globalophobics, and the upcoming meeting in Washing-

ton, D.C. of the IMF [International Monetary Fund], the eignty of each of the countries of South America had been
greatly impaired, and the process behind Bush was responsi-World Bank, and so forth, and the plans for protests. What do

you have to say about this, given your remarks also that the ble for that, not so much Bush personally. Essentially, he’s a
guilty asset, but he’s not the author. I wouldn’t say anythingIMF and so on are a dying system?

LaRouche: Yes, Bush was involved in this business. You good about Bush, but I don’t want to exaggerate my charges
against him.have to understand that Bush, Sr. is not a genius. He was never

able to make any money on his own. His family, his uncle and Moving to your other question, regarding the demonstra-
tions in Washington. We had, as Mexico also experienced, aso forth, always intervened, to enable him to have money.

He’s not a genius, and never was. He’s not even capable of wave of international terrorism in the 1960s. There was an
attempt to destabilize Mexico as part of this. Fortunately, itbeing an evil genius. He’s not very honest. He does dirty

things. But he was not the author of these things, and he was failed. In the 1970s, there was thefirst mass-scale launching of
international terrorism. None of this was spontaneous. Thesenot really that significant in the CIA. He was only there for a

short period of time. He was put in that position by Henry were high-level international intelligence agencies running
all of this international terrorism. Half-crazy, deluded foolsKissinger.

Now, what he did is, Bush took jobs to build up his career. were used in the streets in order to accomplish the purposes
of somebody behind the scenes. The assassination in Ger-Remember, the drug industry in Central and South America

was built up during the middle of the 1960s, and became much many, for example, of the banker Jürgen Ponto. The assassi-
nation of Aldo Moro in Italy. These terrorists crimes of thebigger later. The Colombia FARC case is an example of that.

This also involved the use of extraordinary military measures; 1970s sometimes used fools as covers, but it came from the
highest levels of international circles, and could not havethat is, not so-called “conventional” military methods, but

using hired gangs. And after 1971, the United States was in occurred without them.
We had the same thing revived again in the middle of theeconomic decline. And more and more, certain sectors of

the U.S. military were relying on drug revenues to finance 1980s in Europe. You had an international operation launched
into Mexico, to break up the sovereignty of Mexico. And thetheir operations.

For example, the Afghanistan operation was a big drug- major financing of this sort of thing inside Mexico, was done
through drug trafficking. Drug trafficking is the logistical baserunning operation, set up under Zbigniew Brzezinski, under

Carter. At the end of 1981, Bush, as Vice President, received for the deployment of large-scale terrorism. What is coming
into Washington is the fourth step, that I know of, of thea special position in the national security apparatus. And he

was running operations, in Guatemala and so forth, under this launching of international terrorism in a new expanded form.
Wefirst picked up on this in the case of the Seattle demonstra-position. What became known as Iran-Contra and the drug

operations there, were a part of this. And agreements were tions against globalization. There were a lot of angry people,
but they were actually run by intelligence circles.made, under Bush’s tenure as Vice President, with certain
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married. But, Germany is very divided on this issue, of putting
German troops into that area, partly because it’s a hopeless
situtation, it’s a worthless situation, and they don’t want it.
And they don’t have any money to do it anyway.LaRouche: How To

As a joke, I told them in Europe, about Scharping: They
turned around and said, “You’ve got to put German units intoDefend Macedonia
Macedonia.” He said, “We don’t have any money.” So they
came up with a solution. They got one naked Bundeswehr

At the Schiller Institute-International Caucus of Labor Com- soldier, who was sent to infiltrate an Albanian nudist camp,
where he picked up all the heavy weapons and uniforms thatmittees annual Labor Day conference in Reston, Virginia on

Sept. 1 and 2, Dr. Stojadin Naumovski, a leader of the Mace- they needed—probably of U.S. manufacture!
Europe, Continental Europe, doesn’t want this thing!donia diaspora in North America, described the pressure be-

ing brought to bear on Macedonia, including the fact that it
is being invaded by Kosovo Liberation Army terrorists and Fourth Phase Of International Terrorism

Now, you also have to take another element of the contextby NATO, and how NATO is attempting to force it to sign an
agreement that would, among other things, impose changes into view: that we are now having in Washington, D.C. the

fourth stage, or the fourth phase of new international ter-in its Constitution. He asked Lyndon LaRouche what they
should do. Mr. LaRouche’s answer follows. Subheads have rorism.

The first phase was the 1960s, 1968, with the terroristbeen added.
groups related to that, we had the crazy Weathermen group,
which were not too serious, and other groups here in theThe answer has to be a strategic question. Because what you

have, is you have an imperial Anglo-American force, which United States. Europe was the center of it. You had the terror-
ism in Italy, and especially in Germany, with what becameRobertson represents, which is determined to use what re-

maining military capability exists, to destroy Macedonia, and known as the Baader-Meinhof Gang. This stuff developed in
the 1970s, and in the mid-1970s you had the second wave. Itto continue the bloodshed which has been conducted since

1992 in the Balkans. That’s the point. started from France, in about ’74 or ’75, in a big way in
France around the so-called nuclear energy issue. This wasThe purpose is to destroy the entire region. What they will

probably do, is—the next thing that they will come up with, the Baader-Meinhof Gang, the second phase of that. This was
spread into Italy, with the terrorist waves in Italy of the 1970s,with the Simeon in Bulgaria—they will come up with a so-

called Greater Bulgaria and Greater Albania, and then they which complemented those in France and in Germany. Then
in the 1980s, you had the third wave of terrorism, especiallywill have a war between those two, now that they have the

British royal family in office in Bulgaria. It’s obvious. So, the concentrated in Germany, at Wackersdorf [nuclear reprocess-
ing plant] and so forth, where you had full-scale irregularpoint is, that we have to stop the whole game. And the only

way that you can fight the issue is to go at the game. warfare, deployed as full-scale warfare. It was deployed there.
Now, in Seattle, we had a terrorist deployment, and thisThe American, what used to be called the Special Warfare

Division, is operating in the area, and has been ever since the was a full-scale terrorist deployment. If you understand terror-
ism as special warfare, this was a terrorist, special warfare,Yugoslav war, to build up, based on Albania, a bunch of drug-

running, terrorist operations, who are trained as a military full-scale deployment, based out of Canada into Seattle. Then
they went through a second phase. The second phase was aoperation of the new style, of the special warfare type, which

are being deployed! There is no such thing as an Albanian meeting in Pôrto Alegre, Brazil, headed by Teddy Goldsmith,
an old British intelligence hand. The third phase was a mur-army! There is a U.S./British-backed operation. The United

States is running the dirty part of the operation, inside the derous riot in Genoa, Italy. The fourth phase is the biggest of
all, so far, a planned terrorist upheaval in Washington, D.C.,Albanian operation, and the British are running the cover

operation from the standpoint of the overall operation inside which is now being deployed from centers in Virginia and
Maryland. In other words, they have groups of terrorists thatMacedonia.

First, if you don’t say that, if you don’t describe the issue, are sitting in Virginia and Maryland, including Loudoun
County, [Virginia], from which they are to be deployed intowhich we try to do with our publications. And we should do

more of this, because we are the only ones who are going to Washington, D.C. to do dirty work.
There is, visibly, no centralized capability of the typedo it. Maybe some friends of Macedonia will do it, but we

have to take the lead, and get this thing going. Because what needed to deal with that kind of threat, from an intelligence
standpoint, an organization. This group in Washington iswe have to do, is to say: “This must stop!”

Now, Germany is very upset about this. You get this crazy tied to known terrorist organizations. These are not simply
successor generations; there is an unbroken continuity ofthing with Rudolf Scharping—or Grau-Scharping, since he
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cadre connections among all successive generations. This now!” [President of France François] Mitterrand agreed. He
said, “We will crush Germany, provided that you let us stealinterfaces the kind of Hell that is being stoked by the Israeli

terror operations in the Middle East. This is being stoked from the corpse.” [U.S. Ambassador to Germany] Vernon
Walters said no, and the U.S. government agreed, so theyand directed largely by the ETA, the Basque terrorist organi-

zation, which is one of the keys in the whole operation. And made a compromise, as I have described before.
As I’ve said before, Desert Storm and the Balkan WarI could go through a long list of things that I know about

this other stuff. were organized, to do what? To prevent the reunification of
Continental Europe in economic development, based on the
collapse of the Wall. That operation has continued until theThis Is A Strategic Deployment

You have to look at what is being done in the Balkans, present day, and the same operation is now being escalated,
as in Macedonia, as a continuation of that process. Who runsand what is being done in the Middle East in that context.

Now, this is not a spontaneous terrorist organization. This this? NATO. This is strategic warfare!
You hear this insane stuff about Donald Rumsfeld and theis an international, strategic deployment of irregular warfare

to destabilize civilization, with the intent of preventing the U.S. military. What is Rumsfeld doing? He is shutting down
the U.S. military. Why is he shutting it down? Because thefinancial crisis from becoming the mobilization for a New

Bretton Woods—which it would tend to be. Governments kind of warfare that they intend to use, is of a different variety:
It is irregular warfare. Now look, we know, and I know fromare bankrupt; they tend to want to survive. When nations

agree and cooperate to survive, they will tend to go in that 1967 at least, that the deployment of terrorism into Italy, by
what became the 1970s terrorism, the so-called Compass Plot,direction. That’s what this is. This is what it was from

the beginning. the bombing of the Bologna [railway] station, all of these
other things in Rome that happened there as terrorist opera-Remember: Go back to 1989, when the Wall came down

in Germany—even before the Wall came down—the tions, these were run through NATO.
They were run through an operation that was originallyThatcher government in Britain said, “Kill ’em! Germany

must never be reunified. Germany must be crushed, right set up with the United States government, as a “stay-behind
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operation,” in case of a Communist takeover of Italy. The
stay-behind operation, which had been sitting in place for a
period of approximately 20 years, was suddenly activated, to
become an active operation. The resources of this stay-behind Diaspora Returns, For
network, suddenly reactivated from sitting in the scenes, was
the basis for organizing the terrorist movement in Italy. And Macedonia’s Sovereignty
it was run out of NATO! As this new type of warfare. And
that’s the way that this thing functions. by Umberto Pascali

The Principle Of Strategic Defense
Now, if we are not able to say that, you don’t have a Tens of thousands of Macedonians demonstrated in the capi-

tal city, Skopje, on Sept. 12, in defense of Macedonian na-chance of winning the war. You have to be able to tell the
truth! You can’t say, “Resist evil.” As I said yesterday, in tional sovereignty against the so-called “Framework Agree-

ment” (the forced change of Macedonia’s Constitution)terms of strategic defense, the principle of strategy—in terms
of military, or quasi-military conflict, the principle of strategy imposed by an unholy alliance of the Kosovo Liberation

Army (KLA) narco-terrorists and NATO. What is more sig-is strategic defense, as strategic defense was devised by Vau-
ban, for military policy. As strategic defense was defined by nificant, the demonstration had been organized to express

support to a delegation of the Macedonian diaspora, who hadLazare Carnot, for French policy, on the basis of the work of
Vauban—because of a change in artillery, which changed the come from all over the world—and especially North

America—to concretely show their commitment to defendrules of the game, relative to Vauban’s period. As it was
defined by Scharnhorst in Germany, and so forth; the principle the country in this tragic moment.

Enthusiastic applause welcomed Misko Vasovski, fromof strategic defense.
Now, to have strategic defense, you have to get the enemy the United States, who, at the beginning of his speech, relayed

to the audience the greetings of Prof. Nestor Oginar and Dr.coming at you where you want him. To do that, you have to
have a plan, as all plans of strategic defense, based on the truth. Stojadin Naumovski. Their flight from New York had been

cancelled in the aftermath of the horrible attack on the WorldYou cannot say, we have a problem with [NATO Secretary
General Lord George] Robertson, that’s not the problem. The Trade Center and Pentagon. Many of the Macedonians had

come, hoping to hear Professor Oginar speak.problem is that the active forces are coming from the United
States, in part, through the Special Forces type of operation, Members of the diaspora’s delegation had visited, or had

tried to, the areas of northern Macedonia from which the KLArunning behind what was set up in Albania. This is where the
attack comes from. So, now the British come in and say with has almost completely expelled the Macedonian population.

In some cases, they were reportedly shot at. The Sept. 12the Americans, “Okay, you’ve got to concede to these invad-
ers.” Yes, you have some people of Albanian extraction living demonstration signalled the beginning of collaboration be-

tween those in Macedonia and the Macedonian diaspora, inin Macedonia, but that’s normal, that’s been going on for a
long time. Why make a war about it now? These are invading defense, first of all, of the concept and the ideal of national

independence and sovereignty.forces who are stirring the whole thing up, by well-known
methods. “This peaceful protest demonstrated once again that the

Macedonian people love and respect peace, and will neverSo, therefore, we have to have a policy in which we trap
them. How? By catching them and exposing them for what tolerate terrorism and violence as means of political gains,”

stressed a communiqué by the Macedonian American Coun-they are. The game is to bring down some governments. By
exposing them in such a way as to bring them down. To create cil. “It also demonstrated that the Macedonian people shall

not accept the imposition of foreign will and interests by waycrises in the governments which are responsible for this.
That’s how you deal with that kind of invasion. You don’t of force and blackmail.” Such international cooperation had

already been manifested at the annual Schiller Institute-Inter-have the military forces to stop them. You may find that you
have tofight anyway. But if you don’t have the military forces national Caucus of Labor Committees Labor Day conference

in Northrn Virginia, where both the leader of the North Ameri-to win, you’ve got to outflank them, with strategic defense.
You’ve got to aim to create the pressure on the governments, can diaspora, Professor Oginar, and Macedonia government

adviser Emilija Geleva, spoke. In addition, during the confer-which are complicit in the operation, to make this thing so
painful to them that they withdraw. It is the only chance we ence’s open discussion, Dr. Naumovski elicited Lyndon

LaRouche’s philosophical and strategic “recipe for victory”have. And the financial crisis, the economic crisis, is an inte-
gral part of the operation. for leaders in the Balkans, which appears in this section.

The growing mobilization by the Macedonians corres-That’s my general strategic approach to the thing. There
are, of course, other details, that are not necessary to discuss, ponds to increasing infighting among the NATO leadership.

On Sept. 10, one of the pillars of the NATO scenario in Mace-but that’s the point.
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Some of the tens of thousands of
Macedonians demonstrating in Skopje,
ridicule NATO’s “weapons collection”
from the KLA narco-guerrillas, by
“turning in” hundreds of watermelons
and other objects about as lethal as the
weapons NATO is receiving in Operation
Essential Harvest.

donia, European Union mediator François Léotard suddenly statement, saying that the two Presidents had agreed to con-
tinue close cooperation “with the aim of preserving the Balkanresigned. Léotard, who is France’s Defense Minister, together

with U.S. Ambassador to Macedonia James Pardew, had country’s stability, territorial integrity, and the inviolability
of its borders.”made sure the “Framework Agreement” was imposed. Léo-

tard put his resignation in the hands of Javier Solana, the EU
foreign policy boss and former NATO Secretary General. NATO: From Fissures To Fist-Fights

This formulation corresponds to what has been known as
the “Putin Plan for the Balkans,” in screeching contradictionPutin, Chirac: ‘Inviolability of Borders’

It was shocking news for the small oligarchic club usually to the so-called new Congress of Berlin plan by Lord David
Owen, which aims at redrawing the Balkan nations’ borders.presented as the “international community.” To rub salt into

the wound, a dispatch from Paris by the Russian news agency The insane push to redraw the borders (and, in particular, to
partition Macedonia), is the reason for the deployment of theItar-Tass, explained that “Léotard’s letter is considered as a

clear signal on the existence of disagreements in the European KLA against the country.
On Sept. 11, another NATO internal conflict exploded.Union and the North Atlantic Alliance on further steps in

Macedonia after NATO completes its operation, Essential According to media reports, German Defense Minister Ru-
dolf Scharping accused the British of undermining GermanHarvest, on 27 September.”

“Essential Harvest” is the farcical NATO collection of troop activities in Macedonia. The statement by Scharping—
who has been quoted in the past by the German weekly Derweapons from the KLA narco-terrorists. On Sept. 12, NATO

stopped making a secret of the fact that the weapons volunta- Spiegel, in the context of an exposé of the Anglo-American
role in training the KLA—was made behind closed doors atrily handed over by the KLA are “junk.” “Some Macedonian

Rebel Guns Broken,” admitted the Associated Press in euphe- a session of the German Parliament’s Defense Committee.
Andfinally, again on Sept. 11, the Christian Science Mon-mistic terms. How much is “some”? Well, according to pub-

licly quoted NATO sources, “35% to 40% of the semi-auto- itor revealed that a confrontation erupted at the end of August
between Macedonian Prime Minister Ljubco Georgievski andmatic rifles, machine guns, and smaller arms were ‘out of

operation.’ ” NATO spokesman Barry Johnson made things NATO Secretary General Lord George Robertson. The Prime
Minister accused the NATO Lord of having a secret agenda;worse, with a clumsy cover-up attempt, by saying that only

5% of the weapons were “non-operational,” and another 20% and, during that same meeting, Robertson was told that he
should be declared persona non grata and NATO should becould return to service with just “some work.”

Well-informed observers told EIR that Léotard’s letter of indicted before the War Crimes Tribunal in The Hague.
One inside source speculated, “Inside NATO—and insideresignation could be understood by considering an other event

that happened on Sept. 10: a still very confidential phone the EU—we went from cracks to fist fighting.” But, in fact,
less cynically, the unlawful alliance put together to destroycall between French President Jacques Chirac and Russian

President Vladimir Putin, concerning the Macedonian situa- the very existence of the nation-state, is meeting a growing
alternative force.tion. The only details that have come out, are from a Kremlin
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Interview: Emilija Geleva

Macedonia Official: NATO Is Sending
A Bad Signal To Terrorists Worldwide
Emilija Geleva is the Strategic Affairs adviser to the Govern- Sept. 3. He stated: “I have never thought the Macedonian

Constitution is the reason for the six-month crisis in the coun-ment of the Republic of Macedonia. She has held that office
for the last three years, in the most tumultuous period of the try. Therefore, I do not think that adding 35 amendments to

the Constitution will bring peace in Macedonia. . . . First, weten-year-old republic, which included the NATO air bombing
of Yugoslavia in 1999. Before accepting that very delicate have violated one of the most significant standards of the

international community, and given a great reward to all ofinstitutional task, for 15 years Mrs. Geleva had been a very
popular TV journalist in Macedonia. Mrs. Geleva occasion- the terrorists in the world. The lessons we have learned over

the past decades, that terrorism may not be rewarded by meet-ally still writes analyses for the main newspapers. In a recent
article in Utrinski Vesnik, with the polemical title “Lobot- ing the terrorists’ political goals, are not being applied to

Macedonia. Unfortunately, we must confess that we acceptomy,” she dealt with the Balkan upheaval and the “Brzezinski
group.” Her husband, Zivko Pavlov, is one of the most fol- giving terrorists such a reward. Second, we are meeting to

change the Constitution, when part of Macedonia’s territorylowed satirical journalists in Macedonia, and his work has
received high recognition abroad. is occupied. However, I call on the parliamentarians to vote

for the changes for a very simple reason. It is said that theMrs. Geleva recently visited the United States at the invi-
tation of the Schiller Institute. She participated in the insti- chorus of international and domestic experts will sing the

same song, forgetting [the Kosovo Liberation Army, or KLA]tute’s Labor Day weekend conference, together with a large
delegation of Macedonian Americans. She was interviewed are bloodthirsty people, and seeking the guilty party among

the Macedonian people. You have witnessed NATO’s credi-by Umberto Pascali on Sept. 6.
bility when it entered into Macedonia, despite the differences
on whether it is necessary to spend 1 billion deutschemarksEIR: The Macedonian Parliament has just approved, with

91 votes out of 112, the so-called Framework Agreement for this operation that will collect [KLA] weaponry, worth
DM 2 million, and whether it requires 5,000 soldiers to collectthat calls for a change in the Macedonian Constitution. The

agreement had been demanded by the so-called international 3,300 pieces of weaponry. It is obvious that we should not
‘gamble’ with NATO’s authority, and if the alliance takescommunity, and went through the Parliament despite the fact

that a majority of the MPs had denounced it. The international part in this game, we should accept it and express our trust.
“Those in Parliament who refuse to vote for the changesmediators, from NATO Secretary General Lord George Rob-

ertson on down, had stated that whoever voted against the will be declared guilty of causing the war. I will rephrase the
question: What if all amendments are adopted, and terrorismagreement was asking for war.

Geleva: The meaning of the vote is that the Macedonian does not stop in Macedonia, as well as violent acts against our
civilians? What if the displaced persons cannot return to theirparliamentarians approved what had been signed earlier on

by the leaders of the four political parties. For most of the homes, even after a year? Along with everything, that would
mean a continuation of the war for territory—the war beganparliamentarians, probably there was not much of a choice.

Thus, despite the attitude that they expressed in their very that way, and, unfortunately, will most probably end like that.
Unfortunately, voting for this initiative we have to be awareheated discussions, where they disagreed with most of the

content in the Framework Agreement, today they voted for it. that Macedonia is ‘collateral damage’ of [the NATO interven-
tion in Kosovo] and we cannot expect those who made thatI think it would help to understand what happened, if we look

at the statement made in Parliament by Prime Minister Ljubco mistake in 1999, to admit it today. Unfortunately, these are
the conditions under which we must commence with this ini-Georgievski. You will find there the reason why he recom-

mended voting in this way. tiative.”
So, actually, about 35 amendments are proposed for theAllow me to quote from the Prime Minister’s speech on
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existing Constitution, we have a few ethnic minorities, of
which the Albanians are the largest. But the principle of the
state organization is its citizens, not ethnic groups, and all
citizens in the Republic of Macedonia have equal rights. It
doesn’t matter to which ethnic group you belong.

However, because Macedonians are the majority, and be-
cause of the name of the state is the Republic of Macedonia,
with those changes—that makes of Macedonia a body of dif-
ferent ethnic groups—actually every sign of the national state
tends to disappear, and the tendency is to nullify national
sovereignty. So, that is why Macedonians feel like they are
committing suicide. That is the problem; it is not a question of
the rights of minorities. Those rights are already recognized. I
would like only to clarify, that out of 15 ministers, five are
Albanian. They are deputies, ministers; they are directors of
many public enterprises. They are ambassadors of the coun-
try—five out of 25 are ethnic Albanians. They have the right
to educate themselves in their own Albanian language. Some-
times another problem appears here, because they do not
speak enough of the official language, which is Macedonian.
And with the latest law that was passed a year and a half
ago, for higher education, they also have their own higher
education programs in the Albanian language. So, they al-

Macedonian government strategic adviser Emilija Geleva. ready have minority rights, and this is why it is very difficult
for Macedonians to understand what the so-called interna-
tional community actually is trying to demand.

Macedonian Constitution in the Framework Agreement, and
the existing Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia will EIR: So the crisis does not come from inside the country?

Geleva: Of course no! It has been generated from outside,be essentially changed. The preamble of the Constitution will
be cut out, and another Constitutional declaration will be ap- because first of all, you have these terrorist attacks from out-

side, from Kosovo. Also, when you see what kind of picture,proved later, in order to keep the continuity of the Macedonian
people’s state. throughout the international information channels, the inter-

national media, the world public is getting, the picture that
they are presenting, it’s only a one-sided picture. So, they doEIR: Was there any real need for such Constitutional

changes? not report anything about the sufferings of Macedonians who
are subjected to the ethnic cleansing that was going on there,Geleva: When the Macedonian Constitution was brought up

ten years ago, the proposed text of the Constitution was re- where Albanian terrorists were forcing, torturing, Macedo-
nians to leave their homes; they burned Macedonian homes.vised by the so-called Badinter Commission, and Mr. Badin-

ter is an expert in constitutional law. At that time, the Badinter
Commission gave a top rating to the Constitution, that it was a EIR: In fact, this is not a war between ethnic Albanians and

ethnic Macedonians. This is a controlled scenario.very good test—it guarantees all of the democratic principles,
protects minority rights, and so on and so forth. In fact, Mr. Geleva: Unfortunately, it seems to be like that. Because even

this NLA [the name of the KLA in Macedonia] AlbanianBadinter, when the discussion about the Constitutional
changes started, gave again the same estimate. [Robert Badin- terrorist group, didn’t get real support among the Albanian

population, among most of the Albanian population. Thereter is former French Justice Minister—ed.]
It is also necessary to keep in mind, when we talk about are some Albanians who live in Macedonia, who are citizens

of the Republic of Macedonia, and they are now in the NLA.what is going on with this Framework Agreement in Macedo-
nia, is that it is a part of the ongoing process—generated inside But most of them went earlier into the KLA, and they were

fighting in Kosovo. So, later they went into the NLA, and thatthe international community—that is aimed at erasing every
concept, every sign, every symbol of national sovereignty. is how they came back into Macedonia. Most of them think

that this is a good opportunity for them to realize the idea ofThat is actually what they are trying to do in Macedonia. But
it is not only about Macedonia. It is about the world. It is true Greater Albania, which includes Kosovo. This includes part

of Macedonia, but also part of northwestern Greece and partthat in the Republic of Macedonia, which is older than the
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of Montenegro. The big argument for that, is the two leaders process. Yes, the people in the Balkans, many of them, still
dream about some Greater Albania, or Greater Serbia, butof the biggest Albanian parties in Macedonia, three months

ago, signed an agreement in Prizren, which is a city in Kosovo, unfortunately, as my husband wrote in an aphorism, there are
too many Great States in only one small piece of territory. So,with Ali Ahmeti, the so-called political leader of NLA. The

Prizren agreement, as the Prime Minister also pointed out on of course, there is a possibility to cooperate among different
states and nations, even in the Balkans, if the forces whichSept. 3, corresponds almost verbatim to the Framework

Agreement. want to provoke, which are playing and generating different
aspects of the states—if they just stop that, the people areSo, what does this mean? The Prime Minister was right

to point out that what is going on now in Macedonia, is a re- willing to cooperate, even in the Balkans. We have lived to-
gether in peace for 50 years. There was not war.wording of the terrorists’ demands. Because it has come out

that the international community and officials supported the
terrorist demands. If you remember, in the very beginning of EIR: Could you describe the process of ethnic cleansing go-

ing on now in the northern part of Macedonia? I am alwaysthe crisis, the official attitude of NATO, of officials in the
Washington Administration, was that the NLA was a bunch surprised at the determination of the U.S. and Western media

to ignore this ferocious war against the civilian population.of criminals, of terrorists. And now, what happened is, they
are pushing us to accept the terrorist demands. So, that is a Geleva: Yes, unfortunately the international media closed

their eyes when the ethnic cleansing of the Serbs in Kosovovery bad signal to send to terrorists all over the world.
happened. They are doing the same now with Macedonia.
Because when the Kosovo refugee crisis happened, whenEIR: Prime Minister Georgievski stressed that Macedonia

is to be seen as “collateral damage” of the NATO intervention Macedonia accepted and hosted 360,000 Albanian refugees
from Kosovo—in a very short time they entered the country.in Kosovo two years ago.

Geleva: There are many analyses, much information on the It is like, comparing it to the United States, if you were to
accept in only a few days 30-40 million people.actual connections between the KLA and NLA. But, because

you have already now, for one year, 50,000 troops of NATO- I remember how, at that time, the international media,
including CNN and the biggest other media, were coveringKFOR in Kosovo, Kosovo has the status of a protectorate of

the United Nations. So, if NATO tried to collect the weapons the situation. They have shown that they are biased, because
later on, they didn’t give any coverage to the ethnic cleansingfrom the KLA, when the KLA was supposed to transform

itself into the Kosovo Protection Force, then the mission was of the Serbs, and especially not now, about the ethnic cleans-
ing of Macedonians. Because 100,000 Macedonians have al-not successful. As became clear later, most of the weapons

which were already there, didn’t come into the hands of ready been forced to leave their homes, and most of their
homes were burned by the NLA, and Albanian terrorists haveNATO-KFOR, but were hidden somewhere, and then, the

KLA, this time newly dressed in NLA uniforms, used the taken many Macedonians hostage. They are holding people
and torturing them horribly. You can see horrible signs ofsame arms to attack the territory of Macedonia.

So, we do not see that NATO has done very much to torture on some of them.
Also, the international media hid a very important fact,prevent the border crossings. Because they are supposed to

take care of the border between Macedonia and Yugoslavia when the first killing of eight Macedonians happened, in Sar
Planina. I read the agency report and the other reports; it saidwhere Kosovo is. But unfortunately, the border is like Swiss

cheese. So the terrorists are going back and forth. Of course, that eight Macedonian soldiers were killed in an ambush by
Albanian rebels—that was the term that they used. But it didin the last months, officially, KFOR has arrested about 380 of

these terrorists who tried to cross the border illegally. But not say that their bodies were desecrated in a cannibalistic
way and burned. And this happened twice. Later on, anotherwhen they arrest these people, they are then under Kosovo

law, which is not very strong, in reality. Many of them are group of Macedonian soldiers was killed in the same way.
You couldfind some pictures on the Internet, how their bodiesreleased in a short period of time.
looked. But what kind of journalistic reporting is that?

The international media are not reporting what is goingEIR: What is the basic reason for this coordinated attack?
Geleva: The point is that the wars, especially in the last de- on with Macedonians and their houses. They do not show the

burnt and devastated houses; they are ruined completely, andcade in the Balkan region, have all been generated from out-
side. The goal, what is going on in the world in parallel with everything inside has been stolen. They are giving signals

to the Macedonians that you cannot come back. Displacedthe process of globalization in the world—which means uni-
formization of the economy, politics, and cultural identity— Macedonians are already about 100,000. So, they are refugees

in their own country. Very few remain there, but they do notis a process of partition, or fragmentation of the states. Be-
cause if you have only some small autonomous territories, have food, they don’t have medicine—nothing. Some charity

organizations tried to go there, in order to provide the peoplethen it is easy to impose the so-called global culture; it is
easier to erase the real national culture. That is a parallel with food and medicine, and it was difficult.
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EIR: You have been advising the Prime Minister now for say, a New Bretton Woods system, which will give a better
base for the real economy in the world. What is going on nowthree years on strategic matters. You have seen the whole

situation as it developed. Recently, you got in contact with the in the sphere of economics, in the sphere of international
economics—actually what do you have? You have the dic-Schiller Institute and the organization of Lyndon LaRouche.

You came to the Labor Day weekend conference. And you tates of the IMF and the World Bank in these other countries.
Like now in Macedonia, and in other countries, they are justmade a statement after the keynote by Mr. LaRouche. The

other person who intervened and was part of a large Macedo- dictating. And they have a concept, which is economically
devastating these countries. So it is important to know thenian-American delegation at the conference, was Prof. Nestor

Oginar, the leader of the North American Macedonian di- concept of Mr. LaRouche, because it gives a surer base for
the world economy.aspora.

What is your impression of this conference, and of the
idea, that the only way to save Macedonia is to save the world, EIR: During the conference, Mr. LaRouche answered a

question from Dr. Stojadin Naumovski, the leader of the Mac-to change the entire situation. How do you see this conference
in that context? edonian community in Detroit, he explained the origin of this

attack against Macedonia, pointing to Zbigniew Brzezinski’sGeleva: Thank God that there many good people in the
world who are fighting for the highest values in mankind. Arc of Crisis, Clash of Civilizations, the determination to

destroy Russia. [See transcript, p. 52.]I don’t have any doubt that even in the United States there
are many good and wonderful people. I have met many Geleva: Yes, the analysis was very good, because when you

look at some crisis point, you have to have a geo-strategicAmericans who are searching for the truth. When the crisis
started, I got a letter from one lady from Virginia I had met view of the situation. I doubt that the Clash of Civilizations

is the way to achieve a better future. The way is to make betteron a plane. At that time, it was Kosovo on the agenda. She
didn’t believe the view that I expressed, but she remembered connections, and understanding, and relations among nations,

and exchanges of cultural values, and so forth, in order tothe discussion. Her letter said that she is shocked by what
is going on in Macedonia, and we helped them [Kosovo] reach some higher spiritual values; because the people are

first of all spiritual creatures, they are not animals.so much, and now they are attacking your country. Who did
we help? So, it is very important what Mr. LaRouche pointed out.

And if the public really wants to understand what is goingI am impressed about the view of Mr. LaRouche, and
of course, Mrs. Helga Zepp-LaRouche, because they have a on in Macedonia, it is very important to have that in mind,

that actually this region, the Macedonian Balkans, is in thecomplete view of what exactly is going on in the world, what
kind of concept has been implemented in the world. So there middle of the Eurasian Land-Bridge. So now, it will be

clearer why this entire scenario is going on there. And whois a concept, because what is happening in Macedonia is hap-
pening exactly to other places in the world. It happened and is creating that scenario, who is generating the crisis. So, yes,

the idea that Mr. LaRouche was explaining, and especiallyit is happening. There is no difference; the model is com-
pletely the same. Helga, about the Eurasian Land-Bridge, about, actually, the

rebuilding of the Old Silk Road, which is a connectionSo, the people in the world have to know what is going
on. They have to decide on their own for the destiny of man- between the Asian continent and Europe—and there is the

possibility for that connection, the building of the railway—kind, the destiny of mankind cannot be given into the hands
of only a small group of people, of some world elite, which, that means not only physical connections but that gives

a chance for economic growth and development of thoseof course, has its own goals. Probably they believe that they
are the best goals for mankind, I don’t know. But it comes out continents and elsewhere. All of the world will benefit from

that, because this development will also affect the wholethat they are not, because so many people are suffering. Let
us say that we, as Macedonians, as a country, face tremendous world. So, when you have that in mind, then you understand

what is really going on: then you understand that there arepressure from that international community. I don’t know
why, but they have the goal to minimize our existence, to probably some forces who do not like that idea, of connecting

the people and the nations, the cultures, instead of provokingerase our identity. I cannot accept that that is the way that the
people have to communicate, to deal for their benefit, for a a clash.

Macedonia is in the middle of the Balkans, and somebetter future.
So what I have heard of the concepts of Mr. LaRouche would say the heart of the Balkans. My husband wrote an

aphorism: Macedonia is the heart of the Balkans, which cangives some hope for mankind. He has a concept, he has an
alternative. And the people have the right to be informed at any moment provoke a heart attack of the world. What is

obvious now, after this crisis in Macedonia, at least it is obvi-about that, to think about that. Because what is going on now,
after this international media channels—they are controlled, ous on the surface, what the so-called international commu-

nity is doing. That is obvious. There is no dilemma or doubtso there is no possibility that the broader public gets informa-
tion about other thoughts, about other concepts, about, let’s what is going on.
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U.S. Inundated by Media Myths
In Wake of Sept. 11 Attacks
by Paul Gallagher

At a moment when calm leadership was urgently needed financial and monetary institutions which the present situa-
tion demands.”from national elected officials and citizens alike, the United

States was inundated, in the days after Sept. 11, with danger-
ous media myths. The most blatant and dangerous—that Potential Meltdown That Week Anyway

The attacks and their purpose were thus not unforeseen“terrorist attacks are now going to cause a recession, from
which a new patriotism will cause a recovery”—was every- by LaRouche and others aware of the consequences of the

policy-axioms ruling the leading governments in this finan-where. It was intended to give a jingoist covering to Federal
Reserve money-printing operations on behalf of Wall Street cial collapse. The question of whether U.S. intelligence agen-

cies had been given specific recent warnings of events of thismarkets and banks, which were so gargantuan, that the Fed
appeared to be trying to inflate new 110-story towers of kind—for example, from Russian intelligence agencies, as

reported by Izvestia Sept. 12—is one that still needs to be an-money, overnight. That myth was intertwined with another,
which claimed that the events of that black day were an swered.

The United States economy was not only falling into a“unforeseeable Pearl Harbor” which would automatically
change the country. potentially bottomless crisis before the destabilization was

launched at Washington Sept. 11; it was quite possible thatBill Ferguson, LaRouche Democrat campaigning for
Congress in Massachusetts, released a statement later in the the week of Sept. 10 would have seen a financial market

meltdown in any case, without the deadly kamikaze attacks.day Sept. 11, reminding voters in the rumor-wracked Boston
area that “this horrible development is not a surprise.” The U.S. unemployment and other reports of the previous

Thursday, Sept. 6, had been a deep shock in themselves, andFerguson simply quoted from Lyndon LaRouche’s inter-
national webcast statement of August 24: “The world is pres- world stock markets were sinking fast as that week ended.

Other telltale signs of collapse had appeared in those sameently gripped by the biggest, most deep-going, most deadly
financial and monetary crisis since Europe of the middle to days. The first reports of state tax collections for August

showed a second consecutive month of plunging revenues. Itlate 14th Century. We are in a period in which economic and
related circumstances have made the idea of regular modern was reported Sept. 11 that the median home price in the United

States had fallen by 5%, abruptly reversing a run-up whichwarfare a sick joke; in which regional and other ‘little wars,’
terrorism, political assassinations, and other forms of destabi- continued for years, and warning of the coming collapse of

“the last bubble”—real estate. All this was coinciding withlization, are leading items on the agendas of many of the
strategic planners. The financial and monetary crisis in its simultaneous, accelerating collapses in the Japanese and Eu-

ropean economies.presently advanced stage, drives desperate political forces to
the brink, desperate political forces who would rather drive This was the context—despite the intervening destruction

of bank offices and records, and loss of life of financial em-civilization itself to the brink, than tolerate the changes in
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ployees—in which the Federal Reserve and other Group of omy. After the Sept. 11 disasters, the President asked for
$20 billion in emergency spending—apparently largely forSeven central banks began the largest money-printing opera-

tions in world history on Sept. 11-12. Americans were con- security, counter-terror investigation, callup of reservists and
military purposes—and the Congress responded by addingvinced in the late 1990s that huge injections of liquidity into

the banks and markets were “required to pay for Y2K pre- another $20 billion, for aid and reconstruction primarily in
New York.paredness.” So, now, they are being told that hundreds of

billions of dollars of liquidity infusions, in just a few days— There was apparent bipartisan agreement, but troubles
that arose over the language of the bill, reflected the fact theincluding $80 billion by the Fed in two days—are required to

keep bank operations stable in the aftermath of destruction policy by which the spending of the funds will be guided,
has not been reasonably discussed. Democrat David Obeyin New York’s financial district, and to “avert the chance

of panic.” (Wisc.), for example, said, “I didn’t come here to have written
on my tombstone that any President could, if he wanted to,Economists appearing as commentators, on the non-stop

media “coverage” of the events of the week, went further. put eight divisions into Afghanistan, or go to war with the
entire Arab world . . . without consulting with any other hu-They aggressively insisted, like so many enthused vacuum-

cleaner salesmen, that while “we’re going to go into recession man being in government.”
But also on the “Congressional” side of the emergencyas a result of the effects of these attacks,” the Federal Re-

serve’s “steady and resolute” printing of hundreds of billions bill, there was no clear direction: Americans were regaled
with the grandiose plans of New York Mayor Rudolph Giuli-was the opening sign of the “will to recovery.” America, it

was said by each of them, was going to show that evil terrorists ani and former Mayor Ed Koch to “immediately rebuild the
World Trade Center towers”; this, presented as a patrioticcould not destroy its economy. “Meanwhile,” said one typical

such economist on CNN, “Americans should do their part, national recovery/retaliation plan, would consume a good
deal of the Congress’ added $20 billion.and go out and spend; buy a flag, go to Home Depot. . . .”

Perhaps a more accurate indicator of likely intent and No change in policy, no new policy initiatives by the
United States toward the waiting nations of the world, wasdirection of all this new liquidity, was the Sept. 13 announce-

ment by Cisco Systems—one of the most spectacularly “trou- connected to all the sudden new announcements of printing
and spending of government funds.bled” of the very big information technology (IT) firms—that

it intended to spend $3 billion buying back its own stock, A few commentators, voices in the wilderness who were
largely unheard on the news, tried to warn against the makingwhen the Wall Street marketsfinally reopened Sept. 17. Large

conglomerates buying their own stock, was one of the means of policy—with a destabilized Federal government—by the
media using neo-conservative commentators and whipped-by which huge inflows of funds into the dollar, in the late

1990s, kept the Wall Street bubble growing, long after the up “market analysts.” Army War College Prof. Stephen Pel-
letiere warned on Sept. 12 against the drumbeat that “Americareal profitability of U.S. firms had turned negative. But never,

in that period, did these hot-money flows begin to approxi- has completely changed.” In fact, Pelletiere told a Washing-
ton meeting on Mideast policy, the pre-Sept. 11 economicmate the rate of $100 billion per day which the central banks

are now putting into the banking system. Large volumes from and strategic crisis remains and cannot be touched by military
retaliation in itself.this huge set of pumps will flow through the banks to corpora-

tions which were reeling toward collapse. But the only potent leadership shown was that of Lyndon
LaRouche, in his numerous radio interviews which began in
the very hours of the unfolding tragedy on the morning of$40 Billion Emergency Bill

Will any of this “launch a recovery?” The answer was Sept. 11. “The international financial system right now, is
in the process of collapse, and this is what all this means,”already given in the creation of the “tech bubbles” and the

real estate bubbles of the 1990s. The central banks are strain- LaRouche told a Toronto interviewer. “There are solutions.
But some people, rather than consider the solutions, woulding wildly for hyperinflation against the deflationary Depres-

sion slide. Their actions now reflect the “terrorist” desperation rather take desperate actions. And they have to be very power-
ful people to do something like this.” LaRouche called onof powerful international financial circles—as LaRouche has

warned of this not only in his Aug. 24 webcast, but since his the President and Congressional leaders to remain calm, to
immediate enter discussions with the leaders of the major1999-2000 campaign for the Democratic Presidential nomi-

nation. Eurasian and Mideast nations on the fundamental changes of
policies necessary to bring to an end the kind of disastersAt the same time, great “patriotic” hopes were aroused by

the media over the emergency “recovery bill” being discussed which are targetting the United States during September.
Unless they calm down and concentrate on that require-by the White House and Congress. Already after the economic

shocks of Sept. 6-7, calls had been coming—from Republi- ment—and, what it requires of them—Americans will be led
by the dangerous myths of “recovery by retaliation” whichcans, most notably Sen. Pete Domenici (R-N.M.)—for spend-

ing Social Security funds to stimulate the rapidly failing econ- the media were churning out in the days after Sept. 11.
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The Case Of The Clone Prince:
Who Is The Next King Of England?
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

September 5, 2001 multiply-connected, but qualitatively distinct, classes of uni-
versal physical principles: abiotic, life, and the specifically

With all the faddish talk about embryonic stem-cells, and human quality of cognition.
The modern crucial-experimental proof, that life is a uni-related chatter about cloning human individuals, one might

ask the following question: versal physical principle not derivable from abiotic processes,
is found in an area of scientific work which reaches fromIf the deceased brother of England’s Edward VII were

ostensibly replicated by such trickery, would the outcome of Louis Pasteur, through and beyond Vladimir Vernadsky: the
action unique to living processes produces effects on non-the experiment be certifiable, retroactively, as a member of

the royal succession? living processes, effects which never occur except as the ef-
fects of the action of life. Vernadsky terms this set of processesPerhaps only quip-witted humor of that genre, would

prompt today’s growing abundance of medical professionals, the biosphere.
Vernadsky, proceeding in the same method of modernand others, to cease contributing to the babble of plainly anti-

scientific enthusiasms on the subject of human cloning and experimental physical science, defined the creative powers of
the individual human mind, the creative powers throughrelated topics. I would also point out, that those who argue

against cloning on palpably religious, “single issue” grounds, which experimentally valid discoveries of universal physical
principles are made, as as distinct from mere living processesusually do nothing but say silly things which make matters

worse. My point is: Before anyone “takes sides” on the subject as life is distinct from merely abiotic processes. Vernadsky
terms this set of processes, the noösphere. He chooses to em-of human cloning and related matters, he or she ought to

know, first, what a human being is. ploy the term noësis, where I usually prefer the term cogni-
tion. For me, the two terms signify the same process. BeyondThere are very few people alive today, and this includes

professionals, who can discuss competently, scientifically, that point, his definitions and mine diverge, as I shall explain,
once again, here.the difference between an individual human being and an

animal. Those who argue the issue of that distinction, even The difference between my functional definition of noësis
and Vernadsky’s, is crucial in many important ways. Thisprofessionals, if they have any firm opinion at all, base the

essential points of their expressed opinion on nothing but distinction is crucial for addressing the issues posed by the
currently popularized, radical-positivist misconception of hu-empty blind faith, either religious or anti-religious.

For me, that single issue, what is the basis for defining the man cloning.
My own approach to this experimental-physical definitiondistinction of the human species, in rigorous scientific, rather

than blind-faith terms, is the central issue of all human knowl- of cognition, has been singularly successful, where no other
known attempt has succeeded. Only when we treat the physi-edge. If you do not know the proper answer to that question,

you can never be certain that you actually know anything of cal relationship of man to the universe as I have done, in terms
of the impact of a discovery of principle by one mind, on theimportance. This question has been the center of my intellec-

tual life, political activity, and so forth, all of my life, since processes of cooperative action in society at large, can we
prove the case for what Vernadsky terms “noësis” (cognition),childhood. If it is not foremost in your mind, too, you have

been cheated by whomever was responsible for your misedu- in the same sense that Vernadsky defines life as a principle
existing “outside” the range of abiotic principles. Such is thecation.

Let’s try one more time to fix that problem. I summarize crucial importance of my unique discoveries in the field of a
science of physical economy.the relevant argument featured throughout my published writ-

ings over more than three decades. You may refer to the argu- Look at the issue of “human cloning” and related matters
from that vantage-point.ment included in my just-published book, The Economics of

the Noösphere (Washington, D.C.: EIR News Service, 2001). To put false issues to one side, I must emphasize now, that
in addressing this issue here, there is nothing in my argumentFrom the standpoint of what is called, among profession-

als, “crucial experimental” evidence, all competently taught which could be construed as an objection against the therapeu-
tic use of adult human stem cells taken from the patient. Onscience today knows, that our universe is based upon three
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through a social process of shared experience of cognition, a
process typified by the method of discovery of assertable truth
to be recognized in Plato’s Socratic dialogues, which is also
the method of such anti-empiricistfigures as Johannes Kepler,
Gottfried Leibniz, or Bernhard Riemann, and by the related
method of Classical humanist modes of education. To pretend
to educate a human being by methods antagonistic to Classical
humanist methods, is to inflict what is, in effect, more or less
permanent brain-damage on both the formal-intellectual and
moral capacity for judgment of the victim.

5. The memory of the cognitive act of discovering, orPrince Charles is
reenacting the discovery of a universal physical principle,unaware that there

is any disctinction lives in the human mind as if it were a genetic change in the
between man and way in which the rememberer acts to modify the universe in
animals.

which he lives.
6. The implications of this are made comprehensible by

applying the principle of a series of Riemannian multiply-
connected manifolds to the notion of a universe composed ofthe contrary, that is a line of work, like the biophotonics of

Gurwitsch et al., which must be not only supported, but accel- the three classes of universal physical principles: abiotic, life,
and cognition.erated. I consider as issues, only matters subsumed by the

generation and pre-adult development of the human indi- 7. The significant effect of a discovery of a universal phys-
ical principle is not that it acts directly on nature, but, rathervidual.

In order to address what has become a subject of popular acts on the manifold of principles pre-existing in the mind of
the discoverer.debate, I must engage the population on the relatively poor or

even outrightly destructive effects of education, which has 8. It is through cooperation of members of society in the
application of such manifolds to social practice, that increasesbeen provided to most among today’s recent secondary and

university graduates. I summarize the core of the relevant in the potential relative population-density of societies are ac-
complished.argument from the philosophical starting-point of what

should be an even slightly competent level of first-year sec- 9. The transmission of such manifolds from past genera-
tions to a present generation, is the determinant of the rele-ondary-school geometry class a generation or more ago.
vant, corresponding potential of that generation to act effec-
tively according to that accumulated, transmitted knowledgeDon’t Monkey With People!

The definition of the distinction of human beings from all of universal physical principles.
10. Therefore, the human species is not composed of alower species, including apes, centers, as I have said repeat-

edly over more than an half-century to date, on three points mere succession of generations; a society capable of surviving
is one which bases its current behavior on reenacting the dis-of experimental proof.

1. The only source of the discovery and transmission of coveries of universal principle accomplished by “dead white
European males,” and some of all those others who haveexperimentally validated universal physical principles, is the

non-deductive processes of cognition (noësis) specific to the contributed to the store of transmissible such discoveries. Per-
sons so qualified are rightly termed adult, civilized persons.sensorily opaquely, sovereign powers of the individual hu-

man mind. This applies to all types of universal physical prin- Obviously, this process of cognitive cultivation of the new
individual, can be observed from birth. Doubtless, it couldciples: abiotic, life, and cognition itself.

2. No one can observe, through the senses, directly, the be shown, that related, cognition-related effects occur in the
development of the foetus within the womb. These effects arecognitive processes of another mind. The communication of

knowledge of those processes in the mind of another person to be adduced by recognizing the genetic-like quality of the
act of discovering validatable notions of universal physicaloccurs only through both the stimulated replication of that

cognitive experience in the mind of a second person, and principle.
Thus, even without exploring my suspicions respectingthrough the sharing of the experimental proof of that principle

as the corroborating sense-experience of both. pre-cognitive development of the foetus in the womb, it is
clear that that development of the human individual, as hu-3. The increase of man’s power over nature, is, as

Vernadsky concludes, a product of the application of discov- man, is not a matter of genetic heritage as such, but is princi-
pally a result of the multiply-connected addition of the act oferies of universal physical principles with the intention of

increasing mankind’s power over both the abiotic universe discovery of principle, as a genetic-like quality, to the genetic
substrate of the biological individual.and biosphere.

4. This increase of the power of society occurs only This is the result consistently demonstrated in all that we
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know generally respecting both the development of societies, of neurotic disruption of creative potential, by the late Dr.
Lawrence Kubie; I do not concur with the psychoanalyticaland of individuals within those cultures. We are able to adduce

exemplary evidence of the role of the induced replication of standpoint, which I think essentially childish, and often corro-
sive in its effects on the moral as well as general intellectualdiscoveries of principle in infants and later development, as

among late adolescents and adults. We can show, in a suffi- development of the individual. Psychoanalysis acquires this
from its essentially self-destructive quality of philosophicalcient sampling of situations, that cultural determination of

individual cognitive development is the crucial characteristic immaturity, but Kubie was, at least, pointing in the right direc-
tion on that point.of the individual in a degree that has virtually nothing to do

with genetic heritage as such. It is only when we begin to shift emphasis from the patho-
logical standpoint inherent in modern sociology, to empha-We can demonstrate, that the primary determinant of hu-

man potential lies in those factors of development which ei- size the essentially cognitive quality of human nature, that we
can speak intelligently of the role of society in the develop-ther hinder or promote cognitive development of the person-

ality. ment of the individual.
In conclusion, the essential point is, that it is the succes-Personally, I have accumulated remembered observations

to this effect since pre-school childhood. I can compare my sive transformations of a manifold of accumulated discover-
ies of universal physical principle, on which attention must beown exceptional development of today, to the outcome thus

far of the lives of many among the peers I have known. I recall focussed, if we are to define the nature of the human species. If
there is a process of genetic transformation which is character-vividly, where many took the downward path, and for what

expressed motives, how many others did march upward, but, istic of living species in general, the genetic quality of devel-
opment of the act of discovery of valid universal physicalhow, even among the latter, many halted their upward devel-

opment at a certain turning-point in their careers or simply principles, defines the nature of man, and the relative quality
of both the individual person and his, or her society.personal life. This is what attracted my attention in the study

Order 13198, which created Centers for Faith-Based and
Community Initiatives in five cabinet departments—Health
and Human Services, Housing and Urban Development, Edu-‘Faith-Based’ Scam
cation, Labor, and Justice—all dealing with areas pertinent
to welfare policy.To Replace Welfare?

In fact, the 1996 welfare reform legislation, which was
part of the Newt Gingrich fascist “Conservative Revolution,”by Marianna Wertz
and was denounced at the time by LaRouche as a slave-labor
bill, already contained a “charitable choice” provision, allow-

At a Washington, D.C. conference on Sept. 5-6, the Bush ing for “faith-based initiatives” to run the welfare-to-work
programs, but the Clinton Administration never fully imple-Administration fired the latest round in its war on America’s

poor and minorities, outlining the content of its proposed mented it. Now, with a complicit Democratic leadership un-
der the thumb of Sen. Joseph Lieberman (D-Conn.), Bush andPhase II of “welfare reform.” The 1996 Federal welfare “re-

form” policy, the misnamed Personal Responsibility and his pals are preparing to toss what is left of the nation’s safety
net for the poor, to the paid-for dogs of the “religious com-Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA), comes

up for Congressional reauthorization next year. munity.”
The conference, convened by the Department of Health

and Human Services (HHS), announced that the Bush Admin- Safety Net Slashed
As indicated by the accompanying interviews with formeristration’s priority would be to “broaden the focus” of state

welfare policies, beyond getting a job, to find ways to “foster HHS Assistant Secretary Dr. Peter Edelman and Nevada State
Sen. Joseph M. Neal, Jr., Bush’s Faith-Based Initiative ismarriage, abstinence and responsible fatherhood.” Put in

charge of this offensive will be HHS Secretary Tommy G. nothing but “smoke and mirrors,” and can in no way take
care of the mounting number of poor in this nation, includingThompson, former governor of Wisconsin, whose Wisconsin

Works (W-2) program had pioneered the most brutal welfare millions of women and children who have no jobs, no funds,
and no place to call home. Throwing “abstinence” and “re-cuts in the nation.

The mechanism through which these changes will be im- sponsible fatherhood” at people who are on the human trash
heap calls to mind Marie Antoinette’s dictum to the starvingplemented, the conference made clear, is Bush’s “Faith-Based

Initiative,” dubbed “state-run prostitution” by Lyndon of pre-revolutionary France. Only this time, it’s “Let them
eat faith.”LaRouche. Bush created the Faith-Based Initiative as one of

his first acts in office. On Jan. 29, 2001, he signed Executive Dr. Edelman, who quit the Clinton Administration in 1996
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when Clinton signed PRWORA, penned an angry letter to the
Interview: Peter EdelmanWashington Post in February of this year, responding to a

commentary by Rebecca Blank and Ron Haskins, which
claimed that none of the problems predicted by critics of the
1996 welfare law has materialized. “This is like trivializing an
earthquake because it didn’t kill as many people as expected,” Faith-Based Initiative
Edelman wrote.

In fact, he continued, “research shows that about 40% of Won’t Solve The Problem
the 2.5-plus million women who have gone off welfare [since
1996] have neither a job nor cash assistance. This means that

Dr. Peter Edelman, a professor at Georgetown Universitymore than a million women, who have more than 2 million
children, are in a precarious position. Many have moved in Law Center in Washington, D.C., was an Assistant Secretary

of Health and Human Services during thefirst Clinton Admin-with extended families, although those arrangements are of-
ten unstable and will be jeopardized whenever a recession istration. He resigned from that position in 1996, in protest

of President Clinton’s signing of the welfare reform legisla-reduces the income stream coming into those households.
And significant numbers have been unable to cope. Homeless tion, the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Rec-

onciliation Act (PRWORA). Dr. Edelman spoke with Mari-shelters all over the country are bursting at the seams.”
In February, Edelman concluded his letter with the fol- anna Wertz on Sept. 10.

lowing: “That it has not been worse is the result of our in-
creased prosperity.” Today, that prosperity is but a distant EIR: I’m preparing an article on the reauthorization of the

welfare bill, the status of states where the five years are run-memory, and the situation is indeed getting much worse.
A major earthquake now confronting already financially ning out, and the relationship between welfare reform and the

Faith-Based Initiative. What is your view on these issues?strapped states, is the Federally imposed five-year lifetime
limit for cash assistance on the welfare program, Temporary Edelman: My concern about the Faith-Based Initiative,

apart from constitutional questions, which I think are serious,Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). PROWORA speci-
fied that all Federal funds for cash assistance would be cut off and apart from the fact that it’s actually not clear whether

there’s any substance to it—he didn’t really work very hardto individuals after they have been on the welfare rolls for
five years. to get it included in his big tax bill, for example—but my

concern in relation to welfare and poverty is the implicationAccording to the D.C.-based State Policy Documentation
Project, in 16 states which adopted a shorter time limit than that it’s a magic wand.
the Federal five-year plan, that time limit was over prior to
January 2000. In four states, it expired in 2000. In 29 states, EIR: States are coming to a five-year limit on cash grants for

welfare recipients. If the Faith-Based Initiative comes in, andthe Federal five-year limit expires this year or next. In only
two states, is there no time limit under state law. Federal welfare grants end, then money which would nor-

mally have come from the Federal government to be funnelledSo, for instance, in Pennsylvania, 12,000 families will be
without cash assistance in March 2002, with no provision in through state institutions to help people survive, will that now

go through any church that lines up for the money?place for caring for them. In Louisiana, which imposed a
welfare limit of two years in everyfive, layoffs are now hitting Edelman: But, that’s actually too substantive a way to look

at it. I think it’s more smoke and mirrors, and that what youthousands of low-wage workers who have already used up
their two-year limit. have here is the rhetoric of a faith-based initiative that is

offered as a magic-wand substitute for the substance of anThe Wall Street Journal warned on Sept. 10 that the new,
record round of layoffs hitting the U.S. economy this Sum- anti-poverty policy. Even if you had a serious faith-based

initiative, which I believe this is not, it clearly doesn’t substi-mer, is striking the low end of the labor force—low-skilled
workers and minorities. These workers, many just off the tute for things that you can’t accomplish through that set of

institutions. You can’t get national health coverage through awelfare rolls, have not worked long enough to qualify for
unemployment insurance (which requires applicants to have faith-based initiative. So, I think the Faith-Based Initiative is

very cosmetic and, among other things, represents a falseworked at least six months of a year—earnings in the last
three to six months do not count in computing the unemploy- promise.
ment benefit).

With no unemployment insurance, and no cash assistance EIR: Is the initiative already acting in that fashion?
Edelman: Well, rhetorically, politically, yes.from TANF, what is to happen to millions of Americans when

the full force of the onrushing depression hits? Franklin Roo-
sevelt’s welfare policy was created for just such a circum- EIR: But there’s no real substance to it?

Edelman: No, and, as I say, even if it had real substance, itstance. Do Bush and his new army of faith-based prostitutes
have any plan? Or do they just have “faith” in money? still couldn’t possibly do the job.
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The second question, on the effects of the five-year limit, will say we have to do more to protect people who have lost
jobs, who went to work, did everything we asked, but don’tis a little more complicated than some of what some people

say. At the end of the five years, not everybody who is still on qualify for unemployment insurance, and are now essentially
out of luck, unless we do something. So that will affect thethe rolls will have been there for five years. Because, as you

know, people go on and off the welfare rolls. Nobody knows debate, if there’s an economic crisis at the same time.
But, otherwise, what you’re going to get is, on the Repub-exactly. There is the 20% exception; of course, it’s up to the

individual state whether it wants to use that or not. lican side, you will have a movement to cut the money, and
there will be a debate over that.

EIR: What is the 20% exception?
Edelman: The Federal law says, at the end of five years, the EIR: To cut Federal grants?

Edelman: In two flavors: both Federal money and the statestate can continue to have 20% of its caseload, at that time,
on—they can continue to receive Federal money for 20% of maintenance of effort. Reauthorizing TANF [Temporary As-

sistance for Needy Families] but with less money. They’lltheir caseloads.
say, “We cut the rolls in half.” For example, Robert Rector
goes around saying, “I’m a nice guy, we ought to only cut theEIR: Plus the states can also extend their own money.

Edelman: That’s right. And some are. New York is going to funds by 20 or 25%.” So, that will be the first thing to fight.
This is a welfare-to-work policy, and if we want people todo that, I think Illinois is going to do that. So, there are a few

who are contemplating that. But, the impact on any given day succeed in the workplace, we have to continue to invest in that.
I think Secretary [of Health and Human Services Tommy]is not going to be cataclysmic. It isn’t good, but it isn’t going

to be cataclysmic. I’m not sure how widely that’s understood. Thompson will support that. Whatever else he is, he’s always
said that he thinks it costs money to help people succeed inThe issue about the time limit plays out in its seriousness

over a period of time, because the more time that passes, the getting off welfare. I don’t know what the White House would
say. I’m not as sure about Secretary Thompson in relationmore women will have used up their five years cumulatively,

through legitimate stints on welfare, before they’ve finished to state maintenance of effort, because he’s also a [former]
governor [of Wisconsin]. So the money thing comes in tworaising their children.
flavors: the Federal money and the maintenance of effort.
Second, there’s going to be a very big debate about marriage.EIR: The discussion around the original welfare bill, was

that we are in a time of prosperity. But that’s not the case
any more. EIR: That goes to the Faith-Based Initiative also.

Edelman: Somewhat; it certainly overlaps with it. But, youEdelman: Yes, well that’s the other thing I would say about
the time limits. Hitting, as they are likely to, in a time of know that there’s going to be a conservative position that

wants to tie the receipt of money to marriage. I don’t thinkrecession, that does exacerbate the problem. And just in gen-
eral, wholly apart from the time limits, or including the time there will be any significant number of people who will go

that far, but you’ll certainly see people, from all stripes, whoselimits, the notion of this whole bill was one that was much
more geared to prosperity. To the extent that it would work, faiths are very important, and I agree with the general princi-

ple that it’s very important to have fathers involved in theit was much more geared to prosperity and really didn’t con-
template what would happen in a time of recession. lives of their kids. That general principle I agree with.

I’m working with some people right now, about how do
we get the situation of minority males into the debate. TheEIR: Smart thinking!

Edelman: Yes—well, insofar as you could say there was labor force participation of minority women, African-Ameri-
can single mothers, has gone up. Quite dramatically, actually.even any thinking! So that’s my answer on that, is just not to

overplay the significance of the time limits in a narrow sense, And the labor force participation of African-American men
has gone down, over the same period of time. So, that’s aeven though I think it’s bad policy.

The third thing is the debate about reauthorization. I serious question that I think the people on the progressive
side should be raising in the context of this marriage andwould say, yes, there will be a debate that is serious in some

ways. It will not go back to first principles. You will not have fatherhood debate. I think what people on the progressive side
do not want are policies that smack of coercion.a position of the Democrats that says, “Let’s start all over

again.” Because the politics is that the basic framework of Then you’re going to have a lot of discussions—on the
progressive side, people are going to say, we shouldn’t bethe new law is widely accepted. Many Democrats still in

Congress voted for it, and have a stake in supporting the idea talking just about welfare here. There’s a whole bunch of
pieces of legislation that interact. So, the debate should bethat in general it’s working.
about poverty, and even more than that, about people getting
an adequate income from work and the safety net. So thatEIR: How is the economic downturn going to affect that?

Edelman: It will help. I mean, I’d rather not have a downturn means an act like Kennedy-Snowe, about health coverage
for parents.in the economy, but it will help, in the sense that some people
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EIR: What is the Kennedy-Snowe act? EIR: You recently attended a national conference of the
Community Action Agencies, set up in the 1970s under Presi-Edelman: Sens. [Edward] Kennedy [D-Mass.] and [Olym-

pia] Snowe [R-Me.] have a bill that would extend health cov- dent Johnson’s War on Poverty, where Bush’s plan to replace
these agencies with the Faith-Based Initiative was discussed.erage to low-income parents. So, that’s a separate bill. And

there’s a whole series of things. The Earned Income Tax Neal: During the conference, it became obvious to me that,
with the statements that President Bush has made himself—Credit needs to be improved. We need more funding for child

care through the child-care legislation. that the War on Poverty has “served its usefulness,” and had
not done what it was intended to do, and it was a failure—this
to me suggested that their aim and purpose seems to be thatEIR: So that all back to the state of the economy.

Edelman: Yes, but the debate should not be just about wel- they want to substitute the Faith-Based Initiative for the War
on Poverty program.fare. Within welfare itself, we should be certainly talking

about reviving and re-extending aid to legal immigrants,
which has still not been fully restored. And there’s a whole EIR: Yes, they pretty much announced that at a conference

they had in Washington last week.bunch of things having to do with time limits. You shouldn’t
be subject to the time limits if you get extra money while Neal: So, that seems to be the direction that I gather that they

are tending to take, to destroy the War on Poverty program,you’re working. That’s ridiculous. But they are. That’s Fed-
eral law. If a state uses Federal money to help somebody who and use that money for other things, and put the burden of

taking care of the poor upon the faith-based organizations,already has a job, Federal TANF money, it counts against
that person’s time limits. Time limits shouldn’t apply during the churches.
recessions, either national or local. Time limits shouldn’t
apply to moms who are staying home taking care of chroni- EIR: Are the churches in any capacity to handle the poverty?

Neal: No, they’re not. Nothing that you can demand of acally ill, disabled kids, or infirm relatives.
church, in terms of helping anybody—it’s out of the goodness
of the church that they decide to help. In any case, except it’sEIR: What about adults who are chronically ill and disabled?

Edelman: That’s more complicated. If somebody is disa- forthcoming from any faith-based organization, their mem-
bership comes first. If you happen not to be a part of thatbled, but not legally disabled, how do you handle that under

that law? They can’t draw disability because they don’t quite church, then you’re not going to be getting any help.
qualify, but they’re still not very effective workers. That’s
hard to articulate, and maybe the best you can do with that EIR: LaRouche has called this “state-run prostitution.”

Neal: Yeah. It could be that, too. I see, without having thesesort of person is to cover them under the 20% exception, but
they should raise the 20%. organizations to take care of the poor—and these organiza-

tions have done a tremendous job in directing resources outSo, there will be a whole bunch of things about time limits.
Then, how do we put some kind of limits on the states that to the most needy. As a part of that program, Head Start

has been one of the most successful programs of the War onare what I call the outlyers, with particularly awful policies?
That’s hard, but I would say, if you want to have a time limit Poverty. They have taken the children at a very early age, and

the reports that I’ve been privileged to see, and people who’veshorter thanfive years, you have to have exceptions for people
who can’t find jobs. talked to me about those reports, indicate that those kids do

very well when they get into school. Over many years, those
children have been very successful.EIR: Yes, or a whole lot more gravediggers.

Edelman: Something like that. And if you want to terminate In my judgment, to eliminate the War on Poverty, because
there seems to be a growing depression in this country, wouldsomebody from the rolls, you’ve got to have a face-to-face

meeting and figure out some kind of a plan for them, if you’re be very devastating to many who still need the services of
those various organizations.not going to give them cash assistance. So, those are the sorts

of issues. People will talk about somehow rewarding states
that use the policies to reduce poverty, rather than simply to EIR: This comes as welfare recipients in many states will

soon run out of their five-year time limit for cash assistance.reduce the welfare rolls. Nobody has an exact proposal for
that, but that certainly sounds good. Neal: That’s true. The five-year limit for welfare is running

out, and there seems to be a need to go somewhere for assis-
tance, and something to identify job capabilities or training
or housing or whatever. Many of these [agency] programs

Interview: Joseph M. Neal, Jr. engage in those particular services. I don’t think that you
can depend upon the United Way and the Salvation Army—
particularly the Salvation Army, which is moving in on theState Sen. Joseph M. Neal, Jr. (D-N. Las Vegas) is chairman

of the Nevada Legislative Black Caucus. He was interviewed poverty program—to take care of all of these needs across
the country.by Marianna Wertz on Sept. 12.
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Temple Mount Nut Woos Christian
Fundies; Threatens Sharon and Bush
by Harley Schlanger

Regular readers of EIR are, by now, familiar with the bizarre sites for Islam. Salomon and his followers believe that con-
struction of the Third Temple is the necessary preconditionalliance between so-called Jewish and Christian fundamental-

ists, which has become a significant strategic factor in the for the long-awaited appearance of the Messiah.
There have been numerous attempts by associates of Salo-drive for religious war in the Middle East. In December 2000,

EIR published a Special Report1 which brought together 20 mon and other Jewish terrorist groups to destroy the Dome of
the Rock. Israeli police and security forces have been success-years of the highest-quality intelligence work done on the

subject, to prove the case that the basis for war in the region ful, thus far, in preventing them from blowing it up.
In his presentation given at the Jewish Community Centeris not religion, but the manipulation of Jews, Muslims, and

Christians from the outside. in Houston on Sept. 6, Salomon spoke a language unfamiliar
to most American Jews. Instead, it was obvious that he wasThose pulling the strings are a grouping of predominantly

Anglo-American lunatics, typified by Henry A. Kissinger and appealing to those in the audience whom he referred to as
“Zionist Christians.” “I can say to you,” he repeated severalZbigniew Brzezinski, which is committed to maintaining a

state of permanent war, as a flank against cooperation among times, “that we are approaching the End Times. . . . There is an
exciting awakening of Christians. There are not only ZionistEurasian nations—especially Russia—embodied in the trans-

continental infrastructure projects proposed by U.S. econo- Jews, but Zionist Christians.”
“My voice is the voice of God,” he said, though he admit-mist and Democratic Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon

LaRouche. ted it has not always been recognized as such. “When I was
last in Houston, eight years ago, there was not much responseA recent gathering of this most unholy alliance occurred

at a secret meeting in the White House on July 30, which to my Godly call. Now, the eyes and hearts are lifted to Jerusa-
lem. The nation of Israel isdoing Godly work. . . . The rebuild-brought together an assortment of messianic fundamentalists,

of both the Jewish and Christian types. At this meeting, repre- ing of the Temple Mount is rebuilding a new future, not only
for Israel, but for all mankind. The Hill in Jerusalem [Templesentatives of the groups threatened President George W.

Bush, telling his liaison, Tim Goeglein, that Bush would lose Mount] is the key place in the End Times,” as “God dwells
on that hill.”a large number of votes from his base among evangelical

Christians, if he did not support an all-out war by Israel to With his voice rising, Salomon spoke of a Jewish-Chris-
tian imperative for joint action, again using Old Testamentdestroy the Palestinian Authority.2

references which resonate among Christian fundamentalists:
“As spoken by Isaiah, all nations will return to Zion to meetChief Kook On Tour

The pressure on Bush was escalated over the last five God. The Messiah will come, not to any other place. He will
come to Jerusalem, to the rebuilt House of God. This is com-weeks, by the presence in the United States of Gershon Salo-

mon, the founder of The Temple Mount and Land of Israel mon to Christians and Jews—whether it is his first, or second
coming—he will come, and be an Israeli God, and speakFaithful Movement. It was Salomon’s organization which

attempted to provoke Muslims in Jerusalem in August, by only Hebrew.”
Pandering further to the Christians present (as if his state-laying the cornerstone for the construction of the Third Tem-

ple of Jerusalem, which, he insists, must be built on what is ment that the Messiah’s arrival might be his second coming,
a highly un-Jewish concept, was not enough), he said, “Whenknown as the Temple Mount or al-Haram al-Sharif, which

includes the Dome of the Rock, one of the three most holy he comes, Zionist Christians will then be called Israelites.”
The brand of alleged Jewish eschatology preached by Sa-

lomon, with his frequent references to the imminence of the1. “Who Is Sparking a Religious War in the Middle East?” (EIR Special
End Times, is deliberately shaped to enhance the allianceReport, December 2000).
between those fanatic Jewish fundies who wish to drive the2. Anton Chaitkin, “Temple Mount Fanatics Seek To Blackmail Bush” (EIR,

Aug. 24, 2001). Palestinians out of Greater Israel, and the kind of Southern
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nobly attempted to implement. Oslo “was an
ungodly agreement. Israel is not Tel Aviv [the
stronghold of the peace movement], but Jeru-
salem, Judea and Samaria [the West Bank],
Gaza, Sinai, the [Syrian] Golan Heights,
Trans-Jordan,” the territory of “Greater Is-
rael,” which he and his fellow fanatics claim
was given by God to the Jews, as a kind of real
estate deal. “Who can give this land away, to
the enemies of God? Arafat is the creation of
Satan, all the other Arab nations, the hatred
against Israel is given with the milk of their
mothers.”

He continued: “As long as the evil, Satanic
agreement [Oslo] is allowed to exist, the Tem-
ple Mount is in the hands of Satan.”

He then turned to the United States. “God
created the U.S. as a new land, a new nation,The Dome of the Rock and Al Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem. Gershon Salomon, the

founder of The Temple Mount and Land of Israel Faithful Movement, is touring the he blessed you so much. . . . But your leader-
United States, organizing fundamentalists for the “End Times.” ship is so similar to Israel,” that is, ungodly,

because the United States, he ranted, has re-
fused, thus far, to give Israel a completely free

hand to drive the Palestinians out. For Salomon, one sign ofChristian fundamentalists who, until recently, rarely associ-
the U.S. capitulation to Satan is that its government has not yetated with Jews, unless they were wearing white sheets and
moved its embassy to Jerusalem. How foolish, he exclaimed:hoods.
“God created the U.S. for the End Times, to stand with Israel.
Your embassy is still in Tel Aviv, your leaders have not recog-Targets: Sharon, Arafat, And Bush
nized God!”There is more to this appeal, however, than an opportunis-

He then launched his final thrust, coming back to what hetic merger between these twisted theological interpretations,
called the “historic importance” of the laying of the corner-as can be seen from the July 30 meeting at the White House.
stone for the Third Temple. “I tell you, my Zionist ChristianThe alliance between these Jews and Christians is designed
brothers and sisters, that once Israel comes back to Templeto provoke a never-ending religious war, which has been the
Mount, the enemy will know it is over for them. The Palestin-intention since the British first imposed themselves, and their
ian Authority, Arafat, and the rest will disappear. . . . Theimperial geopolitics, on the region at the turn of the last cen-
Messiah will come through the Eastern Gate. . . . It will cometury. This is clear from the concluding section of Salomon’s
soon, and you will see the Redemption. We are so close, I canspeech in Houston that night.
see it, don’t fall, be strong, be a part of this event. Come toFirst, he attacked Israel’s Prime Minister Ariel Sharon,
Israel, show God you trust Him. We will thank God to be bornwho thus far has resisted the more extreme demands that he
in such a generation.”launch an all-out liquidation of Palestinians in Israel.

This final flourish was greeted by a chorus of “amens”“One of our goals is to create a new leadership. . . . We
from a section of the crowd, most of them Christian. As forthought Sharon will be the one. But Israel will not fulfill our
the Jews attending, those from the sponsoring organizations,task with politicians. Israel needs leadership with Biblical
including the extremist Americans for a Safe Israel (whichvision. This is the only nation [in] which its past is its future.
was prominently involved at the White House session)Not a political future—Israel cannot be another nation in the
seemed quite pleased, but many others appeared to be lessworld, a regular nation,” he said, demonstrating contempt for
than wowed, typified by a woman seated next to me. As Salo-the founding vision of Israel.3 Instead, Israel must “be a holy
mon concluded, she woke up her snoring husband with a sharpnation, a Kingdom of Priests.”
elbow to the ribs. “Come on, honey, we’re leaving. I’ve hadSalomon then turned his wrath against the late Israeli
enough of this mesheggaass,” she said.Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, Palestinian Authority Presi-

Unfortunately, it is precisely this mesheggaass, wieldeddent Yasser Arafat, and the Oslo peace agreement they so
by the alliance of these fanatics, and tolerated by too many in
the U.S. Executive and Congress, which threatens to lead to3. See Steven P. Meyer, “Moses Mendelssohn, David Ben-Gurion, and the
an expanding war which will be deadly to Jews, Muslims,Peace Process: A Lesson in Statecraft,” in EIR Special Report (see footnote

1). and Christians.
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Congressional Closeup by Carl Osgood

Attacks in New York, D.C. the apparent failure of intelligence Budget Committee Chairman Kent
Conrad (D-N.D.) said. “The top prior-Disrupt Hill Routine services to detect the attacks before-

hand. With the exception of certainThe covert, strategic operation, with ity is to defend this country.”
simultaneous attacks on the World loose cannons, such as Rep. Dana

Rohrabacher (R-Calif.), most mem-Trade Center and the Pentagon on
Sept. 11, brought to a sudden end the bers were reluctant to accuse the intel-

ligence community of an “intelli-partisan bickering that has character- Democrats Mustized the 107th Congress almost since gence failure.” Senate Intelligence
Committee Chairman Bob Grahamit convened. Within a couple of hours, Provide Leadership

Prior to the events of Sept. 11, the real-the entire Capitol complex had been (D-Fla.) complained, “There was not
a single agency, much less a singleevacuated and shut down, and House ity of the collapse of the U.S. economy

had begun to poke its ugly head intoSpeaker Dennis Hastert (R-Ill.) and individual,” who could be held ac-
countable. He called that a “seriousSenate Majority Leader Tom Daschle the political processes on Capitol Hill.

On Sept. 9, the Washington Post re-(D-S.D.) were reportedly taken to “se- restraint” on the ability of the intelli-
gence community to deal with thosecure locations.” The shutdown re- ported that House Speaker Dennis

Hastert (R-Ill.) told President Bushsulted in chaos and confusion for some sorts of threats.
hours afterwards, as the streets around that, in terms of the economy, “a year

from now is when it matters to us.”the Capitol and the House and Senate
office buildings were closed to both Bush, who had only recently begun to

notice problems in the economy, wasvehicular and pedestrian traffic, and House Moves Quickly Onmembers of Congress milled about reported to have replied, “It’s my time
frame, too.” A year from now, ofoutside the cordoned-off area, some Supplemental Spending Bill

House Appropriations Committeegiving street-corner interviews to course, is the mid-term elections for
the House and for one-third of thenews media, or gathered in nearby res- Chairman Bill Young (R-Fla.) prom-

ised to move a new $20 billion supple-taurants. Senate.
Democrats responded to the situa-The first order of business when mental spending bill as quickly as pos-

sible, to fulfill a request from PresidentCongress reconvened on Sept. 12 was tion by publicly announcing that they
would do nothing. Typical of this wasa strongly worded joint resolution to George Bush for money for disaster

recovery in New York and at the Pen-condemn the two attacks, which Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle
(D-S.D.), who, when asked how thepassed both the House and the Senate tagon, for additional security mea-

sures at airports and elsewhere in theby unanimous votes. Among other Social Security trust fund was going to
be kept whole, replied, “That’s whatthings, the resolution declared that United States, and for the investiga-

tion to identify the perpetrators of the“these premeditated attacks struck not we’re asking the Administration. It’s
their budget. Their tax cut. And I thinkonly at the people of America, but also two attacks. The normal partisan war-

fare that has dominated budget debatesthe symbols and structures of our eco- it ought to be their solutions.” His ex-
cuse was that the Democrats don’tnomic and military strength and . . . in recent years has mostly been absent

since the attacks. The White Housethe United States is entitled to respond control the White House, or the House
of Representatives and have only aunder international law.” The resolu- initially had asked for an open-ended

bill, but Rep. David Obey (D-Wisc.)tion also declared support for the “de- one-vote majority in the Senate, so
therefore they don’t have the strengthtermination of the President, in close balked, arguing that that would

amount to a “blank check.” “Anyoneconsultation with the Congress, to to do anything.
Democratic Presidential pre-can-bring to justice and punish the perpe- who votes to give that away,” he said,

“ought to be impeached.”trators of these attacks as well as their didate for 2004 Lyndon LaRouche re-
sponded to this problem during a Sept.sponsors.” The House debate lasted The events of Sept. 11 are likely to

result in a total recasting of all of theuntil about 1 a.m. on Sept. 13, to give 11 appearance on the Jack Stockwell
radio show as the attacks in New Yorkas many members as possible a chance appropriations bills. In light of the im-

pact of the attacks, budget prioritiesto make floor speeches on the reso- and at the Pentagon were unfolding.
He said that he “could be in a positionlution. have been completely rearranged.

“This changes everything,” SenateAnother concern of lawmakers is very easily to steer these guys into do-
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ing things that would begin to work, billion, and to make funding for any on a force structure to carry it out. The
strategy he called for includes a home-even with the limited strength the national missile defense tests contin-

gent on the White House informingDemocratic Party has, today.” He land security strategy, of which mis-
sile defense is only a part, not someadded that “if the party would do some Congress whether a planned test will

be in conflict with the Anti-Ballisticof those things . . . we would not only “Maginot line in the sky.” Missile de-
fense, he said, has become “theologi-be able to shake the population a bit Missile (ABM) Treaty. Levin com-

plained that he has been asking Penta-into believing there’s somebody up cal” in some circles. It also includes
non-proliferation programs andthere that might help them, you’d also gon officials for months whether they

plan any such tests, and has yet to getfind a number of Republicans who are greater support for intelligence and co-
ordinated response mechanisms. Thenot nuts, and who are simply patriotic, a straight answer. He said that “it is

important for Congress to know,” be-and will listen to reason, who would second element includes active U.S.
military engagement abroad, whichcooperate with the Democrats in doing cause it has a “significant impact” on

how Senators are likely to vote onsome of the things we have to do.” In- requires presence overseas as well as
military-to-military exchanges. Hestead, “We have a vacuum of lead- missile defense.

John Warner (R-Va.) complainedership.” called “engagement and collaboration
with other countries” the “lynchpin”that the Levin language could mean

that even if the United States with- of U.S. national security.
If these preventive actions fail,draws from the ABM Treaty, which

the treaty allows for, the Senate could then the United States must “be ableMissile Defense still vote to deny the use of funds for to win decisively, at low risk, a major
regional conflict,” he said. At the sameSplits Senate Panel testing. He also complained that the

reduction in the funding request cutsOn Sept. 7, the Senate Armed Services time, we must still be able to handle a
wide range of other contingencies. ToCommittee voted 13-12 on strict parti- across all missile defense programs,

not just national missile defense. War-san lines to report out the fiscal year this end, he called for increasing the
Army by 20,000 soldiers (as opposed2002 Defense Authorization bill. The ner vowed that the Levin language

“will not see its way into legislation.”bill includes increases in most of the to cutting by as many as 60,000, as has
been rumored that Defense Secretarymajor line items in the budget, includ- The House, in the aftermath of the

attacks on the World Trade Center anding $700 million for military pay and Donald Rumsfeld wants to do); up to
500,000, he said, is the minimum forceother benefits for service members, the Pentagon, was trying to figure out

the fastest way to bring its bill to themore than $1 billion to improve mili- required to carry out his strategy. He
also called for building up the Navy totary readiness, $800 million for trans- floor in such a way that new provisions

to deal with the attacks would not beformation efforts, and $600 million to 360 ships, as a minimum, whereas at
current shipbuilding rates, it’ll drop togive the services the capability to meet precluded. Parts of the bill are likely

to be rewritten to reflect the new priori-“nontraditional threats,” such as ter- 230 ships. He didn’t call for increases
in force structure for the Air Force, butrorism. It also includes provision for ties and to avoid contentious issues.

an additional round of base closures, did call for improvements in long-
range bombing and airlift capabilities.which committee chairman Carl Levin

(D-Mich.) said, is expected to save The events of Sept. 11, of course,
have radically changed the defense de-about $6 billion a year. The Bush Ad- Skelton Gives Democrats’ministration’s $18.4 billion supple- bate in Congress, in some of the ways
Skelton was calling for. The debatemental request is included in the bill, Response To Bush Strategy

On Sept. 4, Ike Skelton (D-Mo.), thebut Levin made clear that the budget over missile defense has practically
disappeared, and many members ofpolitics of the Congress will determine ranking member on the House Armed

Services Committee, articulated thewhether that $18.4 billion is actually Congress are now calling for the cre-
ation of a homeland defense depart-appropriated. Democratic view of military strategy

and force structure, in a speech at theWhere the Democrats and the ment. During an appearance on CBS’s
“Early Show” on Sept. 12, Sen. JosephGOP split, was on missile defense. Center for Strategic and International

Studies in Washington, D.C.The committee voted, again on party Lieberman (D-Conn.) said, “We never
had to do that before, because we feltlines, to reduce the Administration’s Skelton said that the United States

must have a strategy before decidingbudget request from $8.3 billion to $7 we were protected by the oceans.”
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Editorial

What Should You Do?

Can an individual citizen, or a responsible local leader, crystal clear that the cause of these dangers was the
ongoing, global, economic-financial breakdown.do anything about the destabilization of the United

States launched with the provocative attacks on Wash- This acknowledged, look at the national radio inter-
view LaRouche was giving, live, when the deadly newsington and New York on Sept. 11? Can a citizen such

as yourself really know, of his or her own powers of started to pour in from New York and Washington. Un-
like any other national leader, he, as a Presidential can-reason, what is happening? Clearly there are grave dan-

gers that remain “hidden” in this tragedy, from both didate, was put to the test of responding in real time to
the first fragmentary, disastrous reports, and asked topublic opinion and “expert” opinion. For nearly all who

read this, there was, and still is far, far more that you do say, “What is going on? What should be done? What
should the President do?” He calmly met the test: Thisnot know about those disasters, than what you actually

know through your own ability to reason it out—as op- is more than terrorism, it is a war provocation; the Presi-
dent must not “react” in a way which may turn terroristposed to what you are being told to accept as “authorita-

tive opinion.” “There are more things in heaven and provocation into world war. He must immmediately
contact the leaders of other strategically-placed na-earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy.”

And these are times when you, like Horatio, must act tions—LaRouche named them, and they were the first
nations actually to respond to the crisis over the nextonly on what you know to be true, and what you know

to be for the general welfare of the nation. 24 hours—and propose coordinated changes in policy
which cut off the sources of the new global terror wave.Your responsibility is to know what you do not

know, so that rather than grab a comic-book version of These immediate changes are primarily those of inter-
national economic reconstruction, changes in policy to-events from the media and beat your breast in anger—

a course which could aid the coup plotters against the ward the Mideast, and related actions.
This is the test of national and international leader-United States—you can think calmly and piece out what

is really happening, and what you can do. Our coverage ship. What you should do, first, is to back LaRouche’s
public interventions into this crisis. Think through whatin this issue is essential evidence for you in doing that.

First of all, acknowledge the clear evidence that he clearly knows—the worsening economic-financial
collapse is the cause of these worsening dangers. A newLyndon LaRouche, with aid of some of his collaborators

here and abroad, knew—not in detail, but in the clear international monetary system must be put in place. Tell
your Congressman and other elected leaders to orga-outlines of the cause and nature of these attacks—what

was threatening the United States during September. nize, now, a New Bretton Woods conference as
LaRouche has called for it. A real U.S. alliance isRead the chilling warning from his Aug. 24 interna-

tional webcast, as quoted in our national lead article on needed with the major Eurasian nations—not a “Desert
Storm coalition” which helped breed the current disas-page 60. LaRouche was not whispering what he knew

among “experts,” but broadcasting it internationally, ters, but a strategic linkup to build the high-technology
Eurasian Land-Bridges as a global recovery strategy.and warning both the Bush Administration and Demo-

cratic leaders in the United States: Washington was Demand a new policy of cooperation with Russia,
China, India in this Eurasian reconstruction.threatened with unprecedented acts of “strategic irregu-

lar war” during September, aimed at destabilizing the In the aftermath of the events of Sept. 11, you can
see that the survival even of the United States itself,strongest government left in the world. And the Aug.

24 webcast was not the first of his warnings to make depends on this.
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